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SUMMARY
The main aim of the present work has been to present some 
theoretical results of nuclear magnetic shieldings for some first row 
nuclei in a variety of different electronic environments, in order to 
obtain an improved description of the various factors contributing to 
nuclear shielding.
In Chapter One, several current theories of magnetic shielding are 
briefly reviewed for purposes of comparison. Chapter Two presents a 
general survey of various semi-empirical molecular orbital methods of 
magnetic shielding with particular emphasis on Pople’s GIAO-MD approach. 
This chapter also contains a description of the theory of medium effects 
on nuclear shielding and a brief introduction to the solvaton model.
Chapters Three to Six present ^B, 13C, 14N (or 15N), 170 and 19F 
chemical shifts, shielding constants and their anisotropies calculated 
by means of Pople's GI AO-ID method in conjunction with the INDO/S and 
MINDO/3 parameterization schemes for a wide variety of organic and 
inorganic molecules. It is demonstrated that the results of the INDO/S 
calculations are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data, 
whereas the MINDO/3 parameterization scheme provides quantitatively 
unreliable results for all of the nuclei considered here. The results 
obtained are analysed in an attempt to improve our understanding of the 
relation between magnetic shielding and various features of molecular 
electronic structure.
Finally, the solvaton model is used to explore the role of polar 
effects on 13C, 11}N (or 15N), 170 and 19F shieldings of some polar 
compounds. This exploration is supplemented by performing some 
hydrogen-bonding calculations for some model compounds.
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CHAPTER ONE
i n t r o d u c t i o n : d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  s o m e  t h e o r i e s  o f
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC SHIELDING
1.1 Introduction
One of the fundamental problems in chemistry relates to finding 
out the electronic structure of molecules. One of the most attractive 
■ techniques for investigating electronic and molecular environments is 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy. In recent years significant 
developments in experimental techniques have led to the routine 
measurement of chemical shifts, especially for rare nuclei such as 
13C and 15N.
This highlights the need for a theoretical framework within which 
the factors controlling nuclear magnetic shielding can be understood.
In order to be useful in this connection, such a theory must, firstly, 
provide results of 'chemical’ accuracy. Secondly, it should be 
tractable for systems of real chemical interest and, finally, the 
calculations involved must not be too expensive. Theoretical 
estimates are usually based upon an isolated molecule as a model, 
whereas many experimental chemical shifts are reported for liquid 
samples in which solvent effects may be present. Therefore it is not 
reasonable to expect of any theoretical treatment of magnetic shielding 
that it exactly reproduces experimental values.
Our main aim is to present some theoretical results for the J1B, 13
llfN, 15N, 170 and 19F nuclei, for which a large body of experimental
1-5data are now available. In addition, the theoretical results are
analysed in an attempt to improve our understanding of the relation 
between magnetic shielding and various features of molecular electronic 
structure. Emphasis is placed on semi-empirical theories, which are 
practical at the present for calculations of the magnetic shielding of 
larger molecules. Several current theories of magnetic shielding are 
briefly reviewed for purposes of comparison. Two conventions which
are used throughout this work are stated at this point. Firstly, 
numerical values of screening constants and chemical shifts are given 
in ppm. Secondly, shifts to higher frequency of a reference nucleus 
are considered to be positive. SI units are used throughout this 
work.
1. 2 The origins of nuclear shielding
A uniform external magnetic field, B, causes the whole electron 
cloud of an atom situated in a molecule to precess, causing electronic 
currents to flow. These currents give a secondary magnetic field,
~y ~y~
B 1 = -a*B, at the nucleus. The total magnetic field experienced by
nucleus, B^qc, is the vector sum of the applied magnetic field 6 and.
*>■
the induced field B ’,
Bloc v . B - a - B  (1.1)
where a is known as the shielding constant and is a second-rank tensor. 
If two nuclei A and B of the same isotope have shielding constants o^ 
and oD at the same value of B, then their relative chemical shift,
6ab> is
6AB = aA ' aB (1'2)
Variation of a within a group of similarly bonded atoms is due to either 
intramolecular alterations, such as variations in charge density, bond 
polarity or electronic energies; or intermolecular alterations, such 
as solvent effects or molecular association.
1.3 Ramsey's theory
A detailed interpretation of the variation of tlie chemical shifts
of a given element requires a suitable theory for evaluating the
6 7
screening constant. Ramsey, ’ by using second-order perturbation 
theory, established the first full treatment of the calculation of the 
screening constant of a nucleus in a molecule. The electronic 
Hamiltonian describing a closed shell molecule in the presence of a 
magnetic field B, and nuclear magnetic moment p, is written as
is the vector potential describing the total magnetic field at the 
position of electron j. This vector potential is the sum of the vector
and the vector potential associated with the magnetic moment p,
nucleus in question, and rQ defines the separation between this nucleus 
and the origin of the vector potential. The energy, E(B,p) , associated 
with this Hamiltonian can be found by solving the Schrodinger. equation
(1.3)
7.) is the linear-momentum of the j electron, and A. (r)where P.(
potential associated with the external magnetic field B
(1.4)A!(r) = |B x (r. - r )
1 2 J O
(1.5)
Alternatively
Aj(r) = - rQ) + (p x r.)/|r?| (1.6)
where the vector r- defines the distance from the j electron to the
H(B,y)nS,iI) = E(B,ij)n£,Jj ' (1.7)
*>■ ->•
where 'i'CBjy) is the many electron wavefunction in the presence of a 
magnetic field and a magnetic moment. For small values of B and y,
E(B,y) can be expanded as a Taylor series about its zero-field value,
E(B,y) = e C°) + T e (10)b + V J:(01)y
v 9 ■ L a a L a aa a
'+ 1 n B E ( 20)Bfl + 11 BE(“ )yfl
2 a aB B a aB MB
+ .... (1.8)
An alternative expression for the energy is given by
E(B,y) = lit0) - T y B - J y BV L Ia a L a
a a
2 11 baXa^B^ + Yl
Odp ttp
+ .... (1*9)
where in equations (1.8) and (1.9) a, B are used to indicate cartesian 
coordinates x, y or z. In equation (1.9) y^ is a component of the 
permanent magnetic moment of the molecule which is zero for a closed 
shell molecule, xa  ^is a component of the molecular diamagnetic 
susceptibility tensor x> aad is an element of shielding tensor a.
By comparing equations (1.8) and (1.9), for a given nucleus A, is 
expressed as a second partial derivative of the energy with respect to 
the corresponding components of B and y^ as
aaB = (®,^/9Ba8yAB Cma3  = 0) (1.10)
By means of Ramsey’s theory, cr^ is comprised of a number of 
contributions: ^
where the superscript g on a^  and terms indicates that these
terms are gauge-dependent. The terms on the right-hand side o£ 
equation (1.11) are defined as in equations (1.12) to (1.15).
a f S- <0| Y r. 3(r?6 Q - r. r.fi)|0> (1.12)aB 47t 2m 1 v 3 3 aB ja jB
° = "f- <011 r.3(r r.Q - r r. 6 Q) |0> (1.13)aB 4tt 2m !j 3 v oa 3B oy jy aB 1
«? = I {<0|X r :3L. |n>aB 4tt 2m2 , '4 3 ja1ii-j-U j
x ^II L.„|0> + <011 L-g|n>
j j
Ljal°>}(En ' Eo) Cla4)
aag8 = S ^ E6Y6ro Y n|0 {<01 .^ rj V |n>
x <n|I Pi6 |0> + <0 |I P.6 |n>
j J j
x <n|T rT3L. |0>}(E„ - E J _1 (1-15)'4 3 ja1 n o
where the symbols yQ, e and m denote the permeability of free space,
the electronic charge, and the electronic mass respectively, r^  is
the position of the electron from the nucleus in question, and
L-(= r. x b/i V.) is the orbital angular momentum of this electron.
3 3 3
In obtaining equations (1.12) to (1.15) it is assumed that the origin
of coordinates is at the nucleus of interest and the vector potential
associated with the external magnetic field is at a point with a
position vector rQ from the coordinate’s origin. The two gauge-
dependent terms and will be zero if the gauge origin is
coincident with the origin of the coordinates. The symbols |0> and
|n> refer to the unperturbed electronic ground and excited states with
corresponding energies of Eq and En respectively. 6a3 is the Kronecker
delta (= 1 if a.- 3; = 0 if a f 3) a n d e ^  is the alternating tensor
(= 1 if 3y5 is an even permutation of xyz; = -1 if 3y<5 is an odd
permutation of xyzy = 0 if any two of 3y<5 are identical). The
summations in equations (1.14) and (1.15) are over all discrete excited
states including the continuum. The calculation of from (1.11) is
not practical for molecules as it would require a knowledge of all of
the excited state wavefunctions which are not, in general, known. In
addition, the contribution from the continuum may be at least as
9 10important as those from the discrete states. * To simplify the 
calculation one may use the closure approximation by choosing an 
average over the excited states of the molecule. Accordingly, for two
A A
operators P and Q, one can write
00 ✓s /s A
1 <0|P|n><n|Q|0>(E - E ) = &E-1<0|PQ|0> (1.16)
nf°
 ^ A
where in our case P = Y r. L. and Q = Y L.rt. By this convention the
j J ja J 33.
equations (1.14) and (1.15) become
The choice of an appropriate value of AE is the most difficult and
arbitrary element in the calculation of by using equations (1.12),
(1.13), (1.17) and (1.18), because it has been found that AE values
show significant variations even within a related series of 
11 12
compounds. 9 Another problem is the dependence of equations (1.13),
13 14(1..15) and (1.18) on what is called the gauge transformation. 9
15According to fundamental principles any exact theoretical expression
for a physically observable quantity such as the screening constant,
has to be gauge-independent. It is desirable for an approximate
theoretical expression to be consistent with fundamental physical
X6requirements. Stevens et al showed that the shielding can be gauge-
independent when a complete set of basis functions is used. This is
not always tractable. The problem of gauge has been overcome for some *
simple diatomic molecules by choosing a suitable method for evaluating 
14 17-19
AE. * Although Ramsey’s theory is principally correct, it is
d T)not practical, because even for fairly small molecules, a and cr 
become large and of opposite sign, thus rendering the small difference 
of two large quantities each of which contains rather large errors.
The exact electronic wavefunctions necessary for solving the 
expressions (1.12) to (1.15) are not generally available and therefore 
one needs to consider approximate methods. For this purpose the 
electronic ground state wavefunction T of a closed-shell molecule is 
written as a normalized Slater determinant of doubly occupied molecular 
orbitals (MOrs) Tj. Thus for a molecule with 2N electrons, is given by
*0 = C 2N 0
tf>i(l) $i(l) 
<Pi (2) ,'i'i (2)
V X) V 13
^nC2) iN(2)
»h (2N)ipi (2N) —  ^n (2N)^n (2N) (1.19)
often written in the compact form of
N1
(1.20)
where the bar indicates that ipj is associated with a 3 spin function.
In the Molecular Orbital (MD) approach, the excited state
configurations are foimed by promoting an electron from the I occupied
to the m unoccupied orbital. Because £ Lj is a sum of one electron
J 20 21
operators, by using the Slater-Condon rules 9 for reducing the many 
electron matrix elements to a one electron expression, it can be shown 
that only singlet-excited states give non-zero matrix elements of L^, 
in equations (1.14) and (1.15). These states are given by
or II L-l1^  = /2{<^(l)|L1|l(,m (l)>} 
j J
(1.21)
where is described by the wavefunction,
(1.22)
Therefore, within the MO framework, expressions (.1.12) to (1.15) reduce 
to
y o OCCo e
0 o = i r ~  I ^-l1* 3(r26 o ~ r r ) |^ -> a3 4tt m j vj1 a$ a 8 J
(1.23)
j P 2 OCC
& = *r— —— I ^ ■ |r (r To - r r $ n)a3 4^ m . vi1 u o« 3 oY Y a3-M V i
J J
(1.24)
p = -
aB
y 2 occ unocc v
IT ^ 2 I I (lE- - rE )4tt m2 L. f v i oJj k J
-l
(1.25)
Pg = e2
occ unocc
aB 0r
It: ^  _ 1-c
4tt m2 By5 oy I I ( V  - X )
i k
(1.26)
A further approximation is to take ip^ as a linear combination of atomic 
orbitals (LCAO)
(1.27)
where <)> are Slater orbitals (STO)
<f> = Nrn_1P.D1(cos e )r y £ v ■ y
sin mcj) 
or
COS ITK^
rCr (1.28)
Thus equations (1.23) to (1.26) can be written in terms of integrals 
over atomic orbitals,
u 2 occ unocc ,
„ p = . ®_ y y rJE k - >e r 1
a3 4tt m2 j ^ j o
{ y C. Cf C..C? «)> Ir”3L U  > 
yvAa -m  J “
x <*x IlbI V  + “W  V
x <4^|r"3Lj<j>a>} , (1.31)
y 2 occ unocc
a PS = ®_ r r Y Y f2E k - JE T 1
a$ 4tt m2 3y6 oy 4 t 3 03 K
x { Y C. Cf C.,Cf <4) |r L U  > 
yvA6 3X * y a
x ^ x l ^ l V  +
x <^xk " 3La |(j)a>} . (1*32)
where in the equations (1.29) and (1.30), P are the elements of the 
charge density bond-order matrix defined by,
occ
P = 2 Y C. C* . (1.33)
yv j 3U jv
occ
where the sum £ is over all occupied molecular orbitals. In equations
j
(1.25), (1.26), (1.31) and (1.32), the excitation energies
(1Ejk - 1Eq) , are those for excited singlet states which are mixed with
the ground state by an external magnetic field. Hence,
Where £ 3Tld c O'! framrolimc n-f 1-Vio i lnnQ-rf 11vl->mr\1 Qr*n1 a T QTvrl
k
Coulomb and exchange integrals respectively, they are
defined as:
^j (1) ^  C 2) (1/r 12 ) ^  (1) ( 2) dx j dx 2J
j k
and
K
j k
'I'j (1)^( 2) (l/ri2)i|Jk(l)iJJj(2)dTidT2
Since the contributions arising from high-energy excited states are 
often significant, the calculation of these transition energies are 
likely to be considerably in error at this level of approximation.
The most serious disadvantage of Ramsey’s theory is the gauge 
dependence of the results obtained. This is very significant if the 
basis set of atomic orbitals used is incomplete.
Usually further approximations are introduced as described in the 
next sections of this chapter.
1.4 Coupled Hartree-Fock perturbation theory
The difficulties associated with the infinite summation over
excited states in Ramsey’s theory can be overcome by employing a theory
22
developed by Stevens, Pitzer and Lipscomb (SPL), known as coupled
Hartree-Fock perturbation theory. This has been applied to the
calculation of various second-order properties such as polarizability,
22 23susceptibility and nuclear shielding for diatomic molecules 9 and 
some simple polyatomic molecules.^
In the absence of a perturbation, minimization of the zero-order 
energy E° with respect to the variation of the coefficient Cjy) yields 
the Fock equations:
Fib - = e .to.
3 - 3 3
(1.36)
In the presence of a magnetic field, the perturbation expansions
F = F(o) + KF<» + K2F(2) + __  , (1.37)
e. = + Ke?j) + + ____  ,
J J J 3 ’
(1.38)
ip. = ip(°) + KifiC1) + K2if»£2-* + .... ,
YJ v3 r3 ’
(1.39)
where ip.1 = Y C, C13ipC0) and ^ C2) = T r (2)^(“) are introduced into 
3 £ & 3 J KJ K
the equations (1.36) to give a series of perturbation equations, the 
first-order of which is written as
(F^1) - c:C1))ipC0  ^ = -(F^0  ^ - cC0) )^1)
3 3 3 3
(1.40)
It can be shown that the second order energy necessary to determine the
screening constant a, depends only on the first-order correction to the 
25
wavefunctions. The first-order coefficient C^j^, can be determined 
by evaluating the matrix elements of F^1) over the zero order ID basis 
and solving the resulting perturbed Roothaan Hartree-Fock equations
occ unocc
c.-1-1 = 0£ i (1.41)
The components of the shielding tensor are now given by
a
where r^ and r denote the positions of the electrons with respect to 
the nucleus in question and an arbitrary origin respectively. It is to 
be noted that only for calculations of the paramagnetic term does one 
need the first-order perturbation to the wavefunctions.
It is found that the shielding constant results obtained by this
23 74method show a distressingly strong gauge dependence. 9 However, m  
diatomic or simple polyatomic molecules the results for the heavy 
nucleus are very poor when the origin of the vector potential is at 
the proton and in better agreement when the chosen gauge is coincident 
with the heavier^ or central^ nucleus of the molecule. Ditchfield, 
Miller and Pople (IMP) developed an alternative but equivalent
* 7f\
derivation of the perturbed Hartree-Fock equation. Two important 
differences exist between the two methods. Firstly, in contrast to the 
(SPL) method, where the perturbed MO’s are expanded in terms of the 
unperturbed MO’s, in the (IMP) method the MO’s are expanded in terms 
of the atomic orbitals,
(1 .4 3 )
Secondly, in the (SPL) method the coefficients are evaluated from the 
solution of the coupled Roothaan Hartree-Fock equations (1.40), whereas
in the (DMP) approach the Roothaan equations are solved for various 
finite values of the magnetic field strength, and the first-order 
density matrix; is defined by
(1.44)
Equation (1 *44) is then evaluated numerically by using finite difference
The (DMP) method has been employed to calculate the shielding of
It is found that by using a minimal basis set the calculated chemical
shifts are in poor agreement with experiment. Slightly extended basis
sets improve the calculated chemical shifts for nuclei which have
similar positions relative to the origin of the magnetic field.
However, poorer agreement is obtained for the chemical shifts of nuclei
26c
which have markedly different positions relative to this origin.
In general any gauge transformation of the vector potential of the 
external magnetic field only changes the relative contribution of the 
diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms to the screening constant. Thus it
techniques. In the (DMP) approach a R is given by
(1.45)
where P (2) is defined by equation (1.44) and
(1.46)
protons and other nuclei in a variety of simple polyatomic molecules. 26
appears that one can, by an appropriate choice of the gauge, avoid
28
the calculation of the more difficult paramagnetic term. However,
this is not always the case since under some symmetry conditions both
29
the diamagnetic and paramagnetic teims are gauge-independent.
Other difficulties which arise from a gauge-dependent method have 
revealed the necessity for developing a theory which gives gauge 
invariant results.
1.5 Gauge invariant molecular orbital method
The difficulties associated with the theories mentioned before
lies in the need to select an origin for the vector potential of the
external magnetic field. To avoid troubles of this sort one can choose
the molecular orbitals as linear combinations of atomic orbitals which
are themselves dependent on the uniform field. These orbitals, which
30
were first used by London in a theory of the diamagnetism of aromatic
31-34hydrocarbons and later by Pople in the theory of the chemical
shifts, are known as Gauge Invariant Atomic Orbitals, GIAO,*
Xy = e*P [-i(e/h)A^(r) • r34>y , (1*47)
where •
A = IB x (r - R ) ,
y y
In fact these orbitals depend on the gauge of the vector
potential, hence a better description is that proposed by 
31Pople of "gauge-dependent atomic orbitals”.
v  •?-
is the value of the vector potential A at the nuclear position R , of
P
35the atomic orbital (f> . Recently, Ditchfield in a theory developed
P
for magnetic shielding calculations utilized GIAO’s within the 
perturbed Hartree-Fock framework. By introducing the GIAO’s the 
expression corresponding to equation (1.45) for the magnetic shielding 
is
y 2 ->.
0 a ~ ~r~^r 1 .|r •(? - R )6a3 - rKT (r - R )Q|<f> >a$ 4tt 2m L yv Yy' N  ^ U Nor y vy,v
+ 5° 4  i w  (0)<4tt m2 L yv y ,v
3xu
3Ba i r N Lgl V
3xv
i 3BBJ
> + (P tO) «(, Ir”3L31<J> >} (1.48)
v yv Ja y 1 N 1 v
Within this framework various levels of theory can be defined which
differ in the choice of basis functions. For the sake of better
understanding of the shielding mechanism it is important to analyse
35the contributions to a in terms of atomic and interatomic parts.
The nuclear shielding is now expressed as the sum of a number of 
components:
V  = °aS(loc) + aag(n0nl0c) + aaS(inter)
+ oag(loc) + aj^nonloc) + a j  (Inter) (1.49)
where a^(loc) and a-^ (loc) are the local diamagnetic and paramagnetic
contributions due to the effects of currents on the atoms containing
the nuclei in question; a^(nonloc) and a^(nonloc) describe the 
screening effects produced by currents on neighbouring atoms. Finally 
a^(inter) and cjP(inter) refer to the screening effects of electrons 
not localised on any atom in the molecule. For nuclei other than
protons these later terms are usually considered to be negligible in
discussions of chemical shift trends. Although ab initio 
35
calculations give a reasonable result for a variety of small 
molecules, at present these methods are not practical for larger 
molecules. In order to deal with other than small molecules, bearing 
in mind the cost of computation, it appears that semi-empirical 
molecular orbital methods tend to be more realistic in the majority 
of cases.
CHAPTER TWO
SEMI-EMPIRICAL MO CALCULATIONS OF NUCLEAR 
MAGNETIC SHIELDING
Now that NMR spectroscopy has grown into a major technique for
determining molecular structure, the need for a corresponding theory
of nuclear shielding has become pressing. Much attention has been
given to the development of a reliable theory of NMR chemical 
36 37
shifts. 9 To be of major practical importance in the identification 
of unknown species it is imperative that both the results of such a 
theory be accurate and that the requisite calculations may be carried 
out at a reasonable cost. In order to deal with other than small 
molecules it appears that semi-empirical molecular orbital methods 
are the most suitable at present.
A general survey .of semi-empirical I*D methods is given here with 
particular emphasis on the methods employed in the present study.
2.1 Semi-empirical SCF-M3 methods
It is obvious that there is no simple way of obtaining exact 
solutions of the Schrodinger equation for many electron atoms and . 
molecules. Therefore, for these systems one does need to use 
approximate methods, in which the many electron wavefunction m is 
written as an antisymmetrized product (equation (1.19)) of one electron 
molecular orbitals (i^,s). Using the variational method to optimize
these orbitals leads to the Hartree-Fock equations which are normally
\
intractable. To simplify the matter each molecular orbital is
considered in the foim tin = Y C .d> , where d) are real atomic
3 “ W  V  F
functions. If the coefficients vary until the expression,
<T|H|f>
E = ------  , (2.1)
<t|t>
achieves its minimum value, one obtains a set of LCAO self-consistent
field (SCF) molecular orbitals. The coefficients and energies can
38then be determined by solving Roothaan’s equations:
y (F - e.S jc. = 0 (for y = 1, 2...m) (2.2)
 ^ v yv i yv' vi ■ ■ . . * .
where for a closed shell system F ■ is given by
Fuv = H„“ re + I pXa[M X a )  - l(pX|va)] (2.3)
Act
where are the elements of the bond-order charge density matrix 
defined by equation (1.33) and
^ core 
yv
^  H c o r e ^ ^ ^  C2>4)
where H r is the one-electron Hamiltonian and consists of the
kinetic energy operator for an electron and the potential energy between
this electron and the atomic core of the molecule. For electron k,
co 
00H m re is siven by
/s h 2 e2 Z
H m r e =" — vk  I —  (2-5)
2m 4treo A
where the summation is over all atoms in the molecule, and r-^ is the 
distance between the electron k and nucleus A (Z^ being the nuclear 
charge). (yv|Aa) in equation (2.3) is the general two-electron 
interaction integral,
(yv|Ao) = <J> (l)<j> (1) (M C2)<> (2)dTjdT2 , (2.6)y v ri2 a o
which is to be interpreted physically as the repulsion between two
electrons 1 and 2, distributed in space according to the functions 
and respectively. In equations (2.2) y S is the overlap
integral for atomic functions d> and <f> .
Syv
The main difficulty in solving the Roothaan equations (2.2), lies in
the evaluation of the integrals involved in F , particularly the two-
*
electron multicentred integrals (pv|Acr), which are difficult to evaluate 
even on a large computer. One of the reasons that semi-empirical 
methods, in which integrals are replaced by parametric functions, have 
been developed is to obviate the necessity for calculating such 
integrals.
39-41
Pople et al developed some semi-empirical schemes in which the
valence electrons are assumed to move in a fixed core field composed
of the nuclei and inner-shell electrons. Some of the electron-repuls ion
integrals involving differential overlap are neglected and the valence
shell electrons are treated using a minimum basis set. Some or all of
the remaining integrals are then equated to parametric functions.
These parameters were chosen to reproduce the results of the ab initio
calculations for the few simple molecules for which the latter were
39
then available. It is shown that in order to retain the invariance of
the wavefunction to orthogonal transformation among orbitals centred on
the same atom, only certain approximation schemes are permissible.
39Pople et al described three approximations of this type: NDDO, where
39 40
only diatomic differential overlap is neglected; CNDO, * witere all
41
differential overlap is neglected; and INDO, which differs from CNDO 
only by inclusion of one-centre exchange integrals. These methods
have been applied extensively to the calculation of ground state
properties such as molecular geometry. Attempts to predict excitation
energies with the improved version of CNDO, i.e. CND0/2^method were
42rather unsuccessful. At the present, one of the most successful
CNDO treatments of excited states is that due to Del Bene and Jaffe,
which includes some configuration interaction, known as the CNDO/S 
43method. The difference between this and the CNDO/2 method is in the 
evaluation of the one-centre integrals y^, electron-repulsion
integrals yAB, and the resonance integrals Within the CNDO/2
 ^ 40framework, the elements of the Fock matrix F are given by
F = - 1(1 + A ) + [(PAA - ZJ - 1(P - l)]yAAyy y y aa kJ yy aa
+ B(fA) (?BB ' Zb)YaB C2'8a:)
F = 3 - IP y.u C4> on A and (b on B) (2.8b)yv yv 2 yv'AB VYy Tv
where J(I^ + A^) are the orbital electronegativities, and P ^  is the 
total charge density on atom A, defined by
P., = l V (2.9)AA , L yy vy(on A)
In the CNDO/S scheme, the one-centre integrals yAA, are evaluated using 
the Pariser approximation/
'AA;
44
(yy Ivv) = yM  = IA - Aa (^ andcj)v both on A) (2.10)
where IA and are the relevant valence orbital ionization potential 
and electron affinity, respectively. The ZDO approximation is invoked 
for the two-electron repulsion integrals, thus
(yv|Aa) = (yy|AA)6^v6Xa , (2.11)
and the remaining set of Coulomb type integrals are reduced to one 
value per atom pair,
(yy| AA) = YAB (^ on A and ^  on B) (2.12)
In the CNDO/S method, the uniformly charged sphere model of Pariser 
45
and Parr is used to evaluate yATJ. In equation (2.8b), B is the
Ad }JV
resonance integral and represents a measure of the bonding energy
between the orbitals <j)^ and <f>The resonance integral is taken to be
proportional to the total overlap between atomic orbitals <J>^ and <J>^.
43
Del Bene and Jaffe divided the total overlap S into two parts of
O TTPi-Pi and sigma-sigma overlap, denoted as S ^  and S respectively. 
Furthermore, they assumed that the effective Pi-Pi overlap would be 
screened differently to the sigma-sigma overlap. Accordingly, the 
resonance integral 3 is given by
yv
e = + B°) (S 0 + KS w) (2.13)Kyv A B yv yv2 v 2
where the bonding parameters 3A and 3g depend only on the nature of the
atoms A and B respectively and they are adjusted so as to reproduce the
43singlet-singlet transition energies of a given reference molecule.
4 *3 o
K is taken to be 0.585. The parameter values for y ^  and 3A used in
the CNDO/S model are given in Table 2.1. The CNDO/S method has been
employed to calculate the electronic spectra of a large number of
unsaturated hydrocarbons^ and heterocycles.^3,47 a]48 empi0yed
49
the Nishimoto-Mataya approximation to evaluate yAB> to improve the
original CNDO/S method. Ebraheem and Webb employed the CNDO/S method
32
within the framework of Pople’s gauge-dependent atomic orbital to
+J u
calculate some carbon,*^ nitrogen,^ oxygen,^ boron^ and fluorine*^
screening constants.
TABLE 2.1
Parameter values (ev) used in the CNDO/S method^
Atom H C N 0 F
D°
"3A 12.00 17.50 26.00 45.00 35.00^
yaa
12.85 11.11 12.01 13.00 18.00^
(a) The original Del Bene-Jaffe parameters are used except for F.
(b) Taken from (J. Kroner, D. Proch, W. Fuss and H. Bock, 
Tetrahedron, 28, 1585 (1972).
Another semi-empirical method which was parametrized for the 
prediction of spectral properties is due to Krogh-Jespersen and 
Ratner, which is simply that of the ordinary INDO theory with the 
Pi-Pi overlap screened, known as the INDO/S method. ^  The major 
difference between the CNDO/S and INDO/S methods is the retention of
all one-centre exchange integrals like (yv|yv) in the latter. In the
A 41
INDO method the elements of the Fock matrix F are given by
Fuu = Uuu + L  P,, [(pu|AA) “ HtiX|yX)] 
w  w  A (on A) AA
+ I (PAA ' ZA^AB t2‘14a)B|A
F]iV = 5Pyv[3(yv|yv) - Cwlw)] ,
(4> and '<J> both on A)
r ”
(2.14b)
and
yv .k b ? + e°)sB' yv
ip Y
2 yv AB 9
(4 on A and d> on B) VYy Yv
(2.14c)
where U is the one-centre core-electron attraction integral, 
yy ’
U
W
<t> I - V2 - VA j (f) ry ‘ 2m A lvy'
(2.15)
and is the energy of <|> in the bare field of the core of its own atom. 
At the INDO level, the following relations can be deduced between the 
core integrals -U ^  and the orbital electronegativities J(Iy + Ap):
Hydrogen:
Ucs + i F°ss 2 (2.16)
Boron to Fluorine:
f
I + A = U + Z - j
s s . ss . A  2.
F° - ifz. - 41G16 “^A
i]2J (2.17)
2lIP + APJ V + I V - i
F° - | G1 _2_25 2J
(2.18)
where G1 and F2 are the Slater-Condon parameters, and are chosen 
semi-empirically to give the best fit with experimental atomic energy 
levels. The values of G1 and F2 for the nuclei considered in this 
work are given in Table 2.2.
TABLE 2.2
The G1 and F2 parameters (ev)
Atom B C N 0 F
G1 5.442 7.28433 9.415449 11.815398 14.484019
F2 3.548456 4.72692 5.960486 7.249152 8.592918
At the INDO level there are eight one-centre integrals to be determined 
for atoms in their valence state, which can be categorized in the 
following form:
uss> ^pp’ gss’ ^sp* ^pp* %)p,J ^sp’ ^sp'
where
g |iv  = ( p p | w ) ; hyv  = Cyv|yv3
n
However, these integrals can be deduced from the Slater-Condon F and
n .
G parameters as follows:
gss - gSp = F° = yAA ; hsp " I ®1 ;
h = —  F2 • g = f° + —  F2 npp» 25 ’ gpp 25 r 9
a s f° - —  F2 
gpp’ 1 25 r
The INDO/S method has been applied with some success to the prediction 
of transition energies, charge distribution and photochemical properties 
of several types of molecule
In the present work the INDO/S model with the parameter values
listed in Table 2.3 is used for some nuclear shielding calculations.
.,43
Following Del Bene and Jaffe the parameter K. is taken to be 0.585. 
However, some calculations are performed with Kco = 0.5, in order to 
study K parameter dependence of 170 chemical shift in some carbonyl 
group containing molecules (Section 5.2).
TABLE 2.3
Parameters used in the INDO/S methodCa>b)
Atom H C N 0 F
Slater
exponents 1.200 1.625 1.950 2.275 2.600
- ^ V A S) , 7.171 14.962 20.359 25.390^ 32.272^
- n y v
- 5.806 8.114 9.111^ 11.080^
yaa
12.484 10.333 11.308 15.130^ 18.000^
-R°
A
12.000 17.500 26.000 31.000^ 35.000^
(a) The original Jespersen-Ratner parameters are used except for 
0 and F.
(b) The orbital electronegativities |(I *+A ), repulsion integrals
o h y
and are given in the units of ev.
(c) Taken from (J. A. Pople and D. L. Beveridge, "Approximate 
Molecular Orbital Theory", McGraw-Hill, New York (1970).
(d) Taken from (R. L. Ellis, G. Kuehelenz and H. H. Jaffd, Theor. 
Chim. Acta. 2!6, 131 (1972).
(e) Taken from (J. Kroner, D. Proch, W. Fuss and II. Bock, 
Tetrahedron, 1585 (1972).
Dewar and co-workers ^  ^  have developed some semi-empirical 
methods, differing from those of Pople et al, in that the parameters
are chosen to fit experiment rather than to match the results of full
SCF calculations. Baird and Dewar in their modified INDO method,
57
called MINDO/1, choose the parameters to give the best fit to heats 
of formation of molecules in their ground states. In addition, the 
one-centre integrals deduced from an analysis of the energies of the 
isolated atoms and the two-centre integrals YAB> were evaluated from 
the Ohno-Klopman approximation.^ Dewar and Haselbach^ devised an 
improved version (MINDO/2) of the MINDO approximation by writing a 
computer program to optimize parameters automatically. The resonance 
integral g , is taken to be proportional to the overlap integral 
and to a mean of the valence-state ionization potentials (I , 1^ ) 
of the orbitals in question. Thus,
I = g- DS (I + I ) yv AB yvv y
(2.19)
w h e r e ' i s  a parameter characteristic of the atom pair A-B. In
57
contrast to MINDO/1 in which the core repulsion between atoms A and
B, i.e. CRab was set equal to the electron-electron repulsion at all
, 5 8
distances, in MINDO/2, CR^ is written as a function of mtemuclear 
distances. A  suitable expression for CR^g is then
CRAB I IV(A) V(B)
Y +
'yv
Z Z e2 A B - I I Y.
47T0orAB VCA)'v(B)
yv f r^AB^ .
where
(2.20)
f(rAB) = e
■a r 
AB AB (2.21)
The summations in equation (2.20) are over the valence orbitals and 
$ on atoms A and B respectively. Z^ and Zg are the corresponding core
58
charges and r^g is the intemuclear distance. Dewar and Haselbach 
adjusted the values o£ parameters 8AB and a^g in order to obtain, 
simultaneously, heats of formation and molecular geometries with 
considerable accuracy for some reference molecules. Ando and co-workers 
employed the MINDO/2 method for some calculations of magnetic 
shielding^ ^  and solvent effects^ on the 13C chemical shifts of some 
organic molecules.
59
In a later attempt an improved MINDO/2 procedure was developed,
66in which the one-centre integrals were evaluated from Oleari1 s 
method.
The third version, (MINDO/3),^ of the MINDO model was developed 
with the aim of removing the two worst failings of the MINDO/2 approach 
in the case of hydrocarbons, i.e. the systematic overestimation of GI 
bond lengths and the underestimation of strain energies in small rings. 
The modifications introduced into the MINDO/2 method were:
58(a) In the MINDO/2 parametrization procedure, the parameters 
were chosen so that the heat of atomization and the length 
of one bond in each of the standard molecules fitted the 
observed values, whereas in the MINDO/3 scheme one bond angle 
is also fitted in each reference molecule.
(b) Up to now, the standard Slater values for orbital exponents 
Cp which do not distinguish between 2S and 2P AO’s, have 
been used to calculate the overlap integrals S^. However, 
in the MINDO/3 method the values of are treated as 
parameters and their values differ for 2S and 2P AO’s.
(c) In the case of HN and HO bonds only, f(rAB) > given by 
equation (2.21), is replaced by the expression 
-r
f(rAB) = aHXe (X = N or 0) (2.22)
In order to economize on space, the values of the one-centre 
integrals and orbital exponents, used in the MINDO/3 scheme, are 
given in Table 2.4, but only for those nuclei considered in the 
present work. The corresponding parameters 3AB and are given in 
Table 2.5.
TABLE 2.4
(a) <Parameters^ x used in the MINDO/3 method
Atom H B C N 0 F
Uss -12.505 -33.610 -51.790 -66.060 -91.730 -129.860
UPP
-25.110 -39.180 -56.400 -78.800 -105.930
^ss 12.848 10.590 12.230 13.590 15.420 16.920
®pp
- 8.860 11.080 12.980 14.520 16.710
^sp - 9.560 11.470 12.660 14.480 17.250
spp'
— 7.860 9.840 11.590 12.980 14.910
hsp
- 1.810 2.430 3.140 3.940 4.830
hpp'
CC2s)
Cb)
1.300000
0.500
1.211156
0.620
1.739391
0.700
2.704546
0.770
3.640575
0.900
3.111270
?(?P)
- 0.972826 1.709645 1.870839 2.168448 1.419860
(a) All values are in (ev) except for Slater exponents
(b) For IS AO.
Although the MINDO/3 scheme has been generally successful at
60providing a description of molecular ground state properties, it has
6 y ^g
been reported * that MINDO/3 calculations of nuclear spin-spin 
coupling constants are not quantitatively reliable.
TABLE 2.5
Parameters ($A and aAg) used in MINDO/360
. Atom 
pair ^AB aAB
Atom
pair 3. o AB aAB
m 0.244770 1.489450 CC 0.419907 1.371208
HB 0.185347 2.090352 CN 0.410886 1.635259
HC 0.315011 1.475836 CO 0.464514 1.820975
HN 0.360776 0.589380 CF 0.247494 2.725913
HO 0.417759 0.478901 •NN 0.377342 2.029618
:; hf 0.195242 3.771362 NO 0.458110 1.873859
BB 0.151324 2.280544 . NF 0.205347 2.861667
BC 0.250031 2.138291 00 0.659407 1.537190
BN 0.310959 1.909763 OF 0.334044 2.266949
BO 0.349745 2.484827 FF 0.197464 3.864997
BF 0.219591 2.862183
2.2 Approximate SCF-M) finite perturbation method
69Ellis, Maciel and Mclver have developed a theory of magnetic 
shielding at the INDO level, using gauge-invariant atomic orbitals
27
and an approximate SCF-MO finite perturbation scheme. Their 
expression for the shielding tensor element of nucleus A is:
°JCA,A) + aJ(A,A) + I
Atoms
W A ’B> + ac|(A ’«
Q Dwhere cr^ (A,A) and aag(A,A) are the local diamagnetic and paramagnetic
contributions respectively; and the two-centre terms a^^(A,B] and
crP(A,B), represent the contributions due to diamagnetic and para-
tilmagnetic currents on the B other atom. These terms are evaluated
70 32
using the long-range approximation given by McConnell and Pople.
The local terms in equation (2.23) are calculated according to the 
equations (2.24) and (2.25).
■jj ^
a f(A,A) = -r- -f- P ^<<f> |rA3(r.rA<5 Q - r rAQ)|<J> >a3 ’ 4tt 2m LL yv Yy‘ A  ^ A a3 a A3 1 vyv
(2.24)
y 2 AA o e_ —
'a3 v>,‘rv 4tt m yv
3Pyv
8Ba
<<J> |r. L0 14 > (2.25)->■ Yy ‘ A 31 v v '
B=0
where P and P ^  are density matrices with and without perturbation yv yv J 1
due to the magnetic field B, respectively. On account of the purely 
imaginary nature of the perturbation, the density matrix P^v is allowed 
to be complex, then
P = P ** + iP yv yv x yv >
where P^J and P y ™  denote its real and imaginary parts respectively. 
Since only the imaginary part of P^v will change linearly with the 
perturbation due to the magnetic field B, the derivatives in equation
(2.25) are given approximately by
Maciel and co-workers have applied this method to molecules 
containing carbon,^ fluorine,^ oxygen^ and nitrogen.^ It was 
found69*74 that the standard INDO parameters do not give satisfactory 
agreement between the calculated and observed nuclear shielding of 
some hydrocarbons. Better results^ ^  are obtained when a modified 
set of INDO parameters is used.
75
- An altered INDO finite perturbation method, which differs from
the original choice by including certain two-centre terms, has been
76 75
used to investigate the electric field and conformational effects
on 13C chemical shifts in sane hydrocarbons.
77Recently Kondo et al employed the finite perturbation method
in conjunction with a modified INDO parametrization scheme in which
the resonance integral is estimated from an expression similar to that
given by equation (2.13) for calculation of 13C shiedxliag-constants in
77
some simple molecules. However, by choosing different values for 
the bonding parameter $°, they were able to reproduce the gross trends 
of the 13C chemical shifts in sane saturated hydrocarbons.
2.3 PopleTs independent-electron GIAO-MP method 
32
Pople has developed a theory of diamagnetism, in which each
electron is treated as moving independently in the same electrostatic
potential field. In this method each molecular orbital is composed of
a linear combination of gauge-invariant atomic orbitals (equation (1.47)) 
30
The London overlap approximation is employed and certain integrals 
involving atomic orbitals on more than one atom are neglected. In 
addition, the overlap integrals between atomic orbitals on different
atoms are neglected and orbitals on the same atom are considered to 
be mutually orthogonal, hence
S = 6 yv yv (2.27)
Pople*s theory ^  leads to the nuclear screening tensor a, 
being expressed as the sum of the local and non-local contributions. 
The expressions employed in the evaluation of the various terms 
contributing to the shielding of nucleus A are given by:
vcl0C) = uo e2 A„ ~ T P <<f> Ir 3(r26 0 - r rQ) U  > (2.28)4rr 2m L yy Yy'  ^ a$ a 3 y y
a^Cnonloc) =
y 2o e 
4ir 4m I i 
mc^a) y
M
- 3W (2.29)
ao$Cloc) = -
2e2fi2 °£C m ^ c ,lTJc
4tt m2 j
lE ) o'
-l
(2.30)
aj^nonloc) =
^o e2fi2 y y 
4Tf m2 M(fA) Y
occ unocc -t
I l Cl£
j k 3
‘E )o'
-1
R " M I R'
01 b Y
(2.31)
where the components of R A, R ,B and R"M, when only P atomic orbitals 
are considered, are define d by:
4.5
A , A
R a = <r- > y (C -C 7 - C -C j)<(p I £ |(|) > (2.32)
a A y<v ^  v-* ^ ^ a
B
R eB = I  (°XjCak - CajCA k ^ A l ^ l  V  <2-33>
and
M
R ,,M = y (C -C , - C .c .)<<(, |£ U  > 
a yj vk vj yk Yy 1 a 1Yv
.-5x
%  - 3W  (2‘34)
where yQ, e, m and ft have their usual meaning, j refers to occupied and
k to unoccupied MD’s whose energies are E. and Ev respectively; the
3 K
i ksummation over B includes A. The quantity ( - Eq) in equations
(2.30) and (2.31) is the energy required to promote an electron from an 
occupied MD, j, to an unoccupied orbital, k, and is given by equation
(1.34). In equations (2.32) to (2.34), the C’s are the unperturbed
A
LCAO coefficients of the atomic orbitals y, v, X and a; £ is a
y<v
summation over all orbitals on A such that y f v; is the a-component 
of the angular momentum operator in units of ft/i. The angular momentum 
integrals in equations (2.32) to (2.34) vanish for atomic orbitals 
having different angular momentum quantum number I, The values of the 
angular momentum matrix elements required in expressions (2.32) to
(2.34) are given in Table 2.6 for P atomic orbitals.
It is to be noted that all the integrals involved in equations 
(2.28) to (2.34) are one-centre integrals.
Non-local diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms are obtained using
32 70
the long-range approximation, ’ in which it is assumed that the
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induced moments in the electrons on atom B can be replaced by a 
point dipole.
In high resolution NMR experiments in relatively non-viscous 
liquids only the mean value of the tensor is of interest, which 
is given by:
a a v = i(a + a + 0  ) (2.35)3^ xx yy zzJ K J
In order to obtain the average value of the local paramagnetic term,
A Bone has to evaluate the x, y and z components of R and R ’ in
A Bequation (2.30). The x-components of R and R ’ can be written as:
RA = <r-3> „a(C .C . - C -C J  (2.36)x nPA yAJ zftK zaJ yAlc
and
R ’B = (C .c . - C -C ,) (2.37)
x V  B V  >Bk
where C .is the unperturbed LCAO coefficient of the nP orbital on 
atom A in MO, j, etc. Similar expressions can be obtained for the y 
and z components. The ordering of the coefficients in the above 
expressions reveals that except for tt tt* transitions, all transitions 
can contribute to the paramagnetic part of the nuclear shielding. The 
rotationally averaged local diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms are 
then given by:
crP(loc) = ^ a^ loc  ^ + ay ^ loc) + aZz^loc^
y „ 9v o occ unocc ,
0 2e '~-3' I I (*E? - ‘E l "14tt <r >nPA j £  ^~j “°
(c .c., - c .c ,) y (C .C , - C .C J
l v  zAk v  y p  b > v  zBk v  v
(C .C , - C .C ,) y (C .c , - c .c ,)
V  X A k  X A j Z » k  R Z p J X « ]C X R J Z R k
+ (C .C , - C .C ,) y (C .C , - C .C ,) 
V  yAk > V  XAk B V  >Bk V  XB
(2.39)
_ 3
where <r > is the mean inverse cube radius of the nP orbital on nPA
atom A. The mean values of the non-local diamagnetic and paramagnetic 
contributions are evaluated in a similar way from:
of (nonloc) = yCo^(nonloc) + a ^(nonloc) + a ^(nonloc)}
a j XX yy zz
(2.40)
and
(nonloc) = y{a ^ (nonloc) + a ^ (nonloc) + a ^(nonloc)
a 3 yy zz
(2.41)
d nwhere the components of aaa (nonloc) and (nonloc) are given by
equations (2.29) and (2.31) respectively.
The local diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms (equations (2.38)
— 1 — 3
and (2.39)) are proportional to the <r > and <r > integrals
respectively. For Slater-type orbitals these integrals will be in
turn proportional to Z and Z3 respectively, where Z is the effective
y y. y
nuclear charge for the atonic orbital <}> on atom A. <r l>^ and 
<r 3>np integrals are usually evaluated by means of the relationships:
<r 1>. - <<j> |r 1|<j) >A = — —
a V  ' V  n2a
(2.42)
o
and
-3
<r >nPA
nP
na.
(2.43)
where n and aQ are the principal quantum number of electron y and the
78Bohr radius respectively. By means of Slater’s rules the effective 
nuclear charge for 2S and 2P orbitals is the same and is given by:
Z2S = Z2P ■“ Z° - 0.35(PA - N)'; ?A = I ^  (2.44)
y
A
Here Z° and N are the effective charge and valence-shell population for 
the free atom respectively, and P^ is the total valence-shell electron 
density on atom A. The second term in the above expression accounts 
for the different molecular environments of nonequivalent atoms. 
Equation (2.44) may be expressed as a function of electron charge
densities P
yy
Z2P A ~ °*35 P2S2S “ 0,35
x P^2P 2P + P2P 2P + P2P 2P  ^
x x  y y z z
(2.45)
where A is a constant. The values of Z°, N and A for some first row 
nuclei are given in Table 2.7.
TABLE 2.7
Values of Z°, N and A for use in obtaining effective nuclear
charges for some first row atoms
Atom Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen Fluorine
Z° 3.25 3.90 4.55 5.20
N 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00
A 4.65 5.65 6.65 7.65
The appropriate expressions for o^(loc) obtained from Pople!s 
approach by using Z° or Z2p to evaluate the corresponding <r~1> 
integrals are given by equations (2.46) and (2.47) respectively.
ad(loc) = 202.353 + 4.437 Z°P (PP"0 (2-46)
and
0d(loc) = 202.353 + 4.437[Z° - 0.35(P. - N)]P. Cppm)Pi A A .A -
(2.47)
where the value of 202.353 ppm is due to the contribution of IS 
electrons to the local diamagnetic part of the screening constant. The 
difference between equations (2.46) and (2.47) arises from the 
inclusion of nuclear screening effects on the net charge on atom A in 
the latter.
The difficult paramagnetic term (equation (2.39)) can be simplified
if the excitation energy factors C1Ej - 1Eo) are replaced by a mean 
value of AE. Since the overlap integrals are neglected, one can 
write
occ unocc
y c .c.. + y c ,c
j W  x 3 £ ,,v
(2.48)
Therefore, the summation over the molecular orbitals i and j in 
equation (2.39) can be written in terms of the bond-order matrices, 
and we then get:
o^ (loc) = <r“3> Q/AE4tt 2m2 nPA x (2.49)
The term Q is defined in terms of the charge-density and bond-order 
matrix P , in the unperturbed molecule (equation (1.33)) as:
Q = I k F ’13 + I Q
BCfA)
(t,t)
AB (2.50)
where
and
(t,t) _
■ AA P + P - P *PV a uaua V a uaua
+ p p
1 aua V a
CAB
—P »p + p »P
tAtB UAUB tAUB V b
(2.51)
(2.52)
Here t and u are cyclic cartesian coordinates, and £ is a sum over
. B(fA)
all atoms in the molecule except for the atom of interest. However, 
there is a certain degree of arbitrariness in the choice of an 
appropriate average excitation energy value AE, in equation (2.49).
It is found that AE varies significantly even within a related series 
11 12
of compounds, ’ therefore the use of the Average Excitation Energy
(AEE) approximation in the calculation of nuclear shielding is 
unreasonable.
Ebraheem and Webb^ have employed Pople's approach in conjunction 
with the CNDO/S method, and they obtained satisfactory screening 
results for some first row nuclei in a variety of molecules.
In the present work, Pople’s GIAO-M) method in conjunction with 
the INDO/S and MINDO/3 parametrizations are employed for shielding 
calculations for some first row nuclei in different types of molecules. 
The local diamagnetic terms are evaluated by means of equation (2.47). 
In order to evaluate local contributions to cP9 equation (2.39) is 
used in conjunction with equations (1.34), (2.43) and (2,45). It is 
found that the contributions from non- local terms to the shielding of 
first row atoms are very small when compared with those from local
69terms, whereas they may have a considerable role in proton shielding. 
However, in order to be able to analyse carefully different factors 
governing nuclear shielding, these terms are evaluated by means of 
equations (2.29), (2.31), (2.40) and (2.41) within Pople’s GIA0-M3 
approach.
2.4 Methods based on Ramsey’s formulation
One of the difficulties in the calculation of nuclear shielding 
using Ramsey’s theory at ab initio level is solving all the integrals 
which occur in equations (1.29) to (1.32). These integrals can be 
categorised in the following way:
A< d ) ■ I $ ,  I d> > 
vyA* .A* vB ’
and
<4).„ I $. I
where the operator $ is centred on atom A, and <j> denotes the atomic 
orbital d> centred on atom A, etc.
The one-centre type of equation, (2.53a), is quite easily evaluated
and is widely employed in obtaining the diamagnetic screening 
32-34 79terms. ’ The two-centre type integrals of equations (2.53b)
and C2.53c), and the three-centre type of integrals given by equation 
£2.53d) are much more difficult to evaluate by analytical methods and 
therefore they have generally been ignored.
80 ■
Velenik and Lynden-Bell have calculated 13C, 14N and 170
chemical shifts in a variety of molecules by means of the extended
Hiickel formalism. They have omitted all two-centre integrals and
overlap terms. The authors obtained a reasonable result for nuclei
having the same type of hybridization, whereas their results for
differently-hybridized atoms are poor.
81
Recently Barfield and Grant have obtained nuclear shielding 
components for some sample molecules by using the INDO parametrization 
with inclusion of two-centre integrals of the type (2.53b). Their 
gauge-dependent results for the diamagnetic contribution to the 
13C, ll‘N, 170 and 19F nuclei are in good agreement with some
(2.53a)
(2.53b)
(2.53c)
(2.53d)
gauge-dependent ab initio results.^®>24a,82 Accordingly^ they concluded
that the neglect o£ a number of two- and three-centre integrals has 
essentially no effect on the calculation of the diamagnetic term. 
This conclusion is not justified due to the fact that the calculated 
diamagnetic results are gauge-dependent. They included also some
for calculation of the paramagnetic contribution to the screening of 
13C and llfN nuclei in some molecules. However, their calculated 
isotropic shie'ldings are not in good agreement with the experimental 
data.
2.5 Uncoupled Hartree-Fock method
25
The work of Lipscomb and co-workers has shown, within the 
coupled Hartree-Fock approach, that the nuclear shielding calculation 
is manageable only for diatomic or simple polyatomic molecules.
In order to deal with larger molecules, some approximations have
been introduced to the coupled Hartree-Fock approach to yield the
83-85 Til’uncoupled Hartree-Fock method’. . Equation (1.41) for ■ may be
written in an alternative form as:
two-centre integrals of the type <(l)yg! 14vS> (equation (1.31))
+ [<kj |kj> - <j j |kk>3c£j'^
occ unocc
+ l I [«Lj|ki> 
ifj
(.2.54)
To uncouple equation (2*54) we eliminate all terms involving first 
order coefficient other than the one being calculated,
Consequently we neglect the last term in equation (2.54); we then get:
(-£k0) " £j°^Ckj1') + ^ k ^  iLl^j0)>
+ [<kj|kj> - <jjrkk>](^° = 0  (2.55)
By rearranging equation (2.55) for the a component, (C, ^ )  , we get:
kj a
r i <'d°3 |k
(C-b3) = - — ------ 2L-J-----—  (2.56)
“ eC°3 - e(o) + K - Jk cj + Kjk Jjk
Replacing (C, -l3)„ into equation (1.42), a £ now becomes:
KJ U CCp
V 9 2 occ unocc <i^°^|L I  ^  ^I r-3L01^°^>
p _ _o 2e - v V 3 a k k 3 3
af3 4tt mz i ^
j k J o) - J o) +K.V - J.vk j jk jk
(2.57)
The matrix elements appearing in equation (2.57) may be approximated 
by considering only the interactions of the valence p electrons and 
neglecting overlap between different atoms in the molecule as:
<^ o3 |La |^o}> = a  I (eg x c?)a (2.58)
and
< 4 ° V \ | ^ ° 3> = ilKr-’^ X  * <5)« ■ (2-59)
Inhere the summation runs over all atoms in the molecule, the components
Bof the vectors C v are the coefficients of the corresponding P , P 
k x y
and Pz orbitals, and <r 3>np is defined as equation (2.43).
It is noteworthy that the energy denominator in equation (2.57) 
arises as a consequence of the pre-imaginary character of the 
perturbation used in derivation of equation (2.57), therefore it does 
not correspond to the usual singlet-singlet transition energy given 
by equation (1.34) but differs from it by +K^.
The uncoupled Hartree-Fock method within the INDO framework has 
been applied to the calculation of some 13C, llfN and 19F chemical
85_87
shifts. The values of the chemical shifts obtained by this method
are in reasonable agreement with experiment.
2.6 Theory of solvent effects on nuclear shielding
The NMR spectrum of a molecule is affected by the surrounding 
molecules. The majority of nuclear shielding data has been obtained 
from NMR measurements on liquids, therefore the observed data 
represents the combined results of intra- and intermolecular effects. 
The observed screening constant is a sum of the screening 
constant for the isolated molecule agas and a contribution asopv > due 
to the presence of the solvent. Hence,
a u = a + a n (2.60)obs gas solv v
Solvent effects on NMR chemical shifts are difficult to under­
stand since a number of factors contribute to nuclear shielding in
88fluids. Buckingham, Schaefer and Schneider represented the 
screening contribution due to the solvent in terms of a sum of 
contributions
55
a n = a, + a + a + a ' (2.61)solv b a w E  ^ J
Here o^ is the contribution due to the bulk magnetization of the 
sample; oa is due to the diamagnetic anisotropy of the solvent molecule; 
a is due to the van der Waals forces between the solute and solvent; 
and o£ is the polar effect caused by the charge distribution in the 
neighbouring solvent molecules. Of these terns, depends upon the
00
shape of the sample and one can account for it fairly satisfactorily.
aa depends upon the shape of the solvent molecule and is negative for
rod-shaped solvents (like CS2) and positive for disk-shaped ones (like 
88
benzene). The magnetic anisotropy effect in some aromatic compounds
89
has been studied by Bothner-By and Glick. The contribution to as0 v^
of the van der Waals shielding is found empirically to be negative
Cthat is, it leads to resonance at lower applied field strength).
This is due to the fact that the van der Waals interaction normally
produces an expansion of the electron cloud surrounding tne nucleus
91of interest and hence a reduction in the screening. Raynes et al 
assumed that the reduction in shielding is brought about by a 
fluctuating electric field F with a non-vanishing square which is
generated even by non-polar molecules. According to this assumption,
. , 9 1a is given by
a = -BF2 (2.62)
w
where
F2 = 5aI/rG . (2.63)
Here F2 is the non-zero average of the square of the instantaneous 
fields; B is a constant for a given nucleus and depends upon the bond 
in which the nucleus is engaged; r is the intermolecular distance
between the solute and solvent molecules; and a and I are the 
polarisability and ionization potential of the solvent respectively.
It is obvious for non-polar isotropic compounds that the major
effect operating is the van der Waals interaction in the liquid phase.
However, for polar molecules the contribution of polar effect aE may
become important. The polar shift arises from a distortion of the
electron cloud by electric fields from peimanent or induced electric
moments in neighbouring molecules. When a polar molecule is dissolved,
it polarizes its surroundings and this polarization leads to an
92electric field at the solute. Buckingham has shown that an electric
field with component Ez along a given X-N bond direction produces a
contribution cr to the screening of the nucleus, N, given by h
O- = -CjK - C2E2 (2.64)E z
where Cr and C2 are constants which are determined by the nature of
the bond and the nucleus concerned.
93Batchelor et al performed a 13C NMR study on fatty acid systems,
in which a large linear electric field effect was found to exist. In 
94
a later attempt, a semi-empirical method for calculating electric
field contribution to 13C shielding is presented.
7 /r
Recently Seidman and Maciel, by using the SCF finite perturbation
theory at the INDO level of approximation, calculated the 13C chemical
shifts of some simple hydrocarbons subject to the fields generated by
artificial monopoles or dipoles placed near the hydrocarbon framework.
The authors have obtained an electric field shift larger than that
76reported experimentally. However, they claimed this to be due to 
the fact that in reality the polar head groups are conformationally
mobile. Also the magnitude of the artificial dipole moments are not 
the same as those due to the actual head groups in the molecules, and, 
finally, the distance of a polar head group from a bond of interest 
varies from system to system.
The main difficulty in calculating solvent effects is that we do
not have a complete picture of the nature of the orientation of solvent
molecules around a solute molecule. In the present study we restrict
95ourselves to the model introduced by Klopman and later on
96implemented by Germer within the framework of a semi-empirical SCF
approach. This model has been chosen because of its simplicity and
due to the fact that ions as well as neutral molecules can be treated
95on the same basis. In the Klopman model the interaction between 
solute and solvent molecules has been considered by means of an 
imaginary particle called a ’solvaton’. This imaginary particle 
represents the oriented solvent distribution around each atom in the 
molecule. Only a brief introduction to the ’solvaton’ model is 
presented here.
In the ’solvaton’ theory it is assumed that:^’^
(i) Upon addition of a solute at an infinite dilution to an 
aprotic solvent of dielectric constant e, a number of 
charges (solvatons) are induced in the solvent.
(ii) Associated with each atomic centre of the solute molecule is 
a ’solvaton' whose charge is equal in magnitude but opposite 
in sign to that of the atom to which it is attached.
(iii) There are no interactions between the solvatons themselves
and they can have any fractional or integral charge required.
(iv) The strength of the interaction between the solvatons and 
solute molecules depends on the polar nature of the solvent 
and is a function of the dielectric constant of the solvent.
On the basis of this model the solvent interaction terms are 
incorporated into the Hamiltonian of the system and then this modified 
Hamiltonian can be used in the Hartree-Fock SCF MD formalism to 
determine a wavefunction which reflects the solute-solvent interaction.
A
Therefore, the Hamiltonian, H 9 of a molecule with M electrons and
A
N nuclei consists of two parts, namely, the inherent term , and
A
the solvent interaction term H , and is given by
H = H. , + H - inh solv (2.65)
where
Hinh
-•ft1
2m
2 N 1
v2 - —  y —
i 47T£ t ro n niJ
4ire v v r. o i > 3 13
2 N N'Z.Z0 
47T£o k > £ k£
(2.66)
and
Hsolv
= -tezll
2e
2 M N Q
y y
4tt£ 41 ‘x r . o 1 s si
.. I
4tco k > s rsk J
(2.67)
where eQ is the permittivity of free space, Zn is the nuclear charge, 
Qs is the induced 'solvaton' charge, and r  ^and r ^  are the ’solvaton 
electron and 'solvaton'-nucleus distances respectively.
In order to evaluate rs  ^two more assumptions have been made.
First, for AO’s associated with the same atomic centre as ’solvaton* S, 
r ~ is the van der Waals radius of the particular atom type. Second, 
if the AO’s and ’solvaton* are associated with different atomic centres, 
the ’solvaton’ is assumed to be centred on the atomic centre associated 
with S and rg^ is evaluated accordingly.
One drawback of the solvaton theory is ignorance of the possible 
steric inhibition of the solvation which may occur for atoms in the 
bulk of the molecule. In addition, this theory is unable to account 
for hydrogen bonding effects of protic solvents.
Ando and co-workers^’^  have employed the solvaton model to 
estimate the solvent effects on the 13C chemical shifts of some polar 
molecules.
In the present work the solvent effects on the 13C, 15N, 170 
and 19F chemical shifts in a variety of molecules are calculated with 
Pople’s GIAO-MD theory by applying the solvaton model to the INDO/S ID 
method.
2.7 Experimental tests of the local diamagnetic contribution
to the nuclear shielding
The recent development of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy enables 
us to test theoretical estimates of the local diamagnetic contribution,
a(loc) ’ nuc^ear shielding constant.
The core electron binding energies E^, and a^ oc  ^both depend 
directly on the electrostatic potential energy inside the valence 
shell. Thus, withdrawal of electronic charges from the valence shell
of a given nucleus reduces the diamagnetic contribution to a, and
increases the effective nuclear charge of the particular nucleus and
the binding energy of the core electrons, E^, in the same proportion.
However, the core electron binding energies can be obtained by high-
98
energy photoelectron spectroscopy.
■ The potential energy of a core Is orbital, k, on nucleus A due
to the other electrons and nuclei can be obtained by means of the 
99.
relationship:
V
A
4—  <* | I r- |« > - 4—  J  = -  (2.68)
o lpk o BpA AB
where eQ is the permittivity of free space; Zg is the charge associated
with nucleus B; R ' is the intemuclear separation; and £ is a sum
ijk
over all electrons except electron k. Since the contribution due to
the IS electrons to this potential is insensitive to the chemical
environment, one can define a potential energy,
VA = 4iF~ E rf l V  ■" 4tc" I f  (2.69)
A o 0 i 1 0 41T£o B|-A AB
The diamagnetic contribution to the screening constant of the 
nucleus A is given by^
^  I I > (2.70)
A 4ir 3m o • 1 1 o v J
where £ runs over all electrons, 
i
From comparing equations (2.69) and (2.70) we get,
100 101On the basis of the atom-dipole model 9 the diamagnetic contribution 
to nuclear shielding can be obtained by means of the equation (2.72):
erf = Aloe) I r  (2.72)
4lr 3m BfA AB
where the calculated Hartree-Fock values of (free atom) were used 
for the first term.
After comparing equations (2.71) and (2.72) and taking the shifts 
between two compounds, we have
j y e y e
Act (loc) = AV' = - (2.73)
here the second equality follows from the potential model. Substituting 
in values for physical constants in equation (2.73) we get
Aa^loc)(ppm) = -0.652 AEfc)(ev) (2.74)
Therefore one can use measured binding-energies to check proposed
values of ■>..(loc)
In the present work, the local diamagnetic contributions to the
nuclear shielding are calculated by using equation (2.47) obtained
from Pople’s method. Hie differences in values of a^poc  ^with respect
to appropriate reference compounds are compared with experimental data. 
102
It is found that Pople’s local term model provides data which is in 
satisfactory agreement with X-ray photoelectron results.
For the sake of comparison, some calculated diamagnetic 
contribution to a, obtained from the atom-dipole model, are included
103
in the present study. The calculations are based upon the expression,
a. = a. (free atom) ± AP.Aa + -r- —  Y ^—  (2.75A J A 4tt „ j , r._ vBonded AB
B only
where is the gross electronic population of the atom containing
nucleus A, AP, is the difference between the atomic number and the ’ A
gross atomic population found from molecular orbital calculations, Aa^ 
is the difference between the value of for the free atom and the 
corresponding positive or negative ion, and is the separation 
between the nucleus of A and the nuclei of the bonded neighbouring 
atoms B.
104It is shown that the first two terms of equation (2.75) provide 
an estimate of the local diamagnetic contribution to the nuclear 
screening, whereas the inclusion of the final term in equation (2.75) 
renders the resulting value of comparable to Ramsey’s molecular 
data.
It is found that the results obtained from the first two terms 
of equation (2.75) are in reasonable agreement with X-ray photoelectron 
data. However, the complete atom-dipole expression is found to be 
incompatible with the experimental data due to the presence of large 
non-local contributions.
2.8 Some computational details
The nuclear magnetic shieldings reported in the present work were 
calculated in conjunction with the INDO/S and MINDO/3 parametrization. 
These calculations were performed on the CDC 7600 installations of the 
, Universities of London and Manchester using FORTRAN IV programs written
for this purpose. These programs are based upon the respective 
LCAO-SCF MO programs obtainable from the "Quantum Chemistry Program 
Exchange (QCPE)" at the Chemistry Department, University of Indiana, 
Bloomington, Indiana, USA.
The computations of the nuclear shielding were carried out as 
described in Sections 2.3 and 2.7.
An appropriate program was written according to the assumptions 
described in Section 2.6 to calculate the medium effects on the 
nuclear shielding. Values used for the van der Waals radii were 1.20, 
1.59, 1.50, 1.40 and 1.35 X for hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen 
and fluorine atoms respectively.
The molecular Coulomb, J^, and exchange K^, integrals (equation 
(1.35)) required in the evaluation of singlet-singlet transition 
energies (equations (1.34, (2.30) and (2.31)) were evaluated as shown 
in the Appendix.
In the present work standard geometrical models’*^ are used unless 
otherwise indicated.
CHAPTER THREE
CARBON AND BORON CHEMICAL SHIFTS
3.1 Carbon chemical shifts
3.1(a) Introduction
The NMR spectra from 13C in its natural abundance of 1.11 are 
much more difficult to obtain than those of protons but, even so, 
carbon chemical shifts have been studied in considerable detail. 
This is due to the improvement of instrumentation which enables 
one to generate spectra from samples of <100 mg containing carbon 
in natural abundance. In order to simplify the interpretation, it 
is now common to eliminate the spin-spin interactions of 13C nuclei 
with neighbouring magnetic nuclei by using broad band decoupling 
techniques. Thus the spectra normally consist entirely of singlet 
signals and one has to assign the specific signals to the various 
non-equivalent carbons. The positions of individual signals can 
readily be measured with a precision of better than 0.1 ppm.
There is a widespread interest in the theoretical inter­
pretation of 13C chemical shifts at both the ab initio and semi-
36 35empirical molecular orbital levels. Although Ditchfield
achieved a high level of success in calculating 13C chemical shifts
using an ab initio SCF method with a finite perturbation theory,
this method, unfortunately, is limited to those small molecules
which can be treated with extensive ab initio calculations. In
this regard, the computational simplicity of semi-empirical methods
seems attractive.
The independent electron theory of molecular diamagnetism 
32developed by Pople provides the most satisfactory model to date
/r
on which to apply semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations.
Ebraheem and Webb*^ ^  reported the results of such calculations 
on first row nuclei by means of the CNDO/S and INDO parametrization 
schemes. It is shown that, in general, the CNDO/S set of parameters 
provides the most reasonable screening results.
Ando and co-workers^ ^  have calculated the 13C shielding 
anisotropies of some simple organic molecules by using Pople’s 
GIAO-M) theory in conjunction with the MINDO/2 parametrization scheme. 
Their results are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
3.1(b) Results and discussion
In the present work, 13C chemical shifts with respect to benzene 
have been calculated for a variety of molecules by means of Pople’s 
GIAO-M) method in conjunction with the INDO/S and MINDO/3 
parametrization schemes. In addition, the calculated average value 
of the 13C shielding tensor, the principal components of the 
paramagnetic contribution and its anisotropy are also reported.
These results are compared with experimental data and other theoretical 
calculations where available.
The results of some INDO/S calculations of 13C shielding constants 
and chemical shifts are reported in Table 3.1 for some unsaturated 
molecules. Also, in order to assess the importance of the non-local 
contributions, we have included them in Table 3.1.
The variation in a^poc  ^ is within 2 ppm, i.e. it is about 1% for 
the 13C environment considered, whereas changes in a^ oc  ^ account 
almost entirely for the 13C screening differences.
The values of a n^on^oc  ^ are found to be negligible in all cases 
and are thus not listed in Table 3.1. It is noteworthy that the 
contributions from a^nonioc) are rather small for doubly-bonded 
carbon nuclei but are significantly larger when triple-bonding occurs 
Similar calculations on saturated hydrocarbons reveal that a^non]i oc) 
makes a negligible contribution in their case.
Our values of a£n0nloc) ^or et^y^ene acetylene are 
comparable, -0.26 and -4.15 ppm respectively, with the values of 
-0.52 and -4.1 ppm respectively obtained from finite perturbation
69calculations employing non-standard INDO parameters (Section 2.2).
In general, both the screening constant trends and their
magnitudes are reasonably well reproduced by the calculated results
presented in Table 3.1. Notable exceptions are the terminal carbon 
*
of allene, CH2-OCH2, and the isocyano carbon of methyl isocyanide,
*
CH3NC. It is apparent that the discrepancy in the later case arises, 
at least partly, due to the existence of polar effects in solution 
(see Table 7.5).
*
In the case of the central carbon of allene, CH2-C=CH2, our
INDO/S result is in closer agreement with the value of a than
37
is the gauge-invariant ab initio result, which is -22.7 ppm.
However, for the terminal carbon of allene the value of 128.6 ppm
A.V 37for a obtained from ab initio calculations is in better
agreement with experimental finding than our result. A consideration
of the various transitions contributing to a^p0c) ^able ^*2) reveals
that high energy a cr* transitions make larger contributions than do
the a -> 7r* and tt -»■ a* transitions to the screening of the terminal
carbon of allene. It is very probable that the energies of these
68
TABLE 5.1 Diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions to the 13C screening tensors of some unsaturated 
molecules
No TyPe of Molecule carbon
INDO/S data (ppm) Experimental (ppm) (a)
o^(loc) o^(loc) o^(nonloc) aAV .(b) a(obs) :(b)
=ch2
-ai=ai2
7 -CH=CH-
8 -CH=CH-
9 -CH=QI2
io -ai=cn-
ii )oai2
12
\  * /
13
14 -CeX
15
16 
17
H2OCH2
ch2=c=ch2
\ _ /
v
a
ch2=och2
ch3-n=c
CHS-C=N
H-C=N
HCeGI
260.41 -199.26 -0.26
260.62 -190.61 -0.13
260.83 -177.78 1.33
* 260.48
260.12
260.07
260.12
259.84 
260.23 
259.63 
260.39
258.85
259.07
-187.94
-187.42
-155.35 -5.!
60.89
69.88
260.81 -190.87 1.43 71.39
84.37
-179.05 1.56 82.98
-195.22 -0.13 64.77
260.32 -194.24 -0.22 65.87
260.32 -192.79 -0.20 67.30
1.19 73.88
-199.36 1.39 61.86
-197.05 -0.28 62.89
-274.44 -0.59 -15.41
-188.09 -4.47 67.83
-158.55 -5.70 94.60
97.85
12.99
4.00 
2.49
-10.49 
- 9.10 
9.11
8.01 
6.58
2.08 74.21 - 0.33
260.67 -134.45 -4.15 122.08
0.00
12.02
10.99
89.29
6.05
-20.72
-23.97
-48.20
74.0
81.4
87.0 
122.8
80.2
61.1 
63.7
73.5
72.5
72.3
71.0
59.6
68.1
55.6
73.6 
-16.2
38.1
79.6
85.9
(69)
120.0
- 5.9
-13.3
-18.9
-54.7
- 12.1
7.0
4.4
- 5.4
- 4.4
- 4.2
- 2.9
0.0 
12.5 
- 5.5 
84.3 
30.0 
-11.5 
-17.8 
-51.9
(a) The screening data are calculated using a(obs) = -(6Y-6 .. . ) + 74.0, where values arc given witheuiyicnc
respect to IMS. *• J The figure of 74.0 ppm is the ab initio value^ for the 13C screening of ethylene.
(b) The chemical shifts, 6, are expressed in ppm with respect to benzene, shifts to high frequency are 
positive.
transitions are seriously under-estimated in the present calculations 
which are parametrized to account more specifically for lower energy 
transitions involving m electrons. Thus the value of aQj0C) could be 
overestimated, giving too small a figure for the total nuclear 
screening.
Table 3.2 presents the contributions to a^ oc) f°r the molecules 
given in Table 3.1, from the relevant electronic transitions. The 
average value of the energies of these transitions is obtained for 
each molecule by weighting the energy in proportion to the size of 
the corresponding contribution to aQ oc) * '^ ie significant variation 
in these energies shows that the use of an Average Excitation Energy 
(AEE) in interpreting the 13C chemical shifts of unsaturated 
molecules is unreasonable.
A similar conclusion has been reached”^  from a study in which
the AEE has been arbitrarily adjusted to agree with a^poc) • The
corresponding values for the energies are presented in the final
column of Table 3.2. The discrepancy between these values and the .
corresponding ones obtained in the present work is important. It
11
appears to be largely due to the fact that in the previous work 
the diamagnetic contribution was obtained by the atom-dipole method 
(eqn. 2175) which gives a significant G n^onpoc) term and is thus 
analogous to gauge-dependent screening calculations. To be
consistent, the paramagnetic contribution should be evaluated by 
the same approach, rather than by Pople’s gauge-independent method. 
Mixing the two ways of analysing a appears to give meaningless 
results.
It can be seen from Table 3.2, that for each nucleus there are 
several transitions which show contributions of the same order to
TABLE 3.2
Some contributions to the paramagnetic component of the 13C 
screening tensor (ppm) from various electronic transitions
N o ® *(b)a -> o *(b)a -> tt v a * ®
Average 
weighted 
value of 
transition 
energies 
(ev)
AE E (ev)^
1 -36.682 - 88.576 - 72.065 11.93 9.92
2 -35.105 - 79.932 - 75.425 12.36 10.25
3 -29.557 - 65.390 - 80.717 12.43 10.46
4 -84.618 - 47.035 - 43.359 12.90 13.63
5 -29.905 - 76.738 - 67.735 12.96 9.59
6 -33.539 - 86.730 - 66.744 12.60 8.71
7 -25.544 - 83.580 - 69.800 12.15 9.07
8 -24.472 - 80.812 - 67.006 12.18 8.98
9 -30.187 - 82.714 - 60.240 13.44 8.66
10 -31.824 - 83.230 - 68.497 13.86 9.57
11 -36.909 - 92.177 - 58.500 12.93 7.92
12 -28.394 - 77.704 - 65.369 12.65 8.33
13 -151.818 -122.592 9.77 6.91
14 - -138.178 - 44.542 9.80 7.11
15 - -98.582 - 53.523 14.22 8.34
16 - 98.572 - 56.775 13.97 9.04
17 - - 67.686 - 66.649 14.05 9.45
(a) The molecular numbers correspond to those given in Table 3.1.
(J>) Transitions contributing less than 5 ppm to have been 
omitted
(loc)J S0 ^  cannot be said generally that a particular transition 
governs the chemical shift.
Obtaining satisfactory results for unsaturated molecules prompted 
us to extend this work by choosing a variety of saturated and unsaturated 
molecules. These include some carbonyls, some carboxilic acids and 
some esters.
In addition to reporting the calculated average value of the 13C 
shielding tensor, the principal components of the paramagnetic 
contribution and its anisotropy are also presented. The results 
obtained are given in Table 3.3.
In agreement with the results obtained for unsaturated molecules
(Table 3.1) the variation in aQ 0C) i-s within 5 ppm, i.e. is about 2%
for the 13C environment considered, and that °^nonioc  ^ as negligible.
An overall average value of 258 ± 2.5 ppm is obtained for a(poc) >
which is in agreement with the values obtained from INDO and CNDO/S
calculations.^*'^ Changes in the 13C screening are almost
entirely accounted for by the variations in the a^oc) w^th small
contributions from a^non^oc) in some cases of multiple bonding.
However, for molecules like CO, C02, H2C0, CH3CHO and CH3-CEC-CH3,
* *
the values calculated for a^nonxoc  ^ are respectively -6.36, -10.12,
6.12, 5.45 and 4.17 ppm.
For carbon monoxide, the value of oAV for the 13C nucleus is
-2.08 ppm from the INDO/S data, 10.67 ppm from the CNDO/S
calculations,^ and 11.48 ppm from the ab initio results,
compared with an experimental figure of 3.20 ± 0.37 ppm.-^ The
value of Aa for this nucleus is 391.2 ppm from INDO/S data, which is
107 109
in good agreement with the experimental value of 384 ± 10 ppm. 5
Values of 389.51 and 372.66 ppm respectively are reported from the 
ab initio and CNDO/S calculations.
For carbon dioxide the ab initio^/ and CNDO/S^ results
AVfor a are 107.8 and 120.88 ppm respectively. These agree less
well with the available experimental data than does that reported
here. The ab initio reported result for Aa of this nucleus is 
107264.1 ppm, which is in good agreement with our finding.
For carbonate ion our value of 33.56 ppm for aAV is in good 
agreement with the experimental data, whereas the corresponding
rr\
CNDO/S value of 85.31 ppm is overestimated. However, for A a the
50reported CNDO/S value is 152.1 ppm, which is closer to the 
experimental results than our estimate.
AVFor formaldehyde, our value of 6.06 ppm for a is in good
agreement with the value of 5.20 ppm obtained from ab initio 
37
calculations and the experimental data. The corresponding 
reported CNDO/S result is 33.37 ppm.^
In general, the average value of the 13C screening tensor, aAV,
and its anisotropy, Aa, are found to be well reproduced by the
AVINDO/S calculations. The calculated values of a are generally 
closer to the experimental data than are those from the corresponding 
CNDO/S parametrized calculations,^ the improvement being most 
noticeable for the carbonyl 13C nuclei. The calculated value of aAV 
for these nuclei is smaller than that obtained from the CNDO/S 
calculations, implying that the excitation energies obtained from the 
INDO/S calculations are smaller than those from the corresponding 
CNDO/S calculations.
In order to examine this proposal, we have compared the calculated
values of excitation energies (E,-E.) given by eqn. (1.34), and their
K 1
components for the various transitions contributing to the paramagnetic 
term of carbon monoxide obtained by CNDO/S and INDO/S parameterization 
schemes in Table 3.4.
The largest relative difference between the two sets of results
occurs in the value of the exchange integrals, K^. Smaller relative
changes are noticed in the excitation energies for the unperturbed
molecule, the Coulomb integrals J^. The net result is a
decrease in (E,-E.)> when obtained by the INDO/S calculations, for most k 3
of the transitions contributing to <J?. Thus a^ increases and the total 
screening decreases.
Since the shielding anisotropy, ag , depends upon the difference 
between components of the screening tensor, the changes in a a, upon 
changing the molecular orbital parameterization scheme, for a given 13C 
nucleus, is not expected to be as pronounced as is the change in • 
This expectation is fulfilled by a comparison of the Aa data reported 
in Table 3.3 and that given by means of CNDO/S calculations.^
Comparing the calculated anisotropy for different structures of 
acetic acid with the solid state 13C results reveals that the dimeric 
structure for acetic acid is preferred. However, a similar 
conclusion has been reached by corresponding CNDO/S and MINDO/2 
calculations.^ ^
The agreement between the INDO/S results for the 13C chemical 
shifts, 5 ,. expressed relative to benzene, and the experimental data
TABLE 3.3
Hie results of INDO/S calculations of the principal components of the paramagnetic contribution to the 13C shielding 
tensor, its anisotropy and average value and some chemical shifts compared with experimental results
Molecule Axis
INDO/S results (ppm)^ Experimental (ppm)
J U  U  \J r -ixx yy zz (loc)?, ,■ Ao(a) oAV 6 00 A a
AV :(b)
00
oco
0:l\
0 0
0I!
A
H H
x
T
y_z
x
1y-+z
X
t
z—»y
z
T
y—»x
(107,109) (108)
-391.20 -391.20 • 0.00 - 260.80 391.20 - .2.08 74.7 8 3 84+10 3.2+0.27
-267.37 -267.37 0.00 -178.24 267.37 76.50 - 3.80
(111)
70±10
(112) (112)
-286.35 -291.31 - 96.11 -224.59 192.72 33.56 39.14 75 25+10
(110)
54.1
(110)
3.0
(1101
42.0
-324.88 -111.17 -319.76 -251.93 211.15 6.06 66.64
(26c) (113)
-  1±10 66.2
0I
/ C\
au h
(106) (106)
z CO -287.20 -107.78 -337.45 -244.14 204.54 13.67 59.03 168+10 - 6±10
t (106) (106)
y~*x CH, -121.61 -117.35 -141.45 -126.80 14.19 133.19 -60.49 46+10 162+10
(110) 
71.6 
(114) 
- 98.1
0I
/C\
ai, ch,
(106) (106) (114)
z CO -301.13 -109.85 -337.73 -249.57 209.58 8.09 64.61 193±10 -12+10 77.2
I x (106) (106) (114)
01, -115.59 -117.81 -137.56 -123.65 12.09 136.39 -63.69 50±10 164±10 - 98,2
0u
/ C\
Mfc h ._
z
r
y-^x
-289.48 -103.56 -246.69 -213.24 164.52 43.95 28.75
(26c) (110)
28±10 37.0
0I
/C\
nh2 nh2
z
t
y— >x
-276.87 -100.42 -214.49 -197.26 145.26 58.94 13.76
0I)
C H 
/ \ /
H O'
z
T
y-^x
-302.31 -107.56 -247.76 -219.21 167.47 37.63 35.07
(26c) (110)
29±10 38.6
0I
A  H ' *\ /
CH. 0
z
1
y—#x
-315.76 -107.70 -241.88 -221.78 171.12 34.89
8
As
ai3 o
H
Average
z
T
y—»x
-324.26 -106.62 -236.73 -222.55 173.87 34.17
(106) (106) (110) 
-222.15 172.50 34.54 38.17 117±10 17±!0 49.0
TABLE 3.3 (Cont)
0nyc c2h3
H3Cj 0
0
h3c c CH3 
\ / \ /0 0
0 0 
It ttc c 
/ \ / \
h3c o ch3
qi3 h 
N'o/
ch3 ch3
ch3-chc-ch3
z CD -295.41 -105.00 -243.67 -214.69 164.54 41.97 30.73
t
y~,x C1H3 -116.04 -118.27 -133.48 -122.59 9.83 137.32 -64.62
CzH3 -120.39 -105.09 -105.70 -110.39 7.96 148.75 -76.05
z
t
y-*x
y-»x
z
t
y->x
z
t
y—
yT
Z-tX
yr
Z-.X
(106) (106)
CO -284.98 -103.04 -190.70 -192.90 134.80 62.69 10.01 60.5±10 37±10
(106) (106)
Qla
CO
ai-
ch3
C-l
C-2
C-3
C-4
-116.24 -107.16 -107.52 -110.30 4.73 148.84 -76.14 68±10 145±10
(106) (106)
-283.96 -105.55 -198.64 -196.05 135.75 60.59 12.11 82.5±6 28±10
(106) (106)
-111.19 -114.25 -127.80 -117.74 9.83 141.98 -69.28 19±10 173±10
-127.51 -111.07 -112.13 -116.90 8.75 142.34 -69.64
-121.89 -111.49 -109.95 -114.44 6.74 144.75 -72.05
x -C= -202.25 -202.25 - 5.45 -136.65 196.80 124.18 -51.48t
y-*Z ffl3 -121.20 -121.20 -110.88 -117.76 10.32 142.03 -69.33
-227.39 -227.39 -107.90 -187.56 119.49 72.70 0.00
-119.58 -116.02 -113.77 -116.45 4.03 143.69 -70.99
-207.18 -258.07 -110.05 -191.76 122.57 68.10 4.6
-259.13 -192.46-106.38 -185.99 119.41 74.25 - 1.55 
-255.43 -193.98 -106.10 -185.17 118.60 74.95 - 2.25
-195.25 -255.61 -105.54 -185.46 119.89 74.73 - 2.03
(106) (106) 
63±10 146±10
(110)
134±10
(106) (106)
201±10 117±10
(106) (106)
14±10 ‘ 190±10
(106) (106)
180±5 66+10
(106) (106) 
22±10 173±10
(106) (106) 
182+10 69±10
(HO)
42.0
(116)
35.0
(110)
38.6
(HO)
81.0
(110)
69.3
(115) 
- 55.9 
(115) 
-127.7
0.0
(69)
-107.2
(69)
8 . 2
(69)
- 0.3
(69)
- 1.1
(69) 
- 4.0
(a) A a - - I (c^ + o ) where a, 8 and y are x, y or z in the convention that act is the most highly screened
component of the 13C tensor.
(b) The chemical shifts, 6, are expressed in ppm with respect to benzene, shifts to high frequency are positive.
(c) For molecules other than linear and symmetric tops, the shielding tensor is diagonalized by a similarity
transformation.
(d) Molecular geometry from Ref. 143.
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FIGURE 3,1 Plot of the experimental 13C chemical shifts against the values 
. calculated by the INDO/S method.
Slope = 1.19, standard deviation =11.3 ppm, correlation 
coefficient =0.95
1. C6H6 14. CHsNC 29. >0-H0 \* ch3cv C-CH;
2. C2Hu 15. ch3cn* *n oh— o
3. CH3-CH=ai2
*
16. HCN 30. CH3C00CH3*
4. (ch3) 2c=ch2 
*
17. c2h2 31. (CH30)2C0
*
5. ch2=c=oi2
*
18. 00 32. ai3coocoai3
*
6. Qi2=ai-ai=cn2
*
19. C02 33. ai30H
7. ch3-gi=ch2
*
20, 003 34. (ch3)2o
8. ai3 /Ch3 
>=c'
21. h2co 35. ai3c=ccn3
*
ir *ii 22. a-i3aio
*
36. ch3c=cch3
9. H\ /CH3 23. CH.CHO ' 37. ch3
/ O C  
ch3 * h 24.
<
CCII3) 2co 
*
38. ai3 Cl
10. ai2=ai-CH=ai2
*
25. CCH3)2C0
*
39.
o
C2
11. (ai3)2c<H2
*
26. NH2ai0 40. 4 c3
12. (ai3)2c=c(ai3)2 27. I1C00H 41. C,
13. ai2=c=oi2 28. CH3COCH
*
is shown in Figure 3.1 for all the molecules included in Tables
3.1 and 3.3. The overall agreement is good with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.95, a standard deviation of 11.3 ppm and a slope 
of 1.19 for the correlation line. This represents a significant 
improvement over the comparable data obtained from the corresponding 
CNDO/S calculations, for which the correlation line has a slope of 
1.64.50
The importance of considering the contribution from transitions 
of various symmetries to a Q oc) is demonstrated in Table 3.5 for 
species given in Table 3.3. In general, a tt*, tt -> a* and, when 
present, n tt* transitions provide the dominant contributions. 
However, the higher energy n -> a* and a -*-■a* transitions should not 
be ignored. In the case of the methyl carbons of dimethyl acetylene 
the paramagnetic term is dominated by a a* transitions. This 
could be the reason for significant deviation of the point 36 
(Figure 3,1) from the correlation line.
The weighted values of the transition energies are also reported 
in Table 3.5. The large variation observed in these weighted 
energies implies that it is unreasonable to use an average excitation 
energy in interpreting the 13C chemical shifts of the various species 
considered in the present study.
An analysis of the various contributions to a^ oc) ^rom a 7r*> 
tt -*■ o*, a ->• a*, n a* and n -*• tt* transitions is presented in 
Table 3,6 for a selection of small molecules. In the case of 
ethylene, the lowest energy a tt* transition makes an appreciable 
contribution to 0 Qoc) * However, for this molecule, the major 
contribution arises from the higher energy a >  it* transition with
TABLE 3.5 Some contributions to the paramagnetic component of the 13C screening tensor (ppm) from various 
electronic transitions
No Molecule
(a)
O - KJ*
(a)
rr+0*
(a)
0-*IT*
(a)
rmr*
(a)
1T-KJ*
Average 
weighted 
value of 
transition 
energies 
(ev)
1 CO - -214.4 - -46.4 9.22
2 C02 - - -119.8 - -58.5 16.08
3 col - 32.0 - -142.2 - -50.2 13.83
4 Ii2C0 - 17.9 -17.2 - 73.3 -89.6 -52.9 10.45
5 CH3CH0 CO - 24.5 - 7.1 - 60.7 -91.9 -50.3 11.00
6 c h 3 - 15.0 -18.8 - 22.9 -21.2 -33.1 17.22
7 (CHs)2C0 CO - 29.6 - 0.8 . - 76.6 -87.1 -48.5 11.04
8 ai3 - 24.1 -13.6 -25.4 -15.5 -33.0 17.52
9 m i2cho - 18.4 -12.0 - 66.3 -58.6 -48.7 13.33
10 (NH2)2C0 - 18.0 -12.4 - 63.3 -47.7 -52.5 16.01
11 ncoai - 8.3 -22.4 - 58.0 -69.0 -54.0 12.87
12 c h 3cooh
*
- 16.8 - 8.7 - 6S.3 -64.5 -49.6 12.88
13 c h 3-  c C —  CHs
* \  #  
n0-H--0
- 18.1 - - 48.5 -60.2 -29.8 15.47
14 c h3c oo c h3 
1 2
CO - 11.8 -15.2 - 49.6 -67.9 -47.1 13.17
15 ai3 - 23.7 - 9.0 - 19.2 -17.0 ‘ -34.7 17.61
16 ai3
2
- 8.8 -19.8 - 13.6 -16.2 -39.3 19.55
17 (CH30)2C0 CO - 22.5 - 7.1 - 75.0 -28.6 -48.8 16.18
18 CHS - 3.8 -24.2 - 11.7 -18.5 -37.8 19.57
19 (CH3C0)20 CO - 14.7 - 7.1 - 59.7 -37.9 -49.4 14.50
20 CH3 - 10.8 -12.8 - 13.1 -14.6 -30.6 18.51
21 ai3ai - 0.5 -32.4 - 11.0 -24.2 -38.5 18.50
22 (CH3)20 - 9.4 -19.7 - 13.6 -18.5 -41.2 18.58
23 ai3cscai3 -C= - 7.5. - 60.6 - -50.0 14.80
24 ai3 -103.2 - - - - 0.4 18.71
25 ai3
1
ch3 - 21.8 ■ - - 35.6 - -29.5 18.49
26 6 Ring^3) - 22.5 - - 77.6 - -64.4 14.12
(a) Transitions contributing less than 5 ppm to are omitted.
(b) Averaged over all ring carbons.
TABLE 3.6 INDO/S contributions to the paramagnetic components of
*
the Carbon-13 screening tensor for C ^ ,  H2C=C=CH2,
HCN, C2H2, CO, C02 and H2C0
r r -\ Calculated r Magnetic^
Con^ °- Transition^ transition Contribution £  ls
nent energy(ev) ! o sP .<■&*)■ (au)
Molecule
H H x
\  /
C = C 
/  \
H H y
y
X
H H x
\  * /  
c=c=c
, /  \
y
y
5a-*-; 7tf* 
67r-KLOa*
4a-> 7tt*
67r-KL2a*
2a-*-10a*
3a->12a*
4a-*-lla*
5a-*- 9a*
4tt->- 9a*
5a->10Tr*
7a^ l07r*
7a->147r*
8tt-> 9a*
8iT->15a*
2a-*-10iT*
4Tr-bL6a*
6a->107r*
6a->14Tr*
87r->16a*
This component
8.474
10.901
•100.961 
• 86.481
-0.2953
-0.3254
9.135 -164.768 -0.5195
12.633 -129.714 -0.5656
26.669 - 6.882 -0.0633
23.380 - 37.735 -0.2983
16.721 - 52.308 -0.3018
13.834 - 13.121 -0.0626
12.803 15.946 0.0704
12.803 15.945 0.0704
4.948 -196.757 -0.3360
10.687 13.844 0.0510
4.948 -196.758 -0.3360
10.687 13.844 0.0510
26.797 - 14.393 -0.1331
23.658 - 22.175 -0.1810
9.961 -121.912 , -0.4190
17.223 -7.938 -0.0471
14.591 - 78.230 -0.3938
is identical to the y component
H - CeN
x
t
y* » z
X
y
z
1 a-*- 6tt* . 31.437 - 10.770 -0.1169
2a-*- 6tt* 18.131 - 24.173 -0.1512
3a-*- 6tt* 8.562 -112.916 -0.3337
4tt->- 8a* 10.447 6.488 0.0234
4tt-> 9a* 17.242 - 91.651 -0.5454
This component is identical to the x component 
This component makes no contribution to a^
TABLE 3.6 (Cont)
HCeCH X 1 o +  6tt* 28.908 - 5.163 -0.0514
■y 3g->- 6tt* 12.319 - 96.366 -0.4097
47r-*10a* 14.949 - 99.974 -0.5159
y — > z . y This component is identical to the x component
z This component makes no contribution to a?
GO X 1g-> 6tt* 33.863 - 13.948 -0.1630
x 2g-> 6tt* 13.840 6.951 0.0332
t 4tt-^ 8a* 16.894 - 69.662 -0.4062
y — »z 5o-> 7tt* 6.530 -314.751 -0.7094
y This component is identical to the x component
z This component makes no contribution to a?
oco X 2g-*- 9tt* 32.533 - 31.028 -0.3483
5tt->-12g* 21.769 - 87.775 -0.6594
X 6a-* 9tt* 9.301 -148.801 -0.4775
yL— »z y This component is identical to the x component
z This component makes no contribution to gP
o X la-*- 7tt* 33.074 - 9.220 -0.1052
i
c 2g-> 7tt* 19.185 -13.600 -0.0901
/ \ 4g-v 7tt* 7.769 -197.294 -0.5289
H H 5tt-^ 10g* 14.828 -107.843 -0.5517
2r y 2g->- 9g* 26.721 - 11.864 -0.1094
3n->10a* 22.454 - 64.271 -0.4979
y --->x 4g-> 9a* 16.343 - 42.113 -0.2374
6n+ 8a* 8.865 - 5.416 -0.0165
6n-*-10a* 13.389 18.050 0.0833
z 3n+ 7tt* 11.802 - 57.014 -0.2322
5ir-^ 9a* 12.784 - 50.931 -0.2246
6n-> 7tt* 2.828 -211.813 -0.2063
(a) Transitions contributing less than 5 ppm to have been omitted.
(b) The magnetic integrals term is defined for the transition j-dc as 
<j|La |k><k|r"3La |j> given by equations (2.58) and (2.59).
larger values for the corresponding magnetic integrals. Although 
the lowest energy a -> u* transition makes the largest contribution 
to a^2oc) ^or “the central carbon of allene, significant contributions 
also arise from higher energy a tt* transitions with larger values 
for the corresponding magnetic integrals. In the case of HCN, CO 
and CO2, the major contribution arises from the lowest energy a -> it* 
transition. However/ for these molecules the higher energy tt -> a* 
transitions with the larger corresponding magnetic integrals make 
an appreciable contribution to tf^oc) ‘ F°r formaldehyde, the lowest 
energy n tt* and a tt* transitions provide the major contribution
tO -v .(loc)
It can be seen from Table 3.6 that various transitions contribute 
significantly to the 13C screening. Therefore, a linear correlation 
between the 13C chemical shift and the lowest energy transition is 
not anticipated for the 13C environment considered in the present 
work.
Recently, the ISN and 13C chemical shifts of some di- and tri-
117azapentadienium salts have been reported. In the present study,
we have performed some shielding calculations on these cations in 
order to facilitate a better understanding of their electronic 
characteristics.
The 13C shielding constants and chemical shifts of some di- and
tri-azapentadienium cations (Figure 3.2), calculated by means of
Pople's GIA0-M3 model in conjunction with the INDO/S wavefunction,
are summarized in Table 3.7. In the interpretation of 13C and 15N
chemical shifts of these cations some charge-shift comparisons have 
117
been made which need some theoretical consideration. Thus the
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total charge densities are also included in Table 3.7,
■The results given in Table 3.7 reveal that changes in account 
almost entirely for the 13C screening differences. An overall 
average value of 259 ± 1.7 ppm is found for > where its
variation of ±1.7 ppm is about 2% of the experimental chemical shift 
differences given in Table 3.7.
The agreement between the calculated chemical shifts, expressed 
with respect to benzene, and the experimental data is demonstrated in 
Fig. 3,3. Although the overall agreement is reasonable with a 
standard deviation of 11.19 ppm and a correlation coefficient of 0.92, 
the calculated chemical shifts are concentrated between two ranges of 
+5 to -20 and -78 to -73 ppm, whereas the corresponding experimental 
data are spread over the range of -95 to +40 ppm. This discrepancy 
arises, at least partly, due to the fact that the geometries employed 
for these species in the present calculations (Figure 3.2) do not 
represent their real structures in solution. Also, it is to be noted 
that these cations are highly active, therefore the medium effects 
may have an important role in separating the 13C signals.
A close consideration of the data given in Table 3.7 reveals that 
our calculations have reproduced some futures of the 13C chemical 
shifts of di- and tri-azapentadienium salts. In agreement with the 
experimental data, the carbon atom at the 3-position shifts to higher 
fields with respect to the carbon atoms at the 2- and 4-positions in 
the 1,5-diazapentadienium cations (l)-(3) (Figure 3.2). The carbon 
atom at the 2-position in the 1,3,5-triazapentadienium (8) resonates 
at lower fields with respect to its pertinent carbon atom in the 
diaza cation (1), indicating that introduction of a nitrogen atom at
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TABU 3.7 Carbon-13 shieldings and chemical shifts for some di- and tri-azapentadienium ioiis 
calculated from INDO/S data
No Molecule® Position
Calculated (ppm) Experi­
mental
(ppm)
6(b,c)totalq
d
aA <$■
AVa 6®
1 CD 0-2® 3.7908 258.25 -184.12 74.12 - 1.42 34.10
2 C-3 4.0900 260.77 -183.89 76.88 - 4.18 -38.72
3 C - 4 ® 3.7908 258.25 -184.12 74.12 - 1.42 34.10
4 M e ®  ,Me® 3.9181 259.36 -110.19 149.17 -76.47 -82.99
5 M e ®  ,Me® 3.9157 259.34 -110.44 148.89 -76.19 -90.85
6 (2) C-2 3.7872 258.22 -179.72 78.50 - 5.80 27.59
7 C-3 4.0795 260.68 -172.59 88.09 -15,39 -34.26
8 C-4 3.8073 258.40 -171.74 86.66 -13.96 35.69
9 M e ® 3.9217 259.39 -108.61 150.78 -78.08 -82.19
10 M e ® 3.9189 259.37 -108.61 150.76 -78.06 -90.36
11 Ph(a) 3.9283 259.45 -175.19 84.26 -11.56 10.28
12 Ph(0) 4.0197 260.20 -177.43 82.77 -10.07 -11.55
13 Ph(m) 3.9868 259.93 -178.87 81.07 - 8.36 1.34
14 Ph(p) 3.9872 259.94 -176.90 83.04 -10.34 - 2.31
15 (3) C - 2 ® 3.7853 258.31 -172.28 86.02 -13.32 29.80
16 C-3 4.0696 260.61 -168.32 92.29 -19.59 -30.06
17 C - 4 ® 3.8082 258.31 -172.28 86.02 -13.32 29.80
18 Ph(ct) 3.9237 259.40 -171.57 87.83 -15.13 9.86
19 PhCO) 4.0231 260.23 -175.33 84.90 -12.20 -11.55
20 Ph(m) 3.9882 259.94 -176.67 83.26 -10.56 2.48
21 Ph(p) 3.9914 259.97 -173.90 86.07 -13.36 - 2.38
22 (4) C-3 3.9828 259.93 -188.54 71.39 1.31 - 9.91
23 C-4 3.7801 258.16 -183.90 74.26 - 1.56 35.20
24 M e ® 3.9077 259.27 -110.59 148.68 - 75.98 -79.25
25 M e ® 3.9069 259.26 -113.35 145.91 - 73.21 -88.27
26 M e ® 3.9165 259.35 -109.56 149.79 - 77.09 -81.64
27 M e ® 3.9153 259.34 -110.00 149.34 - 76.64 -88.77
Cont.
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TABLE 3.7 (Cont)
28 (5) C-3 3.9688 259.78 -174.90 84.88 -12.18 - 3.33
29 C-4 3.7895 258.25 -172.57 85.68 -12.98 34.62
30 Me ^ 3.9182 259.36 -108.51 150.85 -78.15 -80.93
31 M e ^ 3.9172 259.35 -109.55 149.80 -77.10 -88.77
32 . Ph(a) 3.9155 259.34 -176.25 83.09 -10.39 11.80
33 PhCO) 4.0056 260.08 -176.39 83.69 -10.99 -14.01
34 Ph(ja) 3.9883 259.95 -178.31 81.64 - 8.94 0.23
35 PhCp) 3.9792 259.87 - -175.42 84.45 -11.75 - 4.41
36 (6) C-3 3.9826 259.90 -176.10 83.8 -11.10 - 7.71
37 C-4 3.7900 258.25 -174.77 83.48’ -10.78 29.23
38 Me^,Me*^ 3.9086 259.28 -111.54 147.74 -75.04 -78.50
39 Ph(a) 3.9234 259.40 -175.05 84.35 -11.65 8.84
40 Ph(0) 4.0204 260.21 -177.40 82.81 -10.11 - 9.75
41 Ph(m) 3.9874 259.94 -178.56 81.38 - 8.68 1.48
42 PbCp) 3.9881 259.94 -176.55 83.39 -10.69 - 0.74
43 C7) C-3 3.9613 259.72 -170.40 89.32 -16.62 0.23
44 C-4 3.7964 258.31 -169.33 S8.98 -16.28 30.26
45 P h ^  Cct) 3.9150 259,33 -170.63 88.70 -16.00 12.50
46 Ph^CO) 4.0045 260.08 -173.23 86.84 -14.14 -12.65
47 P h ^  (m) 3.9884 259.94 -174.43 85.51 -12.81 0.24
48 PhCl) (p) 3.9780 259.86 -171.61 88.25 -15.55 - 2.79
49 P h ^ 3.9226 259.40 -170.67 88.73 -16.03 8.73
50 Phf3) CO) 4.0198 260.20 -173.39 86.81 -14.11 - 8.95
51 Ph^3)Cm) 3.9877 259.94 -174.55 85.39 -12.69 1.42
52 Ph1*3  ^(p) 3.9877 259.94 -173.01 86.93 -14.23 0.02
53 (8) c_2Cd) 3.6930 257.37' -190.26 67.11 5.59 37.54
54 C - 4 ^ 3.6930 257.37 -190.26 67.11 5.59 37.54
55 M e ^  ,Me^ 3.9180 259.36 -110.79 148.57 -75.87 -86.72
56 M e ^ , M e ^ 3.9143 259.33 -110.72 148.61 -75.91 -93.53
(a) Numbers correspond to those given in Figure 3.2.
(b) The chemical shifts, 6, are expressed in ppm with respect to benzene, shifts to high
frequency are positive.
(c) Original data'*'*'2 are converted using 8r ,, (TMS) = 128.7 ppm.^
(d) Averaged over the positions C-2 and C-4.
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FIGURE 3.3 Plot of the experimental 13C chemical shifts of some di- and tri-azapcntadienium 
cations against the values calculated by the INDO/S method.
Slope = 1.38, standard deviation = 11,19 ppm, correlation coefficient = 0.92
the 3-position induces downfield shifts at the adjacent carbon sites. 
Similar results are obtained for the triaza cations (4), (5) and (7) 
when compared with their pertinent diaza cations (l)-(3).
Although it is well known that 13C chemical shift differences
36 37are not determined only by charge density changes, 9 nevertheless
some charge-shift comparisons have been made in discussing the 13C NMR
117
data of di- and triazapentadienium salts. However,- a least-
squares fit of the experimental 13C chemical shifts and INDO/S. total 
charge densities given in Table 3.7 yields a correlation coefficient 
of 0.33, indicating no simple relationship between them. This implies 
that charge-shift comparisons, even for closely related molecules, is 
unreasonable.
Within the framework of Pople's GIA0-M3 approach, several semi- 
empirical methods are employed to calculate some 13C screening constants 
and shielding anisotropies.^  54,62 64 jn present work we have 
employed the INDO/S and MINDO/3 parametrization schemes, for which 
the results of the former have already been discussed. Now we consider 
the use of the MINDO/3 parametrization scheme in calculations of 13C 
screening constants.
The results obtained for the average value of the carbon screening 
AVtensor, a , and the chemical shift, 6, expressed with respect to 
benzene, are presented in Table 3.8 for a variety of molecules. The 
outcome of the MINDO/3 calculations is reported as 'Case 1'. It is 
found that aQ 0c) is almost constant for the carbon environment 
considered and that a j^10n20c) negligible° Hence these data are 
not included individually in the results reported in Table 3.8.
Although MINDO/3 calculations reproduce the overall chemical
shift trends, it is apparent that the agreement between the calculated
AVand experimental values of o and of o is not good. The agreement 
between the two sets of data for 6 is shown in Figure 3.4. This 
agreement is represented by a least-squares line of slope 1.14 having 
a correlation coefficient of 0.8622 and a standard deviation of 
21.36 ppm. Apart from the slope this agreement is inferior to that
obtained from CNDO/S and INDO/S calculations on a similar series of
' 50,118
molecules.
The MINDO/3 parametrization scheme has been derived in order to
60reproduce molecular energies and geometries. However, it has been
67 68
reported 9 that this method is unable to provide a satisfactory 
result of nuclear spin-spin coupling constants. This lack of success 
is attributed to the absence of non-valence shell S electrons in the 
MINDO/3 treatment. ^
In the present case the chemical shift differences are almost 
entirely accounted for by the changes in aQ oc) which* as shown in 
eqn. (2,39), depends upon the valence shell P electrons only. Since 
both nuclear screening and spin-spin coupling parameters are second- 
order molecular properties, they depend upon a satisfactory estimate 
of excited electronic states. Hence it seems probable that the lack 
of success in calculating both of these NMR properties by the MINDO/3 
scheme could be, at least in part, attributed to a poor account of 
the requisite excited electronic states.
To examine this proposal we have retained the appropriate LCAO 
coefficients for the ground and excited states (eqn. 2.39) from the 
MINDO/3 calculations and combined them with the corresponding
TABLE 3.8
The results of some MINDO/3 calculations of the paramagnetic contribution to the 13C screening tensor, its 
average value and some 13C chemical shifts compared with experimental data
Calculated (ppm)
Experimental (ppm)
No Molecule Case 1 Case 2
a{loc) a(non-loc)
AV0 6(a) aP aP(loc) (non-loc] 6Ca)
aAV 6(a)
1 CO -336.09 - 9.22 -87.73 92.74 -258.05 - 7.08 - 7.54 80.89
(108)
3.2±0.27
(110)
54.1
2 C02 -235.53 -15.22 - 0.40 5.41 -182.34 -11.70 56.21 17.14 ™  C111) 70±10
(110)
3.0
3 COT -279.64 - 4.43 . -34.88 39.89 -248.55 - 3.93 - 3.3 76.65
(112)
25+10
(110)
42.0
4 H200 -323.18 - 0.50 -69.21 74.22 -265.15 - 0.41 -11.09 84.44
(26c) 
- 1±10
(113)
66.2
5 CH3CH0 CO -291.71 - 0.76 -37.82 42.83 -263.98 - 0.68 -10.01 83.36
(106) 
- 6±10
(110)
71.6
6 ai3 -191.27 0.64 70.01 -65.0 -125.81 0.41 136.41 -63.06
(106)
162±10
(114)
98.1
7 (ch3)2co CO -289.49 - 0.92' -35.44 40.45 -274.69 - 0.87 -20.87 94.22
(106)
-12±10
(114)
77.2
8 ch3 -184.91 0.75 76.54 -71.53 -121.41 0.49 139.77 -66.42
(106)
164+10
014)
98.2
9 nii2cho -278.06 - 2.07 -26.31 31.32 -224.27 - 1.67 27.88 45.47
(26c)
28±10
(110)
37.0
10 HCOQH -283.58 - 1.15 -32.74 37.75 -237.45 - 0.96 13.58 59.77
(26c)
29±10
(HO)
38.6
0
I
C H 
/ * \ /  
ch3 0
-266.10 - 1.73 -15.64 -247.62 - 1.61 2.87
0I -263.23 - 1.84 -12.77 -245.86 - 1.71 4.73I
/*\ 
CH, 0 
® 1
H
11 Average -14.20 19.21 3.80 69.55
(106)
17±10
(110)
49.0
12 0— hon 
CHj-CT C-CHj 
* CH— 0^
-228.18 - 2.46 21.57 -16.56 -207.08 - 2.23 42.89 30.46
(106)
17±10
(110)
49.0
13 1QI3C002CH3 CO -259.32 - 2.77 - 9.77 14.78 -241.41 - 2.58 8.33 65.02
(110)
42.0
14 Jai3 -181.06 0.69 80.29 -75.28 -120.01 0.45 141.1 -67.75
15 2ffl3 -195.61 - 0.70 60.02 -55.01 -124.96 - 0.44 131.43 -58.08
16 (CH30)2C0 CO -247.82 - 2.75 - 0.95 5.96 -203.73 - 2.26 43.63 29.72
(106)
37+10
(116)
35.0
17 ai3 -188.62 0.00 67.99 -62.98 -123.12 0.00 133.49 -60.14
(106)
145±10
Cont.
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TABLE 3.8 (Cent)
18 (ai3co)2o CO -237.47 - 2.20 12.80 - 7.79 -217.51 - 2.01 32.94 40.41
(106)
28±10
(110)
38.6
19 c h 3 -170.17 0.62 91.14 -86.13 -113.96 0.41 147.13 -73.78
(106)
173±10
20 CU3CH -223.22 - 0.19 33.27 -28.26 -130.66 0.11 125.91 -52.56
(106)
146±10
(110) 
- 81.0
21 CCH3)2o -207.75 - 0.05 48.90 -43.89 -129.84 - 0.03 126.82 -53.47
(110)
134±10
(110) 
- 69.3
22 ai3-c=c-ai3 -c= -176.97 - 5.13 78.48 -73,47 -137.70 - 3.98 119.31 -45.96
(106)
117±10
(115) 
- 55.9
23 CH3 -180.59 - 2.81 75.36 -70.35 -121.26 - 1.88 135.62 -62.27
(106)
190±10
(115)
-127.7
24 © -256.32- 1.39 5.01 • 0.00 -187.60 1.01 73.35 0.00 (106)66±10 0.0
25 ch3 ch3 -180.13 1.00 80.39 -75.38 -119.49 0.66 140.70 -67.35
(106)
173±10
(69)
-107.2
26 C-l -251.23 1.86 10.46 - 5.45 -191.59 1.41 69.56 3.79
(69)
8.2
27
<*
C-2 -246.87 0.83 14.01 - 9.00 -184.94 0.62 75.74 - 2.39 (106)
(69) 
- 0.3
28 C-3 -245.91 0.72 14.71 - 9.70 -184.14 0.54 76.31 - 2.96
S69±10 (69) 
- 1.1
29 C-4 -245.84 1.93 16.07 -11.06 -184.39 1.44 77.03 - 3.68>
(69) 
- 4.0
30 H-CHC-H -184.62 - 5.74 70.45 -65.44 -130.96 - 4.07 125.78 -52.43
(69)
120+10
Cb)'
- 55.0
31 c h2=c h2 -289.01 - 0.39 -29.09 34.1 -198.45 - 0.26 61.58 11.77
(106)
70±10
(b) 
- 5.9
(a) The chemical shifts, 6, are expressed in ppn with respect to benzene; shifts to high frequency are positive. 
Cb) See Table 3.1.
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transition energies (eqn. 1.34) from the INDO/S calculations. The 
results obtained constitute 'Case 2' in Table 3.8.
The agreement between the 'Case 2' values of 6 and the 
experimental results (Figure 3.5) is represented by a least-squares 
line of slope 1.07 having a correlation coefficient of 0.96 and a 
standard deviation of 11.73 ppm. This represents a significant 
improvement over the 'Case lf results and those obtainecl from INDO/S 
and CNDO/S calculations.50,118
Figure 3.5 shows that the calculated value for 6 of the methyl
carbons of dimethylacetylene (point 24) deviates considerably from
the correlation line. It is demonstrated that s for this carbon(loc)
is dominated by o -> a* transitions (Table 3.5). This supports the 
proposal that the energies of these transitions are seriously under­
estimated by the INDO/S calculations.
Bearing in mind the very different types of 13C environment 
chosen, it is shown that MINDO/3 parametrized calculations are rather 
poor at reproducing 13C screening data. Comparing the results 
presented as -Case 1' and 'Case 2' in Table 3.8 and Figures 3.4 and 
3.5 indicates that this is largely due to an unsatisfactory estimate 
of the electronic excited states.
3.1(c) Calculation of the local diamagnetic component of the 13C 
screening constant
By means of Pople’s GIAO-MO method, the diamagnetic contribution 
to nuclear screening consists of two parts, namely aQ ocj and 
a(nonloc) &^ven ky eqns. (2.28) and (2.29) respectively. Of these,
two contributions the variation in a<^ non][oc) ^0UQ<^  t0 
negligible.
The value of a^oc) rePorted be constant to within about 
31 for a number of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and fluorine environ­
ments.^^ It is shown in Section 3.1(b) that the variation of
a X  n is even less than 31 for 13C environments included in Tables (loc)
3.1, 3.3 and 3.8.
However, in discussions of IS binding energies, available from
1X9 d
X-ray photoelectron data, small changes in a^ oc  ^maY be
estimated directly. It is thus of interest to compare the results
obtained from Pople’s model with those found experimentally.
Bearing in mind that the INDO/S results are In substantially 
better overall agreement with the observed 13C chemical shifts and 
screening constants than are those of the MINDO/3 calculations, 
calculations of 0q _oc) f°r 13C nuclei have been restricted to the 
INDO/S method. The results of such calculations in conjunction with 
eqn. (2.47) obtained from Pople's approach are presented in Table 3.9.
The difference in value of a^oc) w-*-bb respect to methane, for 
the carbon nuclei in the species considered, is presented as 
in Table 3.9. These data may be compared with the experimental 
results given in the final column which are obtained from eqn. (2.74), 
where AE^ refers to the difference in core electron binding energy for 
methane and the carbon nuclei under consideration.
Data given in Table 3.9 demonstrates that the largest difference 
d
in Oq ocj occurs between CF4 and CN~. It is about 10.6 ppm which 
corresponds to about 41 of the value of aQoc) * corresPondbng
chemical shift difference is about 50 ppm.
The agreement between the values of Aa^Qc  ^ and experimental 
data is shown in Figure 3.6(a). The overall agreement is good with 
a least-squares line through the origin of slope 1.02 whose 
correlation coefficient is 0.994 and the standard deviation is 
0.34 ppm. This demonstrates further the ability of Pople’s model 
to provide reliable quantitative data for aQoc)'
154
This is in contrast with a report based on a similar 
series of molecules and ions which alleges that Pople’s theory 
exaggerates the values of Act^ oc) f°r carbon and that a slope of 
about 1.5 is obtained when the calculated and observed values of 
Aa^ioc) are compared. We feel that this conclusion is based upon 
calculations which do not include the effects of nuclear screening 
on the valence P electrons of carbon. By means of such a 
calculation, in which a<^ oc) as given by the eqn. (2.46) we obtain 
a least-squares agreement with the experimental data given in 
Table 3.9, represented by a line of slope 1.62 with a standard 
deviation of 0.51 ppm and a correlation coefficient of 0.994. From 
which we conclude that the inclusion of the effects of nuclear 
screening on the valence P electrons in the local diamagnetic term 
is important when discussing X-ray photoelectron data.
Also included in Table 3.9 are the results of some calculations
100 101obtained from the atom-dipole model. ? These calculations are
based upon eqn. (2.75). By means of this equation we have estimated
and aAg, which relate, respectively, to the first two and all
three terms in eqn. (2.75). However, Aa^ and Aa^g give the change 
d din aA and with respect to methane respectively. As indicated in
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TABLE 3.9
Comparison of some calculated values (ppm) of the diamagnetic contribution to the 13C nuclear 
screening for various species and some experimental data obtained from X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy^
No Species
Pople''s Model Atom-dipole Model Experimental
d
°(loc)
a d
A°Cloc) °A AaA^
d
°AB toAB Aa(loc)
1 CN" 263.25 2.88 263.97 2.69 326.94 31.54
2 ou 260.37 0.00 261.28 0.00 295.40. 0.00 o.oo*-120’121-*
3 C6He 260.13 -0.24 261.08 -0.20 350.33 54.93 0>31(120,123)
4 c2h6 260.17 -0.20 ; 261.11 -0.17 323.52 28.12 012(120,121)
5 qi2=ch2 260.41 0.04 261.32 0.04 320.69 25.29 o;o7(120,122)
6 CHECH 260.74 0.37 261.61 0.33 317.34 21.94 -0.26*-120,122-*
7 (ch3)2o 259.27 -1.10 260.07 -1.21 339.87 44.47 -0.91*-121-*
8 cH3ai 259.25 -1.12 260.05 -1.23 339.75 44.35 -i.24^ 122,123)
9 ch3no2 259.26 -1.11 260.06 -1.22 325.92 30.52 -1.36*-12^
10 HCN 258.99 -1.38 259.75 -1.53 326.22 30.82 -1.70*-122)
11 CH3F 258.61 -1.76 259.31 -1.97 348.31 52.91 -i.83^122,123)
12 HCHO 258.00 -2.37 258.62 -2.66 339.35 43.95 - 2 . 2 8 ^
13 ai2F2 257.12 -3.25 257.65 -3.63 401.38 105.98 _3>60(123,124)
14 CHF3 254.87 -5.50 255.32 -5.96 454.20 158.80 -5.40^120,122,124)
15 CFit 252.65 -7.72 253.16 -8.12 507.21 211.81 -7.15^ 121"124)
(a) All shielding terms, o, are in ppn, and all shifts, A, are relative to methane.
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in Table 3.9 and Figure 3.6(b), the Aa^ data are in reasonable 
agreement with experiment. The least-squares correlation line has 
a slope of 1.10, a correlation coefficient of 0.994 and a standard 
deviation of 0.33 ppm. Hence the agreement is almost as good as 
that found by means of Pople's model.
The inclusion of the final non-local term in eqn. (2.75) leads 
to the very'poor agreement between Aa^ and the experimental data. 
Hence the recommended use’^ * ' ^  of eqn. (2.75), with the 
summation in the final term restricted to directly bonded atoms, as 
a 1 local1 term is misleading.
3.2 Boron chemical shifts
3.2(a) Introduction
In contrast to its neighbour, carbon, little attention has been 
given to boron chemical shifts. Boron exists naturally as two isotope 
forms, namely 10B and 1JB. Of these two isotopes, J1B is more attrac­
tive than 10B because of its larger natural abundance of-81.21. This 
isotope also has higher sensitivity to NMR detection (16.51 of that of 
hydrogen at a constant field value) than the 10B isotope. The 10B 
isotope has a natural abundance of 18.81 and 2% of the sensitivity to 
NMR. detection of the proton. Both the 21B and 10B resonance signals are 
usually broad due to their nuclear quadrupole moments.
Only a few theoretical reports have appeared about the boron
126 12 *7chemical shifts in the literature. 5 These rely on the average 
excitation energy approximation to evaluate the paramagnetic term of 
the screening tensor.
53Recently Ebraheem and Webb have calculated 1XB chemical shifts
of a variety of trivalent boron compounds. They have used Pople’s
model in conjunction with the INDO and CNDO/S parametrization schemes. 
53They found that the CNDO/S results are in reasonable agreement with
the experimental data, whereas the corresponding INDO results are
scattered. These authors have also found a linear relationship
between the calculated 7r-charge densities and the experimental results
53This correlation, however, is thought to be fortuitous.
Since the MINDO/3 scheme^ has been parametrized for boron, we 
have employed this method in conjunction with Pople's GIA0-M3 approach
in order to envisage its ability in reproducing the observed boron 
chemical shifts.
3.2(b) Results and discussion
In the present work, 11B chemical shifts with respect to methyl-
borate, B(0CH3)3, have been calculated for a variety of trivalent boron
compounds by means of Pople’s model in conjunction with the MINDO/3
parametrization scheme. The purpose of choosing trivalent boron
compounds in the present study is twofold. First, the corresponding
CNDO/S and INDO results have been reported,^ therefore the MINDO/3
results can be compared with them. Second, the linear relationship 
53
reported between the calculated ur-charge densities and observed 
21B chemical shifts needs more theoretical consideration.
Table 3.10 presents some MINDO/3 results of boron screening 
constants and its chemical shifts with respect to methyl borate.
Also included in this table are calculated total charge densities,
total 7Tq , iT-charge densities, q , and averaged weighted values of all
of the transition energies.
All X1B chemical shifts presented in Table 3.10 fall between the 
low field resonance of B(CH3)3, where the corresponding transition 
energy is very small (4.43 ev), and the higher field absorption band 
of BF3, where the transition energy is quite large (13.49 ev). This 
indicates that the singlet-singlet transition energies play an 
important role in the interpretation of boron chemical shifts. 
Significant variations of these energies indicate that conclusions
101
TABLE 3.10
The results of some MINDO/3 calculations of charge densities, the local paramagnetic component of 
the boron screening tensor, its average value and some boron chemical shifts compared with 
experimental data
X
1
■R
z
r
MINDO/3 results ^ Experimental(ppm)
No / \ y-z .y
x y
-> X
z
^total TTq
Av.weighted 
value of the op 
transition (loc) 
energies(ev)
aAV 6(a). 6(a-c)
1 0QI3 oai3 och3 2.0406 0.4023 12.09 - 95.97 97.47 0.00 0.0
2 och3 • och3 H 2.3364 0.3782 9.23 -119.33 76.89 20.58 7.8
3 oai3 och3 F 1.8926 0.3994 12.25 - 87.93 104.01 - 6.54 - 2.5
4 0CH3 och3 ch3 2.3571 0.4019 9.85 -113.09 83.31 14.16 11.2
5 ai3 ch3 oai3 2.6653' 0.3655 6.89 -163.71 35.28 62.19 34.7
6 oai3 ai3 N(CH3)2 2.6864 0.5497 8.81 -130.93 68.23 29.24 13.5
7 n c c h3)2 N(CH3)2 c h 3 3.0988 0.6996 8.31 -133.83 68.30 29.17 15.2
8 N(CH3)2 N(CH3)2 H 3.1632 0.7001 8.15 -130.31 72.24 25.23 10.3
9 N(ai3) 2 N(ai3) 2 N(CH3)2 3.0187- 0.7336 9.59 -119.89 81.70 15.77 9.0
10 ch3 ch3 N(ai3)2 3.1724 0.6145 6.62 -163.29 39.52 58.15 26.3
11 0 0 N(CH3)2 3.0895 0.7122 10.28 -110.54 91.53 5.94
(129)
8.2
12 ai3 ai3 F 2.4918 0.3874 6.68 -156.86 40.71 56.76 40.7
42.0
13 CH3 3.1150 0.5852 8.77 -126.07 76.17 21.30
(129)
16.5
(129)
14 CH3 CH3 N 3.1121 0.4761 6.78 -161.10 41.12 56.35 37.9
(129) 
35.9
o
CH3 (129)
15 QI3 CH3 I 3.0846 0.4692 7.29 -150.60 51.44 46.03 42.0
A
ch3
(129)
16 N .] N 1 C2H5 3.1547 0.5853 8.96 -121.74 80.75 16.72 21.1
O  n;
(129)
17 C2H5 C2Hs N ~\ 3.1729 0.4689 6.92 -154.48 48.13 49.34 38.70
is ch3 ai3 ai3 2.9602 0.2045 4.43 -251.33 - 50.14 147.61 67.7
19 F F F 1.6640 0.3870 13.49 -57.04 132.46 -34.99 -8.9
(129)
20 U  N(013)2 N(CiI3)2 3.0586 0.7310 10.00 -114.38 87.48 9.99 8.1
(a) The chemical shifts, 6, are in ppm with respect to B(OCH3)3, shifts to high frequency are taken 
as positive.
(b) Original data*-12^  are converted using 6„ =  6„r nr„ „ . - 18.3 ppm.
b(UUl3J 3 Br 3 *0 (.02115 ) 2
(c) Data taken from Ref. (128) unless stated otherwise.
(d) °^ioc) anc^ arc in ppm.
reached from calculations based on the AEE approximation are 
misleading.
The calculated aQ^c) f°r species included in Table 3.10 are
given in Table 3.11. An overall average value of 199.44 ppm is
found for crq oc) • This is in agreement with the value of 199.3 ppm
53obtained from the CNDO/S and INDO calculations. However, in 
the case of BF3 and BF(0CH3)2, the values of a^ ocj are 191*94 and 
189.50 ppm respectively. This is due to the electronegative nuclei 
of fluorine and oxygen which are bonded to boron, resulting in 
significant electron deficiency on boron, hence reducing the value 
of a^ioc) by about 8 ppm. The value of a^non^oc) is found to be 
negligible for all of the species given in Table 3.10.
In agreement with the CNDO/S results, there is no simple
relationship between, the total charge densities calculated by the
MINDO/3 method and the observed 11B chemical shifts. Also,
Figure 3,7 shows the lack of correlation between MINDO/3 tt-charge
densities and the experimental 21B chemical shifts. This is in
53
contradiction with the CNDO/S calculations which show a linear
relationship between the calculated Tr-charge densities and
experimental boron chemical shifts for similar compounds. However,
60since MINDO/3 gives quite realistic charge densities, this 
correlation must be fortuitous.
Among the species included in Table 3.10, BF3 is a gas at normal
temperatures and it is known to be one of the strongest Lewis acids.
The anomalous behaviour of this molecule is claimed to be due to the
53
formation of an adduct, probably a hydrate. However, the
position of boron resonance for the BF3:H20 complex shifts by
FIGURE 3.7 Plot of experimental 11B chemical shifts against the 
calculated from MINDO/3 parameterization scheme.
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26.6 ppm, to lower fields, with respect to that of gaseous BF3.
To investigate this problem, we have optimized the geometry of the
41BF3:H20 by using the INDO geometry optimization procedure. Boron
screening data for the optimized BF3:H20 complex, obtained from 
Pople’s model in conjunction with the MINDO/3 parametrization scheme, 
are as follows:
a(loc) = 190‘54 PPm ’ afloc) = -86.84 ppm;;
aAV = 103.70 ppm
Comparing these results with those due to gaseous BF3, reveals a 
downfield shift of 28.76 ppm, which is in good agreement with the 
experimental data..
The agreement between the MINDO/3 results for the 11B chemical
shifts, 6, expressed with respect to methyl borate, and the
experimental data is demonstrated in Figure 3.8. The overall
agreement is reasonable with a correlation coefficient of 0.93 and a
standard deviation of 4.56 ppm. However, the correlation line has a
slope of 0.477, indicating that MINDO/3 chemical shifts are
numerically larger than those obtained by experiment. On the other
hand MINDO/3 screening constants are consistently smaller than those
53obtained from CNDO/S calculations. This could be, at least in 
part, due to an unsatisfactory estimate of the electronic excited 
states by the MINDO/3 parametrization scheme.
To test this proposal, we have combined CNDO/S transition 
energies (Table 3.11) with the appropriate LCAO coefficients for the 
ground and excited states (eqn. 2.39) obtained from MINDO/3 
calculations. The results obtained are presented in Table 3.11. In
TABLE 3.11
Boron-11 shieldings and chemical shifts for the molecules listed 
in Table 3.10 calculated from combinations of MINDO/3 and CNDO/S 
data
(a) Av.weighted  ^
Molecule value of the ^d 
No. transition 
energies(ev)
a(loc) aAV
6(c,d)
1 20.44 193.44 - 56.75 136.68 0.00
2 15.80 196.22 - 69.70 126.52 10.16
3 18.95 191.94 - 56.86 135.08 1.60
4 16.09 196.40 - 69.24 127.16 9.52
5 12.70 198.99 - 88.88 110.11 26.57
6 14.35 199.16 - 80.43 118.73 17.95
7 12.94 202.13 - 85.99 116.14 20.54
8 12.44 202.55 - 85.36 117.19 19.49
9 14.19 201.59 - 81.05 120.54 16.14
10 11.32 202.61 - 95.50 107.11 29.57
11 15.73 202.07 - 72.26 129.81 6.87
12 12.85 197.57 - 81.62 115.95 20.73
13 14.22 202.24 - 77.81 124.43 12.25
14 12.26 202.22 - 89.08 113.14 23.54
15 12.61 202.04 - 87.11 114.93 21.75
16 14.22 202.49 - 76.69 125.80 10.88
17 12.39 202.61 - 86.22 116.39 20.29
18 9.93 201.19 -112.22 88.97 47.71
i9 15.54 189.50 - 49.50 140.00 - 3.32
.20 15.22 201.86 - 75.17 126.69 9.99
(a) Numbers correspond to those given in Table 3.10.
(b) Taken from CNDO/S data.
(c) See footnote (d) of Table 3.10.
(d) The experimental results are given in Table 3.10.
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FIGURE 3.8 Comparison of the experimental 12B chemical shifts and the
values calculated by the MINDO/3 method (Case 1). 
Slope = 0.477, standard deviation = 4.56 ppm, 
correlation coefficient = 0.9361
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FIGURE 3.9 Comparison of the experimental 1XB chemical shifts and the 
values calculated by combination of the MINDO/3 and CNDO/S 
methods (Case 2). Slope = 1.44, standard deviation = 6.07 ppm, 
correlation coefficient = 0.88
this case, the calculated chemical shifts are in closer agreement
with the experimental data. This agreement (Figure 3.9) is
represented by a least-squares line of slope 1.44, having a
correlation coefficient of 0.88 and a standard deviation of 6.07 ppm.
However, if points 8, 9, 10 and 12 are omitted the correlation
becomes 6 = 1.52 6 ,-2.97 ppm with a standard deviation ofexp car
4.71 ppm and a correlation coefficient of 0.9405. This represents a
significant improvement over the case where the transition energies
are taken from the MINDO/3 method and comparable data obtained from
53CNDO/S calculations. However, the CNDO/S results for molecules
538, 9, 10 and 12 are not reasonable. This could be due to
unsatisfactory estimates of transition energies by the CNDO/S method 
for these molecules. Thus omitting these points from the correlation 
is not unreasonable.
It is noteworthy that the CNDO/S results for B(CH3)2N(CH332 and 
BF(CH3)2 (points 10 and 12 respectively in Figure 3.9) have not been 
reported. Our CNDO/S results for these molecules are as follows:
B(ffl3)2NCCH3)2 °cioc) = 200-02 ppm; a(loc) = '114-16 ppm;
aAV = 43.45 ppm
BF(CH3)2 °(loc) = I"-10 PP1; a(ioc) = ~99-97 ppm;
= 30.18 ppm
CHAPTER FOUR
NITROGEN CHEMICAL SHIFTS
4.1 Introduction
The range of nitrogen chemical shifts is about 900 ppm in 
organic compounds.'*' This large range indicates that nitrogen NMR 
is very sensitive to changes in environment, hence it is very useful 
for structural investigations.
Nitrogen exists naturally in two isotope forms, namely lf|N and 
15N, which are 99.6351 and 0.365% abundant. iIfN (spin number 1 = 1) 
isotope has an electric quadrupole moment, while the 15N (spin 
number 1 = 1 )  nucleus does not.
Although the investigation of nitrogen chemical shifts has been 
carried out mainly in lltN NMR spectroscopy, since the advent of 
FT-NMR instruments the share of 15N chemical shifts measurements has 
been increasing. It Is noteworthy that there is no significant 
difference in the relative chemical shifts in 1I+N and 15N NMR spectra 
of any two compounds,^ therefore they can be used interchangeably.
Interest in the theoretical interpretation of nitrogen chemical
shifts at both the ab initio and semi-empirical molecular orbital
levels is widespread.^ 5 Ab initio calculations, giving gauge-
independent results within the perturbed Hartree-Fock approach, has
been employed for calculations of nitrogen screening in some small
35molecules such as NH3 and HCN. In this case the best agreement
with experimental data is obtained when an extended basis set is used.
At the semi-empirical level, the CNDO/S parametrized calculations
within PopleTs gauge-dependent atomic orbital framework have provided
reasonable results for the screening tensor and its anisotropy for
51nitrogen in a variety of molecules.
Recently persuasive arguments have been a d v a n c e d ^ f o r  the 
use of nitromethane, CH3N02, as the most suitable reference standard 
for nitrogen chemical shifts. Therefore, in the present work the 
nitrogen chemical shifts are reported with respect to nitromethane 
such that high frequency shifts are positive.
4.2 Results and discussion
In the present study > nitrogen screening constant and its 
anisotropy, as well as chemical shifts with respect to nitromethane, 
have been calculated for a variety of molecules and ions by means of 
Pople1 s model in conjunction with the INDO/S parametrization scheme. 
These results are compared with experimental data and reported 
gauge-invariant results of both ab initio and semi-empirical 
calculations,where available.
Table 4.1 presents the results of some INDO/S calculations 
together with the available experimental data for some ions and 
molecules for which the nitrogen shifts range over 600 ppm. It is 
found that Cqoc) constant to within about 1% for the nitrogen 
environments considered and that a^non^  is negligible.
Consequently these data are not included individually in the results 
reported in Table 4.1. However, an overall average value of 
323.85 ppm is obtained for a^oc) wkich agreement with the
corresponding values obtained from INDO and CNDO/S wavefunctions.^
The calculated values of a^non20c) are a^so n^c^u^e<^
Table 4.1. The value of a^non-LOC) varies within about ±10 ppm, which 
is about 3% of the experimental chemical shift differences presented
in Table 4.1. However, the contribution of this term into the ..nitrogen 
screening constant is found to be negligible in the case of single 
bonding.
The results given in Table 4.1 reveal that differences in the 
nitrogen screening constants considered arises almost entirely due to 
variation in a^ ocj with small contributions from a^n0nq0c) aPPear -^nS 
in some cases of multiple bonding.
The first 15 nitrogen species considered in Table 4.1 have
previously been the subject of calculations using the CNDO/S scheme.^
The present calculations accord closer agreement with the experimental
data in almost all of these cases. For the nitrate ion, N03, our
value of -94.98 ppm for aAV is in reasonable agreement with the
133
experimental value of -115 ± 20 ppm, whereas the corresponding
CNDO/S value of -16.9 ppm ^  is rather poor. However, both INDO/S
and CNDO/S methods overestimate the value of A a for this ion. For
CH3NC, CNDO/S results give 403,20 and 68.45 ppm^ respectively for
Act and aAV which show less satisfactory agreement with the.
experimental data than those found here. For N20 species, the INDO/S 
AVresults .for both a and Act suggest a reversal of the nitrogen
51assignment as did the CNDO/S calculations. However, the present 
results provide a less clear cut argument for such a reversal.
35In the case of ammonia, a value of 267.8 ppm has been 
AVobtained for a from ab initio gauge-invariant calculations using 
an extended basis set. This value is closer to the experimental data 
than those obtained from both INDO/S and CNDO/S calculations.
Although the absolute nitrogen screening for nitromethane has
113
TABLE 4.1
Hie results of INDO/S calculations of paramagnetic contribution to the nitrogen screening tensor , its average value, 
anisotropy and some nitrogen chemical shifts compared with experimental data
No Molecule Axis
Calculated (ppm) ^ Experimental (ppm)
n p AV .
(loc) (nonloc) °
(b) 6(a) AV Aa ;(a)
1 N, Xt
y-»z
-377.88 - 8.51 - 61.76 566.82 - 50.70 - 69(131^
- 100±20
603±28 
t-145  ^ 657±20^145)
±28(132) _ 7o.2±1.5f'13°)
2 CN-(d) x
t
y->z
-338.52 - 9.72 - 18.41 507.78 - 94.05 -102.48±0.09 (130)
3 [0-N-0]+(^ x
t
y-»z
-309.62 -10.99 - 6.21 464.38 -106.25 -129±2(-130^
[</N]
•(d) -621.77 7.16 -290.07 712.60 177.61 228.8910.25(130)
-(d) x
t
y-»z
-416.29 2.83 - 94.98 420.50 - 17.48 -115±20('133  ^ 210±5<-133) 3.7010.12(130)
6 0=C=N" x
-t
y-»z
-294.48 - 3.58 32.71 441.18 -145.17 155(131) -302.91+0.14(130)
•;7 CH.NC^ x
t
y-^ z
-228.64 - 5.69 91.46 355.75 -203.92 130i20^134  ^ 360i75^134;) -218l0.5(146^
8
10 [n-no-nb]
11
-(d)
Z
T
y-»x n ,
Xt
y->z
N -387.36 8.24 - 57.35 36.74 - 55.11 -149(?) (131)
a
-581.18 0.25 -254.77 308.95 142.31 - 41(?)
-261.06 -12.07 47.21 391.60 -159.67 - 5^131)
- 5.07 90.73 351.45 -203.19 144^131^
(131)
9l2(?)
- 95+2(?) ('131^
N0 -234.3
-132.16+0.10
-281.69±0.12
(130)
(130)
12 0-N -N*^
a 8
13
14 N Cd) 
H'7\ 
ir h
X
t
y->z
z
t
y->x
-269.11 -11.00 39.00 400.53 -151.46 5(?)^136  ^ 512±10^136  ^ -148.OiO.lt136-1
-294.61 - 4.94 26.16 440.11 -138.62 89(?)(136) 369±15t136) -232.3±0.1(136)
-214.84 0.00 112.12 63.03 -224.58 260±20^137  ^ 39±10^137  ^ -381.93±0.14^130^
264(135)
15 (d)
,M+-
"7 u•H "
z
y-**
-185.08 0.00 137.56 8.69 -250.02 220(131) -353.5±0.5
(138)
-352.89±0.17(130)
16 0 (d)
N
o/ ai,
z
T
y—>x
-440.64 9.07 -112.46 444,94 0.0 0.0
(Cont)
114
TABLE 4.1 (Cont)
17 H
18
V - S =NC y_*x 
OEt /  « B
VCi
0
Z-Isomer
z N -322.37 a 4.35 3.20 101.00 -115.66
Nc -456.87 - 1.40 -132.60 166.00 20.14
19
20
\o- A
0=C
C - N =N y_,x
(e) z N -318.09f a 4.21 7.47 91.50 -119.93
=r/ a
OEt
E-Isomer
21 COQMe (e)
\  - +C - N hN 
/ a B 
COOMe
22
Ne -452.01 - 1.29 -127.51 153.00 15.05
x N„ -293.36
t ay-»z
1.99 29.52 164.06 -141.98
No -398.62 - 2.25 - 75.70 71.34 - 36.76
-113.70 
-165.791140-1
24±7(?)
(139)
40)
(131)
0.60
49.49
(139)
(140)
(131)-115±2(?)
,(139)-113.30v
-165.79 (140)
- 24±7(?)tm)
s.o*-1-59-*
- 49.49C140) 
-115±2(?)(;i31^
-177.49(140^
- 58.19(140)
23<3>
C~—N =N, a 6
24
Na -357.43
x
t
z->y
6.74 - 28.45 57.70 - 84.01
No -498.39 1.08 -170.98 284.61 58.52
-130.69(140)
- 5S±2(?) (131)
5.4 
- 86±2(?)
i(140)
(131)
25 H 
\ C"- N =N„ t/ a
C0C6H5
x N -312.21 3.66 12.70 105.0 -125.16
y— »z N„ -447.09 - 1.46 -122.84 164.00 10.38
-165.19 
- 59.59
(140)
(140)
(a) Chemical shifts, 6, are expressed with respect to CH3N02, shifts to high frequency are positive.
(b) Aa = a - l(ano + o ) where a, B and y are x, y or z in the convention that a is the most highly shieldedv J cia 2V Bp YY act 0 J
component of the 11(N tensor.
(c) For molecules other than linear and symmetric tops the shielding tensor is diagonalized by a similarity 
transformation.
(d) Molecular geometry from Reference (141).
(e) Molecular geometry from Reference (139).
not been reported, a value of about -130 ppm has been estimated from
a comparison of the spin-rotation results for ammonia and the chemical
130shift data for ammonia and neat nitromethane. The value
calculated here, -112.46 ppm, is in reasonable agreement with this 
estimate. It is to be noted that this value is for isolated 
nitromethane. For neat Qi3N02, a value of about -141 ppm is obtained 
when polar effects are considered as discussed in Section 7.2(b).
Recently there have been some contradictory reports of the 
nitrogen chemical shifts for diazo compounds.-^1,139,140
lltN NMR spectra of these compounds reveal that the central nitrogen
131is deshielded relative to that of the terminal one. On the
other hand, 15N labelling experiments indicate that this assignment
139 140
should be reversed. 9 To overcome this problem we have
performed some calculations on some of these compounds. The 
calculated results are presented in Table 4.1.
In the case of diazomethane, CH2N2, our results convincingly 
demonstrate the need to reverse the experimental assignment, 
as indicated by the corresponding CNDO/S calculations. ^
For the Z and E isomers of ethyl diazoacetate our calculated
chemical shifts are in reasonable numerical agreement with recent
139experimental results, The calculated data suggest that both
nitrogen nuclei of the E isomer are more highly screened than are
their counterparts in the Z isomer. Consequently, a reversal of the
tentative assignment of the low-temperature N3 signals is implied.
139Our calculations on this molecule lend support to the conclusions
131
that an earlier assignment of the room-temperature Net and N3 
resonances should be reversed and that other workers'^ have
reported nitrogen chemical shifts which are in error by about 50 ppm.
The calculated results for the other diazo compounds considered
in Table 4.1 indicate a similar inaccuracy in the experimental
data,"^^ probably arising from inappropriate choices of width and 
139offset. These results demonstrate also that an earlier
assignment for the Na and N$ signals of diphenyldiazomethane
should be reversed.
The agreement between the calculated and observed chemical 
shifts, expressed with respect to nitromethane is demonstrated in 
Figure 4.1. The least-squares agreement between these two sets of 
data, with appropriate reassignments, for the 26 nitrogen environments 
presented in Table 4.1 provide a slope of 1.16, a correlation 
coefficient of 0.92 and a standard deviation of 35.7 ppm. This 
represents a substantial improvement over the similar data obtained 
for the CNDO/S calculations.*^ Since the nitrogen chemical shifts 
for diazomethane have been the source of some disagreement with 
respect to both assignment and m a g n i t u d e , i t  might be not 
unreasonable to exclude these two nitrogens from the correlation.
In which case we find a slope of 1.28 for the least-squares line, 
a correlation coefficient of 0.95 and a standard deviation of 
30.6 ppm.
The contributions to the local paramagnetic component of the
screening tensor from various electronic transitions are given in
Table 4.2. In the case of ammonia and ammonium ion, a -> a*
transitions make a considerable contribution to a^poc  ^• Therefore,
AVthe small values obtained for their a , at least in part, may be 
attributed to the energies of these transitions which are
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underestimated in the present calculations.
In general, those species with non-bonding electrons tend to 
have substantial contributions to a^2oc) ^rom l°w~energ7 n -»■ a* 
and n tt* transitions. Although large, these contributions are not 
the dominant ones.
For the diazo compounds the greater screening of Na, compared 
with that of N3, appears to be largely due to differences in 
screening contributions from tt **■ a* transitions rather than from 
transitions involving non-bonding electrons as one might 
intuitively expect.
The final column of Table 4.2 gives the average values of the 
excitation energies of the transitions contributing to a^oc) 
weighted according to the size of their contribution. The large 
variation in these data indicates that the average excitation 
energy approach is not a very realistic method for obtaining a Q 0C) 
for the diverse nitrogen environments represented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.3 presents an analysis of the various contributions to 
the paramagnetic component of the nitrogen screening tensor from 
particular electronic excitations in some selected molecules and 
ions.
For linear species such as N2, CN~, [N-N-N] ~ and [N-N-N] the
* *
major contributions to a^ oc) arise from the lowest energy n it* 
transitions. There are also large contributions from higher energy 
tt -> o* transitions having larger magnetic integrals. The greater 
screening for terminal nitrogen of the azide ion, N3, compared with 
that of the central one, is mainly due to larger magnetic integrals
TABLE 4.2
Some contributions to the paramagnetic component of the nitrogen
fa1screening tensor (pom) from various electronic transitions^ J
N o ® g-kj* n-KJ* G-nr* n-nr* 7T->G*
Av. weighted 
value of 
transition 
energies(ev)
1 - - - 12.47 -281.68 - 83.70 10.69
2 . - - - 14.90 -242.57 - 81.03 9.29
3 - - - -197.03 - -112.57 17.89
4 - 54.11 6.54 -146.68 -351.00 - 76.58 7.91
5 - 55.57 7.29 -195.28 - 77.27 - 98.27 14.08
6 - - 5.05 - 6.77 -116.15 -167.50 9.76
7 - - -114.07 - -104.76 15.53
8 - 59.69 - 58.23 - 50.65 - 52.71 -162.54 11.91
9 - 39.52 - 98.59 - 28.16 - 59.87 -408.76 6.52
10 - - - 40.68 -122.09 - 98.28 18.13
11 - - - 5.19 -105.15 -123.95 12.02
12 - - 37.15 -127.30 -105.78 17.98
13 - - — 8.53 -155.53 -129.66 11.97
14 - 79.46 -131.82 - - - 14.66
15 -182.14 - - - 19.41
16 - 83.98 10.09 -164.78 -130.38 - 45.53 12.64
17 - 62.08 - 43.30 - 43.24 - 39.26 -125.60 14.36
18 - 43.92 - 71.78 3.20 - 51.58 -278.59 8.32
19 - 69.52 - 29.11 -50.81 - 28.39 -121.67 14.53
20 - 59.55 - 50.29 - 5.81 - 39.77 -279.35 8.40
21 - 84.63 - 21.29 - 64.16 - 20.39 - 96.91 15.76
22 - 88.57 - 32.42 - 27.82 -23.58 -220.33 9.63
23 - 81.34 - 17.17 - 52.29 - 15.56 -169.99 12.71
24 - 67.41 - 45.22 0.60 - 28.40 -340.40 7.67
25 -109.08 - 42.81 - 42.28 - 29.85 - 68.57 14.82
26 - 70.20 - 66.49 3.80 - - 38.93 -242.67 8.49
(a) Transitions contributing less than 5 ppm to % have been 
omitted. UGCJ
(b) The molecular numbers correspond to those given in Table 4.1.
±zu
fa)TABLE 4.3 INDO/S contributions^ J to the paramagnetic components of 
the nitrogen screening tensor for N2, CN , N03, [N-N-N] 
and [N-N-N]"
Molecule Compo­nent Transition
Calculated 
transition 
energy(ev)
Contribution Magnetic 
to aP integrals 
(ppm) (ppm)
n2 x la ■+ 6tt* 34.770 — _18.718 -0.2247
x 4tt -* 8a* 19.683 -125.564 -0.8530
f 5n 677* 6.935 -422.534 -1.0112
y— »z
y This component is identical to the x component.
z This component makes no contribution to a^.
CN“ X la 7tt* 31.610 - 10.737 -0.1172
X
\
2a 7tt* 13.407 - 11.622 -0.0537
3tt 8a* 16.947 -121.548 -0.7108
y— 5n -> 7tt* 5.879 -363.868 -0.7382
y This component is identical to the x component.
z This component makes no contribution to a^.
o. '
/ n V
(ft 0.
X 3a ->■ 13tt* 28.267 - 39.504 -0.3854
6a -*■ 13tt* 
7tt -*■ 16a*
10.027
21.010
-133.772
-145.570
-0.4628
-1.0552
X
8n -»■ 13tt* 4.155 -146.143 -0.2094
1 lOn *> 13ir* 3.229 - 85.674 -0.0955
y — »z
y 2a .-*■ 16a* 41.114 - 32.107 -0.4554
3a + 15a* 40.895 - 32.026 -0.4520
5a 16a* 23.328 -66.131 -0.5323
6a + 15a* ■ 22.682 - 69.588 -0.5447
8n 15a* 16.969 21.881 0.1281
9a 16a* 16.271 33.113 0.1860
lOn 15a* 14.793 8.846 0.0450
z 2a -»■ 13tt* 28.255 - 39.954 -0.3896
5a + 13tt* 10.475 -115.509 -0.4174
7tt 15a* 20.796 -149.240 -1.0708
9a -»■ 13tt* 4.027 -257.119 -0.3573
Cont.
TABLE 4.3 (Cant)
[N-N-N] X 2a 9tt* 29.036 -61.031 -0.6113
5tt -»■ 12a* 24.800 -147.421 -1.2615
X
f
6n -»• 9tt* 9.128 -183.144 -0.5768
y— »z y This component is identical to the x component.
z This component makes no contribution to a^.
[N-N-N] ~ X 2a 9a* 29.036 - 7.787 -0.0779
5tt 12a* 24.800 - 43.769 -0.3746
X 6n 9tt* 9.128 -157.732 -0.4968
T
y— >z
8tt ■+ 11a* 10.374 -142.168 -0.5088
y This component is identical to the x component.
z This component makes no contribution to o&.
fa] See footnotes (a) and (bj of Table 3.6.
associated with the a -> tt* transition in the latter.
For nitrate ion, N03, the X component is dominated by the low- 
energy n .-»• tt* transitions. Large contributions also arise from 
higher energy ir a* transitions having larger magnetic integrals.
The other in-plane component, z, is dominated by the lowest energy 
a -»• tt* transition. Higher energy a tt* and tt -> a* transitions with 
their large magnetic integrals make appreciable contributions to this 
component. The out-of-plane component, y, has significant 
contributions from a number of a a* transitions.
In general, the results given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 reveal that 
it is not reasonable to expect a linear relationship between the 
nitrogen chemical shift and lowest excitation energy for the nitrogen 
environments presented in these Tables.
We have studied 13C chemical shifts of some di- and triaza-
pentadienium salts (Figure 3.2) in the previous chapter, Section
3.1(b). To supplement these results, the 15N chemical shifts of
these cations are considered here. Table 4.4 presents the results
of some nitrogen screening and chemical shifts, calculated from
Pople-s model in conjunction with INDO/S wavefunctions, for these
cations. The original experimental I5N chemical shifts are reported
117i\dth respect to the external ammonium ion. To be consistent
with the other I5N chemical shifts reported in the present work,
these data are converted to the CH3N02 reference scale using the 
138conversion <5_u xiri = 6.1It+ - 353.50 ppm. Table 4.4 also contains CH3N02 NHi+
the total charge densities for the nitrogen environment considered.
d
The variation in a(poc) is within 3 ppm which is about 1% of the
experimental 1SN chemical shifts included in Table 4.4. a^noni0c) 
contributes by about 2 ppm which is even less than 1% for the 15N 
environment considered. a n^0ploc) negligible hence is not 
included in Table 4.4. This indicates that variation of a^poc) 
mainly responsible for differences in the 15N screening reported for 
di- and triazapentadienium cations included in Table 4.4.
Comparison of the experimental and calculated 15N chemical 
shifts is shorn in Figure 4.2, where the least-squares line 
corresponds to a standard deviation of 25.6 ppm with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.9337. However, the correlation line has a slope of 
2.07, indicating that smaller chemical shift differences are obtained 
from present calculations compared with the experimental findings.
In the case of azavinamidinium cations (4)-(7) (see Figure 3.2) 
the observed low field shifts of the Ni and N2, compared with that 
of N5, is attributed to either (A) the electronegativity or con- 
jugative (electron-withdrawal) effects of the substituent groups, or 
(B) a decrease in the energies of the n -* tt* transitions.-*--*-'7 A 
consideration of the calculated charge densities, presented in 
Table 4.4, reveal that the second alternative is the more probable.
In general, there is no correlation between the INDO/S charge 
densities and the experimental 15N chemical shifts given in Table 4.4 
A least-squares fit of these two sets of data yields a correlation 
coefficient of 0.14. Therefore, for both 15N and 13C chemical shifts 
of di- and triazapentadienium cations considered here, a simple 
charge correlation is unreasonable even though these cations are 
structurally closely related.-
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TABLE 4.4
Nitrogen shieldings and chemical shifts for some di- and tri-azapentadienium ions calculated from 
INDO/S data
No Compound^ Position
Calculated Experimental
6(b,c)(total)q (loc) Cloc)
ap
(nonloc) aAV
«CM
1 CD xCd) 5.1031 325.29 -243.96 0.58 81.91 -194.37 -250.43
2 5CD 5.1031 325.29 -243.96 0.58 81.91 -194.31 -250.43
3 CD 1 5.0642 324.99 -239.08 1.24 87.15 -199.61 -230.23
4 5 5.1260 325.49 -230.48 0.34 95.35 -207.8i -240.02
5 C3) xCd) 5.0916 325.24 -230.48 1.27 96.03 -208.49 -222.42
6 5Cd) 5.0916 325.24 -230.48 1.27" 96.03 -208.49 -222.42
7 C4) 1 4.9790 324.09 -270.13 2.00 55.96 -168.42 -197.92
8 2 5.0552 324.77 -364.38 1.09 -38.53 - 73.93 35.70
9 5 5.0981 325.24 -245.19 0.37 80.42 -192.88 -222.79
10 C5) 1 4.9865 324.20 -252.37 2.67 74.50 -186.96 -166.22
11 2 5.0467 324.69 -345.26 0.96 -19.61 - 92.85 14.34
12 5 5.0910 325.17 -235.51 0.41 90.06 -202.52 -208.97
13 C6) 1 4.9737 324.03 -262.58 1.84 63.29 -175.75 -187.29
14 2 5.0474 324.70 -346.44 0.96 -20.79 - 91.67 40.16
15 5 5.0934 325.25 -235.03 1.45 91.67 -204.13 -207.81
16 CD 1 4.9810 324.15 -245.20 2.41 81.36 -193.82 -177.49
17 2 5.0508 324.73 -329.47 0.82 - 3.92 -108.54 17.93
18 5 5,0903 325.22 -230.49 1.43 96.16 -208.62 -193.11
19 CD xCd) 5.0798 325.08 -248.97 0.77 76.88 -189.34 -239.27
20 3 5.3288 327.24 -316.89 1.49 12.07 -124.53 -158.02
21 5CD 5.0798 325.08 -248.97 0.77 76.88 -189.34 -239.27
(a) Numbers correspond to those given in Fig. 3.2.
(b) The chemical shifts, 6, are expressed in ppm with respect to QI3N02, shifts to high frequency 
are positive.
(c) Original data^"^ are converted using SCIl3Ng2 = <5NII+ “ 353.5.
(d) Averaged over the Ni and N5.
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FIGURE 4.2 Plot of the experimental 15N chemical shifts of some di- 
and tri-azapentadienum cations against the values 
calculated by the INDO/S method.
Slope = 2.07, standard deviation = 25.6 ppm, correlation 
coefficient = 0.9337.
J.£U
As discussed in a previous chapter (see Sections 3.1(b) and 
3.2(b)), MINDO/3 parametrized calculations are rather poor at 
reproducing boron and carbon screening data. In order to find the 
utility of this scheme in reproducing nitrogen screening data, we 
have performed some calculations.
The results obtained for the average value of the screening 
tensor and its chemical shifts, expressed with respect to nitro- 
me thane, are presented in Table 4.5 for some nitrogen nuclei in 
various molecular environments. In Table 4.5, ’Case 1T represents 
the outcome of MINDO/3 calculations, whereas 'Case 2' stands for 
the results of calculations in which the appropriate LCAO coefficients 
from the MINDO/3 calculations are combined with the corresponding 
excitation energies from the INDO/S calculations.
The agreement between the results of ’Case 1’ and ’Case 2’ with 
the observed chemical shifts are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 
respectively. The MINDO/3 results, Case 1, and the experimental data 
are correlated by a least-squares line of slope 0.57, a correlation 
coefficient of 0.7815 and a standard deviation of 67.97 ppm. This 
reflects the inability of the. MINDO/3 parametrization scheme in 
reproducing the observed nitrogen chemical shifts,
The ’Case 2’ results provide agreement with the experimental 
data via a least-squares-line of slope 1.00 having a standard 
deviation of 32.94 ppm and a correlation coefficient of 0.9532.
Thus for nitrogen the calculation of the excitation energies by the 
INDO/S procedure again leads to a significant improvement in the 
agreement between the observed and calculated chemical shifts. This 
supports the proposal that the lack of success achieved by the
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TABLE 4.5
The results of some MINDO/3 calculations of paramagnetic contribution to the nitrogen 
screening tensor , its average value and chemical shifts^
Calculated (ppm)
No Molecule Case 1 Case 2
np op oAV 6Cb) rP oP rrAV ,(b)°(loc) (non-loc) 0(loc) (non-loc)
1 n2 -1029.83 -23.20 -728.48 403.15 -400.27 - 9.02 - 84.89 -123.16
2 cn“ - 750.38 -16.86 -438.95 -113.62 -379.43 - 8.52 - 59.86 -148.19
3 N0z - 524.27 -19.46 -234.58 - 90.75 -337.02 -12.51 - 39.79 -168.26
4 N02 -1132.74 6.76 -807.38 482.05 -738.12 4.40 -414.98 206.93
5 NO 3 - 640.23 - 5.19 -338.25 12.92 -505.43 - 4.09- -201.87 - 6.18
6 ocn~ - 567.97 - 4.73 -241.71 - 83.62 -308.30 - 2.57 20.10 -228.15
7 CH3NC - 344.96 - 6.32 - 27.34 -297.99 -243.62 - 4.46 75.76 -283.81
8
H .
'C-NeN
H
K  +
- 602.69 0.51 -283.73 - 41.60 -418.57 0.35 - 99.77 -108.28
9 )C-N=N
H
- 779.27 - 5.21 -458.05 132.72 -583.32 - 3.89 -256.89 48.84
10 [N-N-N]”
*
- 593.26 -29.59 -307.52 - 17.81 -294.59 -14.69 6.76 -214.81
11 [N-N-Nf
*
- 540.44 -10.35 -219.18 -106.15 -241.05 - 4.61 85.96 -294.01
12 N-N-0
*
- 505.77 -21.82 -213.01 -112.32 -294.20 -12.69 8.26 -216.31
13 N-N-0 - 573.05 - 8.52 -254.48 - 70.85 -293.44 - 4.35 29.33 -237.38
14 nh3
H
- 460.07 0.0 -133.74 -191.59 -229.49 0.0 96.82 -304.87
15 N+
h ' ' A
H H
- 331.70 0.0 - 9.62 -315.71 -191.60 0.0 130.47 -338.52
16 Q-I3N02 - 632.86 - 4.12 -325.33 0.0 -516.70 - 3.36 -208.05 0.0
(a) The experimental results are given in Table 4.1.
(b) The chemical shifts, 6, are in ppm with respect to nitromethane, shifts to high frequency
are positive.
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MINDO/3 calculations is due to their inability to reproduce the 
electronic excited states -satisfactorily.
4.3 Calculation of the local diamagnetic component of the 
nitrogen screening constant
The results of sane calculations, within the INDO/S framework
of local diamagnetic contribution to nitrogen shielding, are
presented in Table 4.6. These results are based upon eqns. (2.47)
and (2.75) obtained respectively from Pople’s and the atom-dipole 
32 100 101
models. ’ ’ The experimental results given in Table 4.6 are
obtained from eqn. (2.74), where AE^ refers to the difference in 
core electron binding energy for the nitrogen molecule, N2, and the 
nitrogen nuclei under consideration.
dBy means of Pople's model, the difference in value of a ^ oc-j 
with respect to the N2 molecule, for the nitrogen nuclei in the 
species considered, is presented as Tn. Table 4.6. The
largest change in aQ 0C) i-s about 15 ppm for the nitrogen 
environments considered. This occurs between N0F3 and OCN and 
corresponds to about 4.5% of the value of a^ oc) * The nitrogen 
chemical shift difference between these species is about 170 ppm.
It is noteworthy that these two species consist of an anion and a 
molecule containing fluorine, therefore they probably represent the 
limits of charge densities for nitrogen environments and, from 
eqn. (2.47), the limits on the range of values for c r • However, 
the range of cjqoc) values given in Table 4.6 is marginally greater 
than that of previous data given in the present work. This range is 
also greater than that found previously for a series which includes
both cations and anions.
By means of the atom-dipole model, eqn. (2.75), we have estimated
and crAg which relates respectively to the first two and all three
terms in eqn. (2.75). and AoAg represent respectively the change
d din and with respect to that of the nitrogen molecule.
The correlation between the results obtained from Pople’s and 
the atom-dipole models on the ground state potential model with the 
experimental data is shown in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) respectively. 
The agreement between the results obtained from Pople’s theory and 
the experimental data is given by a least-squares line of slope 1.24 
with a correlation coefficient of 0.88 and a standard deviation of 
1.86 ppm. Hie atom-dipole model provides results for Ao^ which 
correlate with experiment as described by a least-squares line of 
slope 1.10 whose correlation coefficient is 0.84 with a standard 
deviation of 1.93 ppm. However, the inclusion of the final non-local 
term in eqn. (2. 75) leads to the very poor agreement between Acr^ g 
and the experimental data. This supports the conclusion achieved 
from similar calculations for carbon, that using eqn. (2.75) with the 
summations in the final term restricted to directly bonded atoms as a 
’local1 term, is unreasonable.
In both cases the agreement is much less satisfactory for nitrogen 
than for carbon (see Section 3.1(c)). This is most probably a
119reflection of the influence of differential relaxation energies.
In other words, the ground potential model used in deriving eqn. (2. 74) 
neglects the energy given to photoelectrons by the relaxation of the 
other electrons towards the positive hole. These relaxation energies 
are most likely to be important in the comparison of molecules with
different bond types as in Table 4.6. The lack of agreement is
particularly noticeable in this Table for the case of ammonia and
the methyl amines. However, the methyl groups are approximately
twice as effective as protons in causing nitrogen IS electron 
123
relaxation. This is due to the fact that the relaxation
essentially corresponds to a flow of electron density from 
neighbouring atoms to the ionizing atom. Although the relaxation 
process is included in the experimental data no allowance has been
1 tc icq
made for it in the ground state molecular orbital calculations. >
Some rectification of this shortcoming may be made by means of
142the equivalent core approximation ' which describes the lS-hole
state. The IS binding energy, AE^, allowing for relaxation, is then
taken for the transition state midway between the initial and IS-hole 
155
states. In the present calculations, the local diamagnetic term
for lS-hole states are obtained simply by replacing the atom in 
question with an atom of the next element in the periodic table, 
plus a +1 charge. Also, the molecular dimensions are kept unchanged 
during this replacement. . For example, N2 as a parent molecule has
"f*
become NO with the same bond length. Then, the values for local 
diamagnetic terms of initial' and lS-hole states are averaged to 
represent the local diamagnetic term for the transition state. The 
calculated data obtained by this procedure.is presented in 
parenthesis in Table 4.6. The agreement with the experimental 
results is, in most cases, significantly improved by this means.
The least-squares slope for Pople’s model is 1.22, the standard 
deviation is 1.24 ppm and the correlation coefficient is 0.94. For 
the atom-dipole model the corresponding data are 1.10 for the slope,
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TABLE 4.6
Comparison of some calculated values (ppm) of the diamagnetic contribution to the nitrogen 
nuclear screening for various species and some experimental data obtained from X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy^
No Species
Pople's Model Atom-Dipole Lb del Experimental
d
(loc)
a d 
(loc)
d
0A AaA
d
0AB
a d 
AaAB 4aCl°c)
1 0CN~ 330.71 6.32 330.29 5.29 371.11 - 13.66 7.56(b) (147)
C364.48) ( 6.93) (364.11) ( 5.93)
2 CN~ 329.36 4.97 329.03 4,03 382.43 - 2.34 7.04(c) (96)
(362.76) ( 5.20) (362.64) ( 4.46)
3 (CH3)3N 326.45 2.06 326.57 1.57 440.66 55.89 3>41(148,149)
(360.29) ( 2.73) (360.60) ( 2.42)
4 (CH3)2NH 326.64 2.25 326.73 1.73 411.23 26.46 3.26^495
(360.32) ( 2.76) (360.61) ( 2.43)
5 326.81 2.42 326.86 1.86 381.77 - 3.00 3.13C149)
(360.29) ( 2.73) (360.57) ( 2.39)
6 NHj 326.96 2.57 326.98 1.98 351.74 - 33.03 2.85(148,149)
(360.28) ( 2.72) (360.54) ( 2.36)
7 CHsCN 327.06 2.67 327.06 2.06 374.47 - 10.30 2 . 6 1 ^
(361.05) ( 3.49) (361.23) ( 3.05)
8 N2Hv 326.16 1.77 326.34 1.34 389.74 4.97 •2.48(149)
(359.59) ( 2.03) (359.93) ( 1.75)
9 HCN 326.50 2.11 326.61 1.61 374.18 - Kb 59 2.25a 22,149)
(360.26) ( 2.70) (360.57) ( 2.39)
10 fflsNC 325.49 1.10 325.83 0.83 412.62 27.85 l.ss*-14-^
(359.68) ( 2.12) (360.10) ( 1-92)
11 mo 325.75 1.36 326.02 1.02 380.39 - 4.38 0.88<142>149)
(359.61) ( 2.05) (359.99) ( 1-81)
12 n2 324.39 0.00 325.00 0.00 384.77 0.00 0.00& 42)
(357.56) ( 0.00) (358.18) ( 0.00)
13 ch3no2 319.44 -4.95 320.19 -4.81 486.01 101.24 -1.45<125)
(353.79) (-3.77) (354.61) (-3.57)
14 n2f, 321.19 -3.20 321.81 -3.19 486.35 102.35 —1.63(149 >150)
(356.50) (-1.06) (357.09) (-1.08)
15 NNO 319.43 -4.96 320.18 -4.82 445.53 60.76 -1.70^149^
(353.63) (-3.93) (354.46) (-3.72)
16 nf3 320.19 -4.20 320.88 -4.12 508.82 124.05 -2.80^149-)
(353.45) (-4.11) (354.33) (-3.85)
17 nof3 315.43 -8.96 316.73 ■ -8.27 563.22 178.45 -4.63^149^
(349.96) (-7.60) (351.34) (-6.84)
(a) All shielding terms, o, are in ppm, and all shifts, A, are relative to nitrogen molecule.
(b) Data applies to the solid state.
(c) Data applies to the liquid state.
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FIGURE 4.5 Comparison of calculated values of the local diamagnetic contribution 
to the nitrogen nuclear screening and experimental data obtained from 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
(a) Poplc's model 00 Atom-dipole model
1.18 ppm for the standard deviation and 0.93 for the correlation 
coefficient.
With the exception of trimethylamine the trend of the experimental 
data for ammonia and the methyl amines is reproduced by the transition 
state calculations. This is in contrast to the results of comparable 
calculations on these molecules reported elsewhere.'*'5'’
By means of ab initio calculations it has been demonstrated that
core electron binding energy shifts can be satisfactorily reproduced
for carbon and nitrogen when the experimental data refers to gaseous 
143
molecules. However, the comparison of solid state data with
143
calculated values are likely to lead to erroneous conclusions. 
Consequently all of the. experimental data in Table 4.6 refer to gaseous 
samples with the exception of 0CN~ and CN~ in this Table. These latter 
two cases constitute the poorest agreement with the calculated results 
presented here.
Bearing in mind the large range of aQ 0c) considered in Table 4.6,
one may conclude that changes in aQ_0C) are n°T of major significance
130 144in discussing nitrogen chemical shifts. However, the reported ’ 
range of solvent and concentration effects on nitrogen chemical shifts 
is about 10 ppm for CH3N02 and Mit, about 18 ppm for CH3CN and about 
4 ppm for aqueous solutions of KCN. Thus it seems very probable that 
changes due to solvent effects will generally outweigh those arising 
from the local diamagnetic term.
CHAPTER FIVE
OXYGEN CHEMICAL SHIFTS
5.1 Introduction
The only known oxygen isotope with a non-zero spin is the 170
nucleus (spin number I = 5/2). Only a few 170 NMR studies have been
reported, largely due to the fact that the 170 isotope has a natural
156abundance of 0.037%, a considerable quadrupole moment and a poor
156natural sensitivity to NMR detection.
151Christ et al have demonstrated that the resonance due to an 
oxygen bonded to two elements,(-0-), occurs at higher field than that 
due to an oxygen bonded to only one element, (=0). A linear 
relationship has been observed between the 170 chemical shifts of
152
carbonyl compounds and their lowest energy electronic transitions.
Ab initio calculations giving gauge-independent results for the
I70 nuclear shielding tensor have been reported for H20 and H2C0 
35molecules. These calculations give chemical shifts of 757.6,
860,3 or 858.8 ppm for H2C0, with respect to H20, when three 
different basis sets are used.
103Moniz and Poraski have employed Pople’s M3 theory in 
conjunction with the INDO parametrization scheme in order to 
calculate the paramagnetic contribution to the 170 screening constant 
of some nitroalkanes and small ions. They have employed the atom- 
dipole method (equation 2.75) to evaluate the corresponding 
diamagnetic term. However, as noted in Section 3.1 (b), mixing the 
twTo methods gives meaningless results.
52Ebraheem and Webb have reported INDO and CNDO/S parametrized 
calculations within Pople’s gauge-dependent atomic orbital frame­
work, and demonstrated that these calculations provide a reasonable 
account of oxygen chemical shift trends in a variety of molecules.
They found that the CNDO/S results, when compared with the INDO
results, are closer numerically to the observed 170 chemical shifts
and shielding constants. However, the CNDO/S calculations do not
reproduce 170 chemical shifts too accurately, because the
correlation line between the calculated and observed 170 data is
52found to have a slope of 1.64.
Water has been used extensively as a reference in the 
investigation of the 170 resonance spectra, therefore 170 chemical 
shifts are reported with respect to H2O here.
5.2 Results and discussion
In the present work, 170 chemical shifts are calculated for a 
variety of molecules and ions by means of Pople’s GIA0-M3 method in 
conjunction with the INDO/S and MINDO/3 parametrization schemes. In 
addition, the calculated average value of the 170 shielding tensor, 
its anisotropy, and the principal components of the paramagnetic 
contribution, are also reported. These are compared with observed 
data and reported gauge-invariant results of ab initio or 
semi-empirical calculations where available.
The results of some INDO/S calculations of 170 shielding 
constants and chemical shifts for some molecules and ions are 
presented in Table 5.1. The calculated 170 chemical shifts are 
compared with the available experimental data which range over 
900 ppm for the species included in Table 5.1. The values of 
a(nonloc) aTe ^oun(^  to be negligible in all cases and are thus not 
listed in Table 5.1. The varation in a(poc) within 5 ppm, i.e.
it is less than 1% of the range for the 170 environments considered. 
An overall average value of 398.20 ppm is found for a > which is
in agreement with the value of 397.95 ppm obtained from INDO and
52 d
CNDO/S calculations. The variation in a^non^ocj is within 13 ppm,
i.e. it is even less than 2% for the l70 environments included in
Table 5.1. Hence changes in a^ oc) account almost entirely for the
17 0 screening differences.
The INDO/S calculations of 170 shielding in formaldehyde predicts
a chemical shift, 6, of 480.46 ppm to high frequency of the water
signal. This can be compared with the gauge-independent ab initio
35results of 757.6, 860.3 and 858.8 ppm obtained from various basis
sets and with the experimental value of 580 to 600 ppm. The
52corresponding CNDO/S result is 465.8 ppm. For the 170 shielding
35constant of this molecule, gauge-invariant ab initio values of
-391.2, -476.2 and -530.7 ppm have been reported which can be compared
101with the experimental value of -375 ppm and the INDO/S result of 
-412.16 ppm (Table 5.1).
In the case of methanol, our value of -37.26 ppm for the 170 
chemical shift is in good agreement with the experimental chemical 
shift of -40 ppm. The value of -8.8 ppm obtained from CNDO/S 
calculations agrees less well with the experimental result than does 
that reported here.
For carbon monoxide our INDO/S value of 147.31 ppm for the
chemical shift is in poor agreement with the experimental value of 
80350 ppm. The corresponding CNDO/S result of 188.5 ppm is better. 
This is due to the small value of 68.3 ppm obtained for the 170 
shielding constant of water from the INDO/S calculations compared
52
with the CNDO/S value of 158.1 ppm. It can be seen from Table 5.1 
that the calculated chemical shifts are numerically smaller than are 
the experimental findings. This shortcoming can also be attributed 
to the small shielding constant value obtained for the H20 molecule 
from the INDO/S calculations.
A deshielding of the oxygen nuclei in the carbonate and nitrate
ions occurs when protons and ammonium ions, respectively, are allowed
to assume positions corresponding to a minimum of energy for the ion-
pair. The calculated screening for the ion-pair is in better
agreement with experiment than is that calculated for the free ions.
52A similar conclusion has been reached from CNDO/S calculations.
The agreement between the INDO/S results for the 170 chemical
shifts and the experimental data is demonstrated in Figure 5.1. The
overall agreement is reasonable with a correlation coefficient of
0.93, a standard deviation of 61.7 ppm and a slope of 1.49 for the
correlation line. This agreement shows an improvement over that
52obtained with the CNDO/S calculations.
The contributions to the paramagnetic component of the 
screening tensor from various electronic transitions are given in 
Table 5.2 for the species included in Table 5.1. In general,. oxygen 
atoms bonded to two elements, (-0-), tend to have substantial 
contributions to from a-*-a* and n ■+ a* transitions.
The dominant contribution to for the carbonyl compounds is 
shown in Table 5.2 to be provided by n -»• tt* transitions. A closer 
analysis reveals that it is the lowest energy n -> tt* transition 
which provides the major contribution. Thus for these compounds it
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TABLE 5.1
1 he results of some INDO/S calculations of the diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions to 
some oxygen screening tensors, their average value and some oxygen chemical shifts compared 
with experimental data
Calculated (ppm) Experimental (ppm)
No Molecule
od °?i " .(loc) °(nonloc) oAV
6(a) sCa)
1 H^O 397.44 -329.14 0.0 68.3 0.0 0.0
2 . H2C0 398.00 -811.95 1.79 -412.16 480.46 580-600^156^
3 CHsOH 397.34 -291.78 0.0 105.56 - 37.26 -40.0<153)
4 QhQlO 398.40 -730.54 2.22 -329.92 398.22 595(137)
5 (CH3)2CO 398.70 -692.17 2.30 -291.17 359.47 568<157)
6 Mi2C0H 399.09 -610.97 0.86 -211.02 - 279.32 3 0 6 ^
320(158)
7 (NH2)2C0 399.74 . -514.37 0.43 -114.21 182.51 204{:lb7)
8 Hcoai 398.52 -675.86 0.72 -276.62
ncoai 396.87 -347.00 1.15 51.02
Average -112.80 181.10 254C157)
2 7 0 ^
9
*
0
II
/ C\  / H 
CH3 O'
398.87 -636.31 0.79 -236.65
0
II
/ C \  / H 
qi3 o'*
396.97 -329.77 0.82 68.02
Average - 84.32 152.62 22QC153)
254C157)
*
0
II
ch3 o 1
398.75 -637.16 1.19 -237.22
1
H
0
II
Cv 
/  \* 
ch3 o
396.88 -336.96 0.48 60.40
1
H
Average - 88.41 156.71
10 ch3cooch3 398.90 -624.77 1.00 -224.87 293.17 355^157)
11 CO 396.75 -466.79 -8.96 -79.01 147.31 350^80
12 C02 397.72 -392.46 -4.91 0.35 67.95 63^80 )
(Cont)
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TABLE 5.1 (Cont)
13 cot ^ 401.78 -382.68 1.41 20.51 47.78 1 9 2 ^
14 COl...H+ ^ 399.49 -409.30 1.84 - 7.97 76.27
15 h +...coT...h + ^ 397.41 -435.39 0.97 - 37.01 105.30
16 onno2 ^ 394.97 -747.62 2.59 -350.06 418.36 885±40^159^
17 0NN02 397.49 -579.05 3.57 -178.04 246.34 425±20t159)
18 CH3NO2 ^ 398.13 -723.78 2.96 -322.68 390.98 590<159)
19 [ai2N02]“ 400.08 -467.21 2.21 - 64.92 133.22 190<159>
20 NOt ^ 399.64 -527.49 1.91 -125.94 194.24 ■ 420±40(159)
21 MRNOs 397.27 -563.67 1.45 -164.94 233.24 420±6^152-)
(a) The chemical shifts, 6, are expressed in ppm with respect to H20, shifts to high frequency 
are positive.
(b) Molecular geometry from Reference (141).
(c) Molecular geometry from Reference ( S7).
a 
ex
pt
. 
(p
pm
)
840-
760
680
©2600-
520
440-
360H
280 ©8
14 15200- 13®
40-
'•1
-40
500200 260 
5 calc (ppm)
380140 320 440-40
f i g u r e  5.1 Comparison of experimental, 6 exp, and calculated,
5 calc, Oxygen-17 chemical shifts with respect to water. 
Slope = 1.49, stand, devi. = 6 1 .  70 ppm, 
corr. coeff. = 0 . 9 3
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TABLE 5.2
Some contributions to the paramagnetic component of the oxygen screening tensor (ppn) from
fa~)various electronic transitions^ *
Molecule o-ki* n-Kj* 0-+TT* n-»ir* rr-KT*
Av. weighted 
value of 
transition 
energies(ev)
H20 . -33.77 -295.09 - - - 12.44
H2C0 - 6.99 - 87.44 -172.71 -459.76 - 86.09 6.35
Gi3OH -17.00 - 73.71 - 2.57 - 2.70. -196.23 14.70
ch3gio -16.74 - 71.75 -111.42 -439.83 - 89.03 6.86
(ai3)2co -19.58 - 68,75 -125.52 -384.60 - 93.10 7.08
m l -cch -10.84 - 88.62 -120.36 -305.66 - 91.89 7.67
Cnh2)2co - 5.68 - 99.10 -105.47 -208.58 - 98.75 8.57
HCOOH - 2.51 - 94.17 -117.82 -368.31 - 88.33 7.32
HCOOH -10.14 - 76.71 - 41.82 - 27.88 -181.87 13.53
*
01!
^ c\  / H 
ai3 o
- 5.74 - 88.45 -127.77 -318.16 - 95.73 7.58
01
G  H
^  \ * /  
ch3
-21.30 - 66.59 - 34.35 - 33.92 -171.40 14.14
*
01!
gi3 0
-16.50 - 77.58 - 84.45 -366.60 - 97.72 7.62
•
i
H
0
II
ai3 o 1
-11.98 - 73.95 - 26.14 - 47.03 -173.27 13.91
H
ai3cooai3 _ - 87.69 - 89.65 -347.31 - 95.91 7.70
CO - - -314.66 - -152.10 10.82
C02 - - -154.62 - -234.58 11.55
col -56.01 - 38.28 - 41,79 -135.12 -110.44 9.87
ONNOz -50.53 - 58.40 - 63.58 -524.51 - 51.45 8.07
ONNOz -26.68 - 98.87 - 39.89 -306.04 -102.69 8.84
Gi3N02 -73.02 - 34.11 -201.81 -305.90 -104.17. 7.22
[CH2N02r -52.35 - 48.50 -146.23 - 99.96 -113.29 9.39
no3 -35.00 - 73.07 -153,26 -142.75 -122.31 8.87
(a) Transitions contributing less than 5 ppm to ° q oc) have been omitted.
is realistic to expect a linear relationship between oxygen chemical
152
shift and lowest excitation energy. For the other compounds 
considered this is not the case.
The calculated average excitation energies presented in the 
final column of Table 5.2 reveal that, with the exception of the 
carbonyl oxygen nuclei, large variations occur in this energy. Thus 
the average excitation energy method of estimating is’ rendered 
invalid for the non-carbonyl oxygen environments considered here.
Some contributions to the paramagnetic component of the 170 
shielding tensor for formaldehyde and formic acid are given in 
Table 5.3. For CH20, the largest contributions to the z component 
arise from the lowest energy n -*■ tt* transitions. These transitions 
also correspond with the largest value of the corresponding magnetic 
integrals. The x component is dominated by the low energy a + tt* 
transition which has large magnetic integral . The out-of-plane 
component, y, has significant contributions from a number of n + cr* 
and o + o* transitions.
For the carbonyl oxygen of formic acid, the major contributions 
to o ^  arise from the lowest energy n + tt*  transitions along the 
z-direction. The x component is dominated by the lowest energy 
o + tt* and higher energy tt + o* transitions which have large magnetic 
integrals. Higher energy o + o* and n + o* transitions make almost 
all the contributions to for the out-of-plane component, y. In 
the case of the hydroxyl oxygen atom of formic acid, the in-plane . 
components, x and z, are dominated, respectively, by low-energy 
o + tt* and higher energy ir + o* transitions with large magnetic 
integrals. The contributions to the out-of-plane component, y, of
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TABLE 5.3
INDO/S contributions to the paramagnetic components of the 170 screening for H2C0, HCOOH
and HCOOH *
*
Molecule Compo­nent Transition^
Calculated 
transition 
energy(ev)
Contribution 
to aP (ppm)
Magnetic^-  ^
integrals 
(au)
0
II .
H H
X la 7ir* 33.074 - 10.571 -0.1206
2a -* 7ir* 19.185 .12.892 0.0853
4a -> 7tt* 7.769 - 520.462 -1.3954
z 5tt 8a* 10.047 - 11.017 -0.0381
ty-*oc 5vr10a* 14.828 - 269.923 -1.3845
y 3n -> 10a* 22.454 - 75.556 -0.5854
4a 9a* 16.343 - 20.992 -0.1184
6n -* 8a* 8.865 - 56.143 -0.1718
6n -»■ 10a* 13.389 - 130.645 -0.6036
z 3n 7it* 11.802 63.058 0.2569
5tt -> 9a* 12.784 22.663 0.0999
6n 7tt* 2.823 -1442.357 -1.4049
★
0
II
/ C \  /  
H Ox
X 2a -> lOnr* 30.137 - 6.417 -0.0667
3n -* lOir* 
5n -»■ lOrr*
18.668
11.830
7.488 
- 76.630
0.0481
-0.3130
z 6tt 11a* 12.451 12.640 0.0542
ty-jx 6tt -> 14a* 19.063 - 56.461 -0.3715
7a -*• lOrr* 7.610 - 347.065 -0.9115
8tt -»■ 11a* 9.133 - 41.390 -0.1303
8ir -> 13a* 13.000 - 15.313 -0.0685
8n -»• 14a* 14.662 - 187.389 -0.9481
y 3n ■* 14a* 29.033 - 5.434 -0.0545
4n ->• 14a* 22.730 - 47.425 -0.3719
5n 13a* 19.736 - 7.890 -0.0538
7a -»• 12a* 15.116 - 7.540 -0.0394
9n -»■ 11a* 9.004 - 63.992 -0.1988
9n ->- 13a* 13.565 - 22.462 -0.1051
9n -*■ 14a* 13.670 - 135.329 -0.6383
z 4n -> IOit* 12.004 59.775 0.2477
6ir -»■ 13a* 15.603 13.993 0.0753
8tt ■+ 12a* 11.886 8.930 0.0366
9n *>■ IOit* 3.303 -1095.583 -1.2486
0 X 5n ■+ lOrr* 11.830 35.362 0.14431
y C  H
\* /  
II XT
6it -»• 11a* 
6tt -y 12a*
12.451
13.774
- 27.500
- 111.247
-0.1182
-0.5287
z 6tt -► 14a* 19.063 - 8.307 -0.0548
y— *x
7a lOff* 
8ir -► 11a*
7.610
9.133
- 125.489
- 28.254
-0.3296
-0.0891
Sir -»■ 12a* 11.886 - 48.946 -0.2006
8tt ->- 15a* 13.000 - 10.057 -0.0451
Sir ■+ 14a* 14.662 8.650 0.0436
(Cont.)
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3n 12a* 26.002 - 16.852 -0.1513
3n 13a* 27.046 - 8.024 -0.0749
4n -*■ 12a* 18,531 - 64.358 -0.4116
4n -*• 14a* 22.730 - 9.445 -0.0742
5n •* 11a* 15.894 - 18.030 -0.0988
5n *»■ 13a* 19.736 - 79.410 -0.5407
5n -»• 14a* 22.641 - 11.223 -0.0876
7a 11a* 12.643 - 16.033 -0.0701
7a + 12a* 15.116 - 27.782 -0.1450
7 a -»■ 13a * 16.039 13.395 0.0742
9n ■+ 12a* 12.550 - 17.753 -0.0768
9n 13a* 13.565 - 15.532 -0.0727
9n ■> 14a* 13.670 10.475 0.0495
4n •> IOit* 12.004 - 42.431 -0.1756
6tt 11a* 12.451 - 22.207 -0.0954
6tt -> 12a* 13,774 - 22.487 -0.1070
6ir -* 13a* 15.603 - 184.406 -0.9930
6ir -»- 14a* 19.063 - 18.020 -0.1185
Sir 11a* 9.133 - 23.587 -0.0742
8ir -*■ 12a* 11.886 - 28.026 -0.1148
*8r~i*=CO 13.000 - 15.292 -0.0686
Stt -> 14a* 14.662 - 5.935 -0.0302
9n lOrr* 3,303 - 76.586 -0.0872
(a) Transitions contributing less than 5 ppm to o 1^ have been omitted.
(b) The magnetic integrals term is defined for the transition j k as 
<j|La|k><k|r_3La|j> given by equations (2.5S) and (2.59).
o^ are provided by a number of a a* and n -> a* transitions.
Table 5.4 presents the INDO/S results for the principal components 
of the paramagnetic contribution to the shielding tensor and its 
anisotropy, Aa^.
For formaldehyde our INDO/S value of 797.73 ppm for the 170
shielding anisotropy is in satisfactory agreement with the experimental
value of 865 ppm.^^ The corresponding CNDO/S result is 775.3 ppm.*^
For carbon monoxide the INDO/S value of 700.16 ppm for Aa can be
106compared with the experimental value of 640 ppm and the value of 
52627 ppm obtained from CNDO/S calculations.
In general, oxygen atoms bonded to two atoms have smaller 
shielding anisotropies when compared with those for oxygen atoms 
bonded to only one atom. Although the INDO/S results for the 170 
shielding anisotropies of CH2O and CO are in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental data, more experimental results are required in 
order to test the calculated shielding anisotropies presented here.
As discussed in Section 2.1, within the frameworks of the CNDO/S 
and INDO/S parametrization schemes, the pi-pi overlap is screened 
differently to the sigma-sigma overlap. The extent of this difference 
depends upon the value of the K parameter in equation (2.13). Up to 
now, all of the INDO/S calculations have been performed using a value 
of 0.585 for the K parameter. In order to investigate the K parameter 
dependence of 170 chemical shifts, we have performed some calculations 
using Kcq ■= 0.50. The results of such calculations are presented in 
Table 5.5.
± 4-0
TABLE 5.4
INDO/S results for the principal components of the paramagnetic tern 
in the 170 shielding tensor and its anisotropy AcjP (ppm)
fa)No Molecule J Axis
Calculated Experimental
II
C
H H
0
I
/ C\
H OH
II
A
ch 3 oh
a? qP aP AaP Aaxx yy zz
1 0 z -396.46 -303.01 - 287.94 61.79
/ \ f
H H y ^ x
2 0 z -799.08 -280.13 -1356.64 797.73 865^106^k
3 0 z -700.69 -270.00 -1220.91 690.80
II f
/  \  >'-*x
CH3 H
4 0 z -694.61 -271.08 -1110.83 631.64A
ai3 ch3
5 0 z -664.00 -293.74 -875.14 475.83
H f
A
n h2 h
6 0 z -613.17 -314.48 - 615.45 299.83
I! t
A  y~*x
n h2 n h2
z -710.89 -296.29 -1020.39 569.35
t
y-*x
8 0 z -295.92 -275.23 - 469.83 107.64
I f
C H y->x
/  \ * /
H N0
g z -688.13 -288.62 - 932.16 521.52
I I
y-+x
(font)
TABLE 5.4 (Cont)
10 0 z -289.33 -267.48» r
C H y->x 
/ \ * /  7
c h3 0
- 432.49 93.43
11 *11 0
I
•640.98 -285.08 - 948.24 509.53
C CHa > ^ X
/ \ ■ /
CH3 0
12 0 z -253.62 -260.23
U t
,C CH3 y->x 
/ \ * /
CH3 0
13 CO
- 444.94 98.96
14 OCO
15 0.
•I:
/C\
0-’%
16 0 
/ \
c h3 h
17 0
ill
VNI
•x -n-
O' *0
z
t
y-*x
zr
y-*x
0.00 -700.16 - 700.16 700.16 640
0.00 -588.18 - 588.18 588.18
(106)
z -484.03 -287.04
r
y— x
z -258.75 -273.79r
y-^x
z -575.68 -327.46
ty-^x
- 376.94 143.44
- 342.82 34.51
- 679.31 300.04
(a) For those molecules which do not possess a twofold or higher axis of 
symmetry the screening tensor is diagonalized by a similarity 
transformation.
(b) The value of A i s  obtained from cr^ - \ (a^ + a ^ ) , in agreement 
with the convention that the screening decreases according to
°aa % a33  ^ayy ’ where a> Y can be either x, y or z.
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TABLE 5.5
INDO/S results with KCq =0.5 for paramagnetic contribution to some 170 screening tensors, 
their average value and some oxygen chemical shifts compared with experimental data
Calculated (ppm) Experimental (ppm)
No Molecule
(loc.) 0(nonloc) aAV
6(a,b) s(a)
1 H2C0 -883.00 2.26 -482.51 • 550.81 580-600('15®
2 CH3QH -285.98 0.00 111.43 - 43.13 -40C153)
3 CH3CHO -788.38 2.68 -387.03 455.33 595(157)
4 (ffl3)2C0 -739.48 2.75 -337.74 406.04 56S'157)
5 nu2qio -630.23 1.06 -229.75 298.05 306»S«
320(158>
6 Cnh2)2co -514.17 0.58 -113.49 181.79 20s(1S7)
7 hcoch -742.84 1.04 -343.15
HCOOH -345.79 1.24 52.37
Average -145.40 213.70 254(157)
220(753)
8
*
0
It
/ C\  /  
ch3 0
-691.21 1.12 -291.05
0 -328.69 0.87 69.21
li
.C H 
/  \ * /  
ch3 o'
Average -110.92 179.22 220(153>
254(757)
*
0
I
-695.03 1.55 -294.56
/ C \
Oh 0 11
H
0
it
-336.30 0.48 61.11
/ C\* 
ch3 0 11
H
Average -116.72 185.02
9 CH3COOCH3 -679.20 1.28 -278.84 347.14 355(7573
10 CO -489.44 -9,75 -101.99 170.29 ssof80 3
11 C02 -405.04 -5.22 - 12.31 80.61 63(5° )
12 col -390.52 0.86 12.94 55.36 192(757)
13 C07...H+ -424.20 2.11 - 22.54 90.84
14 H+...C0l...H+ -455.90 1.13 - 57.37 125.67
(a) See footnote (a) of Table 5.1,
(b) Calculated value of oAV for H20 is 68.3 ppm (see Table 5.1).
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FIGURE 5,2 Plot of the experimental170 chemical shifts against the 
values calculated by the INDO/S method when Km  = 0.5. 
Slope = 1.14, standard deviation = 42.51 ppm, correlation 
coefficient = 0.9543.
Comparison of the results given in Table 5.5 with those in 
Table 5.1 reveals that the paramagnetic contribution to the 170 
shielding constant increases as the value of the parameter 
reduces from 0.585 to 0.50. Therefore, the chemical shifts are 
numerically larger when Kcq is taken to be 0.50. This is due, at 
least in part, to the reduction in the electronic excitation energies 
as a result of changes in the Kcq parameter. However, the average 
weighted value of transition energies for CH2O, CH3CH0 and (CH3)2C0 
reduce from 6.358, 6.865 and 7.085 (ev), respectively, to 5.780,
6.260 and 6.506 (ev), when the value of K reduces from 0.585 tov.. , i c o
0.50. It is noteworthy that the shielding constant of the oxygen 
atom bonded to one atom (-0) is more sensitive to variations of KcQ 
than that of the oxygen atom bonded to two atoms, (-0-). It is 
apparent from the lack of sensitivity of the shielding constant of 
C_o-)-type oxygens to the K parameter that tt bonding is not 
important between C and C“0“) atoms, despite the possible interaction 
between the Py lone pair electrons on the (-0-) atom and the ir system. 
However, a choice of Kcq =0.50 gives a good agreement between the 
observed and calculated 170 chemical shifts for the species included 
in Table 5.5. This agreement (Figure 5.2) is represented by a least- 
squares line of slope 1.14, having a correlation coefficient of 
0.9549 and a standard deviation of 42.41 ppm. .
Finally, we have performed some calculations using the MINDO/3 
parametrization scheme, in order to test the ability of this method 
to reproduce the 170 chemical shifts in a variety of molecules.
The results obtained for the paramagnetic contribution to the 170 
shielding constant, its average value and chemical shifts with 
respect to water are presented in Table 5.6. In this table ’Case 1’
153
TABLE 5.6
Hie results of some MINDO/3 calculations of paramagnetic contribution to the 170 screening
(a)tensor, its average value and chemical shiftsv
Calculated (ppm)
No Molecule Case 1 Case 2
°C1oc) 0(nonloc) oAV
«Cb)
(loc) a(nonloc) oAV 6 ^
1 H20 - 449.90 0.00 - 50.32 0.00 -298.95 0.00 100.62 0.00
2 h2co - 736.18 -1.16 - 338.19 287.87 -759.86 -1.19 -361.90 462.52
3 ai30H - 422.91 0.03 - 23.72 - 26.60 -286.54 0.02 112.64 - 12.02
4 ai3a-D - 624.72 -0.69 - 225.98 175.66 -693.35 -0.76 -294.83 395.45
5 Cch3)2co - 595.84 -0.27 - 196.49 146.17 -665.01 -0.30 -265.78 366.40
6 nh2cho - 585.78 -0.75 - 186.34 136.02 -576.32 -0.73 -176.86 277.48
7 (NH2)2C0 - 513.42 -0.53 - 113.13 62.81 -488.19 -0.50 - 87.87 188.49
8 Hcoai - 604.76 -1.61 - 206.19 -606.91 -1.62 -208.34
HCOOii - 447.10 1.26 - 46.21 -310.66 0.87 89.84
Average - 126.20- 75.88 - 59.24 159.86
9 0
li
/ C\  /  
OH 3 o'
- 530.72 -1.48 - 131.74 -576.52 -1.60 -177.67
0
li
/C. H
/  \ * /  
ch3 0
- 400.64 0.81 - 0.05 -292.94 0.59 107.44
Average - 65.89 15.57 - 35.11 135.73
*
0
I
- 552.06 -1.31 - 153.42 -592.80 -1.40 -194.24
ch3 0 11
H
0
li
- 413.66 0.56 - 13.69 -306.79 0.41 93.03
/ C\* 
ai3 o 9 11
H
Average - 83.55 33.23 - 50.60 151.22
10 CH3C00Q13 - 506.45 -1.22 - 107.22 56.90 -567.69 -1.36 -168.60 269.22
11 CO - 656.39 -11.07 - 269.66 219.34 -460.47 -7.76 - 70.43 171.06
12 co2 - 560.62 -5.80 - 166.96 116.64 -379.62 -3.90 15.92 84.69
13 col - 385.82 0.37 18.60 - 68.92 -305.12 0.29 99.22 1.40
14 C03...H+ - 449.36 1.02 - 46.60 - 3.71 -356.16 0.80 46.38 54.24
(Cont)
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15 H+...C0l... .H+ - 494.90 •0.25 - 95.05 44.73 -395.61 0.19 4.18 96.44
16 ONNOz -1421.17 7.78 -1016.98 966.66 -726.37 3.97 -325.97 426.59
17 0NN02 - 734.60 5.18 - 329.84 279.52 -541.87 3.82 -138.47 239.10
18 CH3NO2 - 706.93 1.14 - 305.64 255.32 -663.38 1.07 -262.17 362.79
19 [CH2N02]” - 520.70 2.06 - 116.55 66.23 -423.93 1.67 - 20.16 120.78
20 no; - 588.89 1.20 - 185.38 135.06 - 444.07 0.90 - 40.85 141.47
21 MUNO3 - 640.30 0.91 - 239.39 189.07 - 500.09 0.71 - 99.38 199.99
(a) The experimental results are given in Table 5.1.
(b) The chemical shifts, 6, are in ppm with respect to H20, shifts to high frequency are positive.
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represents the outcome of MINDO/3 calculations and 'Case 2' stands 
for the results of calculations in which the appropriate LCAO 
coefficients from the MINDO/3 calculations are combined with the 
corresponding excitation energies from INDO/S calculations.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 demonstrate respectively the agreement 
between the results of 'Case 1' and 'Case 2' with the observed 170 
chemical shifts. The .MINDO/3 results, 'Case 1', and the experimental 
data are correlated by a least-squares line of slope 0.861, a 
correlation coefficient of 0.7905 and a standard deviation of 
98.28 ppm. This reflects the inability of the MINDO/3 parametrization 
scheme to reproduce the observed oxygen chemical shifts. In general, 
the ayerage values of the oxygen screening constant, aAV, are 
consistently smaller than those- obtained from INDO/S calculations.
This is due, at least in part, to smaller electronic excitation 
energies provided by the MINDO/3 method compared with INDO/S energies, 
giving larger paramagnetic contributions to and hence smaller 
screening constants.
The ’Case 2! results provide agreement with the experimental 170 
chemical shifts via a least-squares line of slope 1.53 having a 
standard deviation of 65.79 ppm and a correlation coefficient of 
0*9121, This shows a considerable improvement over the 'Case 1' 
results indicating that the lack of success achieved by the MINDO/3 
calculations is due to their inability to reproduce the electronic 
excited states accurately.
CHAPTER SIX
FLUORINE CHEMICAL SHIFTS
6.1 Introduction
19F NMR spectroscopy is an attractive tool for the study of the 
nature of electronic effects in the molecules. This is due to the 
fact that the 19F nucleus (spin number I = g) has a natural abundance 
of 100% and its sensitivity to NMR detection is almost the same as 
that of the proton. It has, however, a definite advantage over the 
proton in that the range of chemical shifts of 19F in fluorinated 
compounds is much larger than the corresponding shifts of protons.
Due to the ease of recording 19F NMR spectra, a considerable body of 
19F NMR data is available in literature.
There has been some interest in the theoretical interpretation of
fluorine chemical shifts at both ab initio and semi-empirical molecular 
36orbital levels. Ab initio calculations, giving gauge-independent
results .within the perturbed Hartree-Fock framework, have been
employed for calculations of fluorine screening in some small molecules,
35such as HF and CH3F. These calculations give a shift difference of 
-74 ppm for CH3F, with respect to HF, when an extended basis set is
161used. This is in good agreement with the observed value of -76 ppm.
However, similar calculations provide poor results for 19F chemical
shifts in the FHF~ molecules. This lack of success has been attributed
162
to the sensitivity of fluorine shielding to medium effects.
The uncoupled Hartree-Fock method, based upon eqn. (2.57), with
standard INDO parameters, has been employed for 19F chemical shift
85calculations for some first row binary fluorides. These 
calculations reveal that, for the three iso-electronic species BFt*,
CFtf and NF*, the 19 F resonance is shifted to lower fields as the
85
electronegativity of the central atom increases. This is attributed
to a lowering of the electronic excitation energies due to increased 
covalent character of the XF bond along this series.
and their anisotropies, using Pople?s GIACKMO method within the 
framework of the INTO and CNDO/S parameterization schemes. They have 
considered a wide variety of fluorine-containing molecules including 
some first row binary fluorides, aliphatic fluorocarbons' and some 
fluorinated benzenes. Except for binary fluorides, their results 
for other types of fluorinated compounds are not in reasonable 
agreement with the experimental data. ^  The satisfactory agreement 
obtained between the calculated and observed 19F chemical shifts for 
binary fluorides is attributed to the relatively small separation
between the fluorine nucleus and the substituent in these
54 54
molecules. They also concluded that the substituent effects are
transmitted by electronic mechanisms (through-bond), rather than by
electric mechanisms (through-space) in these molecules.
The high electronegativity of fluorine produces large electric 
dipoles, therefore electric field effects play an important role in 
19F NMR spectroscopy. However, the observed 19F chemical shifts are
1 f\^
usually interpreted by
aliphatic fluorocarbons. This lends support to the proposal that
Ebraheem and Webb'^ have calculated the 19F screening constants
^obs 5 “^ 6electronic electric
It is found^ that 6electronic remains approximately unchanged for
is responsible for 19F shielding differences in this class
of molecule.164
In the present work, we have attempted to evaluate the electronic 
term for a variety of fluorinated molecules. The most commonly used 
reference compounds in fluorine NMR studies are CF3COOH and CFC&3*^^ 
However, in the present work, F2 is chosen as a reference on the merit 
of its convenience from the theoretical point of view.
6.2 Results and discussion
In the present work, 19F chemical shifts with respect to F2 are 
calculated for a variety of fluorinated molecules by means of 
Pople’s GIAO-M) method in conjunction with the INDO/S and MINDO/3 
parameterization scheme. The calculated average value of the 19F 
shielding tensor and its anisotropy are also reported in the present 
study. These results are compared with experimental data and other 
theoretical calculations, giving gauge-invariant results, where 
available.
The results of some INDO/S calculations of 19F shielding 
constants, their anisotropies and chemical shifts are reported in 
Table 6.1 for some first row binary fluorides, some aliphatic 
fluorocarbons and some difluorobenzenes.
The variation in aQ oc) i-s found to be ivithin 4 ppm, which is 
less than 1% of the experimental 19F shift differences for the 
molecules considered. °’[nonxoc) found to be negligible in all 
cases. An overall average value of 472.44 ppm is obtained for o^poc) 
This value has to be compared with the value of 472.70 ppm obtained 
from the INDO and CNDO/S calculations for similar compounds. ^  The 
agreement between these two values indicates that the magnitude of
AVthe diamagnetic contribution to a is relatively insensitive to the 
choice of wavefunctions under consideration. Consequently, changes 
in aQ_0C) account almost entirely for the 19F screening differences. 
Except for molecules such as F2, trans-N2F2, FC=CH and FC=CF which 
show a contribution of -3.03, 3.15, -2.80 and -2.72 ppm respectively 
from a^nonqoc) to the i9F screening constant, all of the molecules 
included in Table 6.1 have a contribution from this term which is 
negligibly small.
For F2, the INDO/S values of -216.61 and 1025.64 ppm for aAV and
Act respectively are in excellent agreement with the experimental data.
106Ab initio gauge-invariant calculations produce values of -173.7
AVand 993.1 ppm for a and Aa respectively, which show less satisfactory 
agreement with the experimental data than those found here. The 
corresponding INDO (CNDO/S) data^ for aAV and Aa of this molecule are 
-132.6 (-205.3) and 900.2 (1008.8) ppm respectively.
For NF3, the value of 19F shielding anisotropy, Aa, is 413.80 ppm
from INDO/S data, 365 ppm from INDO data,^ and 410.8 ppm from CNDO/S 
54calculations. Although all of these values for A a are in reasonable
106agreement with the experimental figure of 390 ± 60 ppm, the 
calculated values for aAV of this nucleus obtained from all of these 
calculations are overestimated.
In the case of fluoromethanes experimental data reveal that 
successive replacement of the H atoms of methane by F atoms causes a 
progressive displacement of the fluorine resonance to higher 
frequencies. However, our calculations are unable to reproduce the 
experimental trend satisfactorily. The calculated shift difference 
between the fluorine nuclei in CF4 and CFH3 is -45.59 ppm compared
160with an observed shift of -210 ppm.
In general, the calculated 19F chemical shifts of the aliphatic
fluorocarbons remain approximately constant over a variety of
molecules. A similar conclusion has been reached^ from the use of
INDO and CNDO/S wavefunctions in conjunction with Pople’s GI AO-ID
approach. It is to be noted that all of these calculations only
provide the <5 , • tern, while S . may be important inr electronic ' electric 1 r
the case of 19F chemical shifts of aliphatic fluorocarbons. The 19F 
shielding anisotropies are systematically overestimated for this 
class of molecules.
Also included in Table 6.1 are the average weighted values of
the electronic transition energies for corresponding molecules. The
significant variation in these energies indicates that calculations
based upon AEE approximation are unreasonable. In the case of iso-
+
electronic species CFi+ and NF4 the average value of transition
energies is lowered as the carbon atom is replaced by a,more
electronegative, atom of nitrogen. This supports the conclusion
achieved from calculations within the uncoupled Hartree-Fock frame-
85work for the same species.
The agreement between the INDO/S results for the 19F chemical 
shifts, 6, expressed with respect to F2, and the experimental data 
is demonstrated in Figure 6.1. This agreement is represented by a 
least-squares line of slope 1.35, having a correlation coefficient of 
0.8973 and a standard deviation of 50.88 ppm. Although the 
correlation seems fairly reasonable, except for the binary fluorides, 
the calculated values for all of the other aliphatic and aromatic 
compounds are concentrated within a small range of shift differences.
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TABLE 6.1 19F shieldings and chemical shifts calculated from INDO/S data, compared with experimental
results.
Calculated Experimental
No
Molecule
X
r
y — >z
Av. weighted 
value of the 
transition 
energies(ev)
oP
(ppm) (ppm)
aAV
(ppm)
6 ^
(ppm)
4 o ®
(ppm)
(d)
AV
a
(ppm) (PPir0
1 f2 7.891 -686.79 1025.64 -216.61 0.00 1050±50 -210±25 0.03
2
Ar F
13.168 -370.47 547.64 100.73 -317'.34 -174
3
F// X  F
F f
15.520 -286.57 413.80 185.45 -402.06 390±60 45±10
75±10
-285^
4 F
f ' / \ f
F *
12.679 -457.14 674.24' 12.70 -229.31 -213(c)
5
N-Nt/
vy
13.427 -328.35 419.50 143.81 ' -360.42 -336.7r-c)
6 F/ N - N \ f 13.714 -328.10 420.35 144.05 -360.66 -296^
7 F\ / F ; n - n (
15.125 -302.73 370.20 169.52 -386.13 -369 M
8 F-CeC-H 15.623 -268.51 398.56 203.68 -420.29 284±10
9 F-ChC-F 15.129 -280.00 415.91 191.95 -408.56
10 ch2=chf 16.473 -227.44 273.90 245.55 -462.16 303±10 -542
11 qi2=cf2 16.188 -241.86 311.20 230.80 -447.41 270±10 -510
12 /F
XF' H
16.607 -227.99 275.40 244.91 -461.52 376±10 -615
13 H H
c=c 
p /  \ f
16.509 -230.80 276.80 t 242.07 7458.68 354±10 -594
14 CF2-CF2 16.319 -245.35 314.00 227.12 -443,73 325±10 -564
15 F1
✓CH - /
H
16.227 -212.45 307.91 260.83 -477.44 157±10
66+8
468±20 ■ -701
16 F1
✓C
p7 \
H n
20.554 -172.90 243.90 299.88 -516.49 . 159±10
110±15
168±18
341±10 -620
JCont)
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TABLE 6.1 (Cont)
17
18
f
F / \  
H J
FI
,C
F 7  V
16.057
15.455
'238.04 341.23 234.85 -451.46
■257.46 370.20 215.24 -431.85
80+3
35±20
274±10 -507
259±10 -491(c)
19 cf3-ch3 16.962 -222.07 317.96 250.95 -467.56 64±5 255±10 -492
20 CF3-CF3 17.088 -227.02 325.28 245.81 -462.42 ■520
21 CF3-C=C-H 16.630 -229.82 326.83 243.07 -459.68 42±6 234±10
22 CF3-C=C-CF3 17.949 -214.1 308.09 257.96 -474.57 48 250±10 -486
23
24
17.081 -210.42 254.84 262.74 -479.35 87±30 334±10 -542
102±10 302
F 17.315 -212.57 257.10 260.49 -477.10 117±5 328±10 -568
F
25 F 17.473 -209.66 253.20 263.46 -480.07 101±6 299±10 -534
P ,
26 F 17.172 -209.73 253.45 263.43 -480.04 23±5 309±10 -551
co:
(a) J9F chemical shifts with respect to F2, shifts to high frequency are positive.
(t>) The value of A a is obtained from a - l(aDR + a ), in agreement with the convention that the
cccc pp y y
shielding decreases according to the cr^ $ 5 a , where a, 8, y can be either x, y or z.
(c) Taken from Ref. (156), Chapter 11.
(d) Taken from Ref. (106) unless stated to the contrary.
(e) Taken from Ref. (160) unless stated to the contrary.
(p
pm
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JL U J
200
22
24
600
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760
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FIGURE 6,1 Plot of the experimental 19F chemical shifts against the 
values calculated by the INDO/S method.
Slope = 1.35, intercept = 104.69 ppm
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TABLE 6.2 19F shieldings and chemical shifts calculated from MINDO/3 data^
No Molecule
Case 1 Case 2(b)
Av. weighted p 
value of the 
transition 
energies (ev) '-PI™-'
aAV
(ppm)
6
(ppm)
a?
(ppm)
oAV
(ppm)
6
(ppm)
1 f2 5.186 -1075.66 - 605,48 0.00 -705.67 -235.49 0.00
2 of2 9.451 - 579.59 108.56 -714.04 -415.95 55.07 -290.59
3 n f 3 • 5.228 - 744.75 - 269.85 -335.62 -250,87 224.02 -459.51
4 NF* 2.815 -2051.52 -1580.73 975.25 -455.47 15.33 -250.82
5 trans-N2F2 3.950 - 715.18 - 239.-13 -366.35 -210.43 266.16 -501.65
6 cis-N2F2 4.160 - 976.93 - 502.66 -102.81 -296.37 177.89 -413.38
,1 NzF, 6.585 - 635.27 - 161.20 -444.28 -276.61 197.45 -432.94
8 F-C=C-H 7.488 - 656.11 - 183.81 -421.67 -314.49 157.81 -393.30
9 gh2=chf 8.259 - 501.30 - 27.50 -577.98 -251.33 222.47 -457.96
10 ch2=cf2 7.487 - 507.29 .- 32.83 -572.65 -234.62 240.12 -475.61
11 trans~CHF=CHF 9.397 - 457.37 15.96 -621.44 -258.80 214.52 -450.01
12 cis-CHF=CHF 9.217 . - 477.20 - 3.96 -601.51 -266.44 206.78 -442.27
13 cf2=cf2 6.911 - 526.54 - 53.03 -552.45 -223.01 252.12 -487.61
14 ch3f 8.043 - 495.68 - 21.70 - 583.78 -245,70 228.27 -463.76
15 ch2f2 7.737 - 480.28 - 6.24 -599.24 -180.76 293.84 -529.33
16 chf3 6.457 - 550.32 - 75.59 -529.88 -221.37 253.62 -489.11
17 CFi, 5.140 - 681.33 - 206.26 -399.22 -226.61 248.46 -483.95
18 c f3-qi3 6.892 - 488.81 - 13.61 -591.87 -198.65 ’ 276.64 -512.13
19 cf3-cf3 7.621 - 491.82 - 17.06 -588.42 -219.36 255.27 -490.76
20 c f3-c=c-h 7.131 - 473.14 2.00 -607.48 -202.89 272.35 -507.84
21 c f3-c=c-cf3 9,172 - 380.71 94,15 -699.63 -194.60 280.40 -515.89
22 CeHsF 8.782 - 446.78 27,32 -632.80 -230.56 243.53 -479.02
23 l,2-CeH4F2 9.364 - 441.97 31.74 -637.22 -239.88 233.82 -469.31
24 1,3-C6H^F2 9.675 - 41.3.32 60.73 -666.21 -229.43 244.62 -480.11
25 1,4-C6H4F2 9.863 - 404.88 69.04 -674.52 -233.56 240.36 -475.85
(a) The experimental results are given in Table 6.1.
(b) The average weighted value of transition energies (ev) obtained from INDO/S data are given 
in Table 6.1.
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FIGURE 6,2 Plot demonstrating the poor agreement between the
experimental 19F chemical shifts and the MINDO/3 results 
(Case 1).
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FIGURE 6.3 Plot of the experimental 19F chemical shifts against the
values calculated by combination of the MINDO/3 and INDO/S 
methods (Case 2).
Slope = 1.16, intercept = 50.65 ppm
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Table 6.2 contains the calculated 19F screening constants and 
chemical shifts obtained from the MINDO/3 wavefunctions. In this 
Table, 'Case 1’ stands for the outcome of the MINDO/3 calculations, 
whereas 'Case 2' represents the results obtained from the combination 
of LCAO coefficients from the MINDO/3 method with appropriate 
transition energies from the INDO/S parameterization scheme (given in 
Table 6.1).
An overall average value of 473.95 ppm is obtained forVj^oc)* 
This term shows a variation of about 5 ppm, which is less than 1% of . 
the 19F chemical shift range considered here. It can be seen from 
Table 6.2 that the values of transition energies obtained from the 
MINDO/3 method are systematically underestimated, giving larger values 
for and hence smaller 19F screening constants. Figure 6.2 shows 
that agreement between the observed and the calculated 19F chemical 
shifts, obtained from MINDO/3 wavefunctions (Case 1) is poor.
However, a significant improvement is obtained when MINDO/3 transition 
energies are replaced with those obtained from INDO/S data 
(Figure 6,3). This indicates that MINDO/3 transition energies are not 
estimated satisfactorily.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MEDIUM EFFECTS ON NUCLEAR SHIELDING
7.1 Introduction
In contrast to protons, there have been few investigations of 
the medium effects on the shielding of other nuclei. This is partly 
due to the fact that the shielding of nuclei such as 13C and 14N 
tend to be more sensitive to variations in molecular structure than 
to differences in media, whereas proton shieldings have similar 
sensitivities to both factors. Furthermore, in many cases for nuclei 
other than protons, practical considerations dictate the choice of 
solvent.
The comparison of calculated nuclear shieldings with experiment 
has been hampered by the fact that most of the available NMR data are 
for liquids. However, for interpretative purposes one would prefer 
to have shifts relative to the isolated, i.e., gaseous molecules.
There are few gas to infinite dilution data which enable one to say
whether a significant shift difference exists between gas and
90,130,165-168 liquid. 9 9
To be more comprehensive, one should also study the solvent
effects on the magnetic shielding anisotropy. One of the most widely
used experimental techniques, for obtaining shielding anisotropies,
106employs liquid crystals. Usually some medium effects exist in
169liquid crystal studies of nuclear shielding anisotropy.
As shorn before, various factors such as au , a , a and (see ’ b’ a* w E
equation (2.61) on p. 55) contribute to medium effects on nuclear 
shielding. In addition, one should consider the specific interactions 
which may occur between the solute and solvent, such as complex 
foxmation or hydrogen bonding. Of these factors the effect of both
and a can be made negligible by a suitable choice of an internal
reference compound. Contributions due to a can be calculated usingw
equation (2.62), provided that an appropriate value for the constant B 
can be obtained from experiment. In the present work we have 
concentrated on the contribution of aE to the shielding constant. The 
effect of hydrogen bond formation is considered in some model compounds.
The solvaton model is used in conjunction with the INDO/S 
parametrization scheme to explore the role of polar effects on the 
13C, 15N, 170 and 19F shielding of some model compounds.
It is to be noted that it would be unrealistic to base quantitative 
conclusions on the results obtained. However, they could be useful in 
providing qualitative interpretative guidelines.
7.2 Results and discussion
7.2Ca) Solvent effects on 13C nuclear shielding
In discussing some of the discrepancies reported for the 13C
nuclear shielding of some polar molecules such as carbonyl compounds ,
acetonitrile and methyl isocyanide, the probable importance of inter-
12 50molecular interactions was pointed out. 3
In the present study, we have chosen acetone as a model to 
investigate solvent effects. Acetone is chosen because there is much 
experimental data available.65,170,171 Table 7.1 represents the 13C 
shielding constant and chemical shifts, calculated as a function of the 
dielectric constant for the carbonyl carbon of acetone. The data given
in Table 7.1 demonstrate that both the diamagnetic and paramagnetic 
contributions to the screening constant vary with a variation of 
dielectric constant. However, changes in the diamagnetic term are not 
as pronounced as changes in the paramagnetic term. We have found 
that the methyl carbons of acetone shift 7.1 ppm, to higher fields, 
when the dielectric constant increases from e = 1 to 80. The carbonyl 
carbon shifts downfield by 8.47 ppm over the same range of dielectric
172
constant. These results are in agreement with the experimental data.
65
Ando and co-workers obtained a similar trend from their calculations
using, the solvaton model in conjunction with the MINDO/2 parametrization
total n3
scheme. The total electron density, q , the mean value of r for
the 2P orbitals, <r~3>2p, and the average value of the transition
energies as a function of dielectric constant are also presented in
Table 7.1. It can be seen that>all of these factors vary as a
consequence of dielectric constant variation. An Increase of dielectric
constant tends to decrease the electron density on the carbonyl carbon.
This occurs with a simultaneous increment in <r >2p because of a net
contraction of the P orbitals. On the other hand, the weighted
energies decrease as the dielectric constant increases. Thus cr^
increases and the total screening decreases.
171
Recently Tiffon and Dubois have measured the 13C chemical 
shifts of acetone in the gaseous phase and in a variety of solvents. 
Unfortunately, comparison between their results and those calculated 
here is not straightforward,because the separation of the nuclear 
shielding arises from several types of solute-solvent interactions. 
However, a qualitative conclusion can be drawn on the basis of their 
results. They found that within several different solvents, the 
specific solute-solvent interaction term is at a minimum for carbon
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tetrachloride, the dielectric constant of which is 2.24. They report
a downfield shift of 5.10 ppm for the carbonyl carbon of acetone
dissolved in carbon tetrachloride with respect to that of the gaseous
phase. For this carbon, the calculated screening at e = 2 is 4.35 ppm
downfield with respect to that of the isolated molecule, i.e. when
e = 1. By comparison of these results one may conclude that for the
carbonyl carbon of acetone dissolved in CCJ^, the polar effect is
mainly responsible for the gas to liquid shift. However, this is in
contrast to Tiffon and Dubois’s results which reveal that the van der
171
Waals effect is dominant in this case. The screening constants of
the methyl carbons of acetone are found to be 3.74 ppm upfield at
e = 2 with respect to those when e = 1. For these carbons a shift of
5,05 ppm, to low field, has been reported for acetone in CC^ i* with
171
respect to gaseous acetone. However, it is shown that for the 
methyl carbons the van der Waals effect is more important than the 
other interactions. For these carbons, in contrast to polar effect, 
the van der Waals effect leads the resonance to lower fields.
Presumably the van der Waals shifts are larger than the 5 ppm reported 
and the polar effects quench some of it.
In protic solvents, the shielding of the carbonyl carbon is
170lowered with increasing acid strength. The largest downfield shift,
ca. 40 ppm, is reported for acetone dissolved in sulphuric acid. In 
this case, one can assume that the equilibrium (7.1) lies far to the 
right.
CH3
C = 0 + I-I2SO4
c h3x
Oh
CH:
\  +
C -OH + HSOi
/
(I)
(7.1)
Thus for sulphuric acid as a solvent the 13C chemical shifts reported 
can be considered to be characteristic of the cationic species (I).
The results of the INDO/S calculations in conjunction with Pople’s 
GIAO-ND approach for Jc+-0H carbon of species (I) are as follows:
= 255.52 ppm; = -249.28 ppm; = 6.24 ppm
By comparing these results with' those for isolated acetone 
(Table 3.3), we get a downfield shift of 1.85 ppm for this carbon.
It is noteworthy that this shift arises almost entirely from changes 
in cr^ .
Although this calculation has been able to reproduce the chemical 
shifts trend, it is apparent that the agreement between the calculated 
and experimental data is not satisfactory. This is due, at least in 
part, to the absence of a complete picture of the nature of the 
solution.
In Table 7.2 we present the INDO/S results of the principal 
components of the 13C shielding tensor of acetone and its anisotropy 
as a function of the dielectric constant. These results demonstrate 
that there are large variations among the individual tensor components 
of the shielding as a consequence of the - variation of the dielectric 
constant. However, since the shielding anisotropy is the difference 
between components of the shielding tensor, its variation is not as 
pronounced as is the variation in the principal components of the 
shielding tensor.
In order to characterize the nature and generality of the polar 
effect on carbonyl 13C chemical shifts, we have extended the acetone 
study to include other carbonyl-containing molecules. The results for
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some carbonyl molecules are presented in Table 7.3. Hie data given
in this table reveal that, except for formaldehyde, all of the other
carbonyl molecules show a large downfield shift. It is also evident
from this data that the sensitivity of the carbonyl carbon to polar
effects tends to increase with substitution of a hydrogen group by
an alkyl group. This trend is shown in Figure 7.1, where the polar
shifts, 161, of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, pinacolone and di-t-butyl
ketone are plotted against the corresponding polar shift, |S|, of
acetone in the same dielectric constant. The best straight
correlation lines are obtained by the method of least squares. The
slopes of these lines may be taken as numerical indices of the
sensitivity of the carbonyl carbon to polar effects. The values are:
acetone, 1.00; formaldehyde, 0.14; acetaldehyde, 0.70; pinacolone,
0.80; di-t-butyl ketone, 0.71. A sensitivity to solvent effects of
1.05, 1.00 and 0.81 is obtained for acetone, pinacolone and di-t-butyl
ketone respectively by experiment, where these compounds have been
1 70dissolved in a variety of solvents. w
In Table 7.4 we have presented the 13C screening constant and 
chemical shifts of the carbonyl carbon, calculated as a function of 
dielectric constant for some carboxylic acids and esters. It can be 
seen that these compounds are quite sensitive to the variation of the 
dielectric constant. Furthermore, the sensitivity is increased as 
hydrogen is replaced by an alkyl group. This trend is shown in 
Figure 7.2, where the polar shifts, |6[, of methyl foimate, acetic 
acid, methyl acetate, ethyl acetate and acetic anhydride are plotted 
against the polar shift, \$\, of formic acid. The values of the 
sensitivity to polar effects are obtained by the same method as for 
ketones. They are: formic acid, 1.00; methyl formate, 1.56;
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The CNDO/S and INDO/S 13C chemical shift calculations
for carbonyl carbons of some isolated carbonyl-containing compounds 
give consistently a high field shift when compared to those obtained 
experimentally in the liquid phase. The results of the INDO/S 
calculations for the carbonyl carbons of isolated methyl, acetate 
and acetic anhydride (Table 3.3) show a difference of 11.27 and 
26.49 ppm respectively when compared with the experimental data. 
However, it is apparent that this discrepancy arises, at least partly, 
due to the existence of polar effects in the solutions.
Acetonitrile and methyl isocyanide are polar species and thus 
are susceptible to medium effects. Hie total electron density, 13C 
screening constant and chemical shift calculated as a function of 
dielectric constant are given in Table 7.5 for these molecules.
For acetonitrile the total electron density on the nitrile and
methyl carbons is found to increase and decrease, respectively, with
increasing dielectric constant. This is in contradiction with
results of the MINDO/2 calculations performed by Ando et al.^ It
can be seen from Table 7.5 that the methyl and nitrile carbons shift
upfield and downfield, respectively, with increasing dielectric
constant. This trend is in agreement with the experiment as are the
65
results of the MINDO/2 calculation. These shifts arise almost 
entirely from changes in the paramagnetic teim. It is noteworthy 
that, in contrast to the MINDO/2 results, both the INDO/S calculations 
performed here and the experimental data^ show that the methyl carbon is 
more sensitive to solvent effects than is the nitrile carbon.
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For methyl isocyanide, the electron density on both the methyl 
and isocyanide carbons decreases as a result of increasing dielectric 
constant. The methyl and isocyanide carbons shift upfield and 
downfield, respectively, with increasing dielectric constant.
However, when compared to the methyl carbon of acetonitrile, the 
methyl carbon of methyl isocyanide shows less sensitivity to polar 
effects; whereas the sensitivity of the isocyanide carbon to the 
variation of dielectric constant is found to be about 1.5 times 
larger than that due to the nitrile carbon.
7.2(b) Solvent effects on nitrogen nuclear shielding
Nitrogen chemical shifts are found to be more sensitive to 
medium effects than are 13C chemical shifts, thus they may provide a 
closer insight into molecular interactions in liquids.
In the present study, we have chosen some nitrogen containing 
compounds as a model in order to investigate the polar effects on 
nitrogen shielding by using the 'solvaton* model in conjunction with 
the INDO/S approach. The total electron density on nitrogen, its 
screening constant and chemical shifts, calculated as a function of 
dielectric constant, are given in Table 7.6 for these compounds.
For nitromethane, the data given in Table 7.6 reveal a shift 
of 29.11 ppm, to low field, for the nitrogen signal of this molecule 
as the dielectric constant increases from s = 1 to 80. This shift 
arises predominantly from changes in the paramagnetic contribution to 
the nuclear shielding. The diamagnetic term is found to be reduced by 
1.83 ppm as a result of increases in the dielectric constant from
xou
e = 1 to 80. However, decreases in the diamagnetic term arise from
considerable reductions in the electron density on the nitrogen atom
when the dielectric constant increases. There have been some
arguments about the absolute value of the nitrogen screening constant 
130for nitromethane. A value of about -130 ppm has been estimated
for neat nitromethane, from a comparison of the spin-rotation results
for ammonia, ca. 270 ppm, and the chemical shift difference between
130gaseous ammonia and neat CH3NO2 , ca. 400 ppm. The data given in 
Table 7.6 reveal a screening constant of about -141 ppm for neat 
CH3NO2 , which is in good agreement with this estimate.
Recently, some 15N NMR studies have been performed for ammonia 
in the gaseous phase.130,144,166 position of the nitrogen
resonance for dissolved ammonia in a variety of solvents generally 
moves downfield by 8 to 16 ppm ^ (“)?~ ^ ,'^from the signal of gaseous 
ammonia. In contrast, the calculations performed here reveal a 
shift of 16.28 ppm, to high field, when the dielectric constant 
increases from £ = 1 to 80. Therefore, the interactions of the NH3 
molecule with solvent molecules may produce a large downfield shift 
and polar effects quench some of it. However, one should be cautious 
in comparing the experimental data with what is calculated here, 
because the NH3 molecules may remain in aggregates, even in very 
dilute solutions.'*'
For nitrate ion, N03, a small concentration dependence is found
1 Tin
for its relative nitrogen screening constant in aqueous solutions.
The data presented here reveal a large shift of 225.05 ppm, to low 
field, for this ion as the dielectric constant increases from e = 1 
to 80. Of these shifts only 2.95 ppm arises from changes in the 
diamagnetic term. Although the gas to infinite dilution shift for
187
TABLE 7.6 Dependence of calculated electron density, screening constant and chemical shifts (ppm)^ 
of nitrogen upon dielectric constant in some model compounds
Molecule
Dielectric constant
1 2 6 10 20 40 80
CH3NO2 qtotal 4.5194 4.4378 4.3827 4.3717 4.3633 4.3591 .4.3571
oAV -112.46 -126.26 -136.93 -138.94 -140.45 -141.20 -141.57
6 0.0 13.80 24.47 26.48 27.99 28.74 29.11
nh3
total
q 5.2824 5.3374 5.3734 5.3806 5.3859 5.3886 5.3899
oAV 112.12 120.62 125.78 126.88 127.80 128.20 128.40
6 0.0 - 8.50 - 13.66 - 14.76 - 15.68 - 16.08 - 16.28
no; „totalq 4.4770 4.3590 4.2805 4.2633 4.2503 4.2346 4.2312
AV0 - 94.98 -192.14 -237.36 -291.83 -306.17 -316.26 -320.03
6 0.0 97.16 178.38 196.85 211.19 221.28 225.05
m t
total
q 4.8222 ,4.8170 4.8142 4.8137 4.8134 4.8132 4.8131
oAV 137.56 175.30 192.42 195.47 197.54 199.47 199.99
6 0.0 - 37.74 - 54.86 - 57.91 - 59.98 - 61.91 - 62.43
total
q 5.2973 5.3083 5.3157 5.3171 5.3182 5.3188 5.3191
(D) oAV - 20.40 - 20.27 - 20.17 - 20.14 - 20.12 - 20.11 - 20.11
6 0.0 - 0.13 - 0.23 - 0.26 - 0.28 - 0.29 - 0.29
CH3CN totalq 5.2944 5.3039 5.3113 5.3128 5.3139 5.3145 5.3148
AV0 35.51 33.47 33.23 34.22 34.78 34.79 34.82
6 0.0 2.04 2.28 1.29 0.73 0.72 0.69
CH3NC totalq 5.1181 5.1244 5.1310 5.1323 5.1333 5.1338 5.1340
><
D 91.50 93.79 94.10 94.09 94.16 94.13 94.11
6 0.0 - 2.29 - 2.60 - 2.59 - 2.66 - 2.63 - 2.61
(a) See footnote of Table 7.1
this species has not been reported, it seems that the solvaton model 
exaggerates the polar effects for this ion in solution. This is 
because the calculations were perfoimed on free NO3 ion, whereas all 
of the experimental data are obtained from KNO3, NaN03 or NHi+NCh in 
aqueous solutions. Therefore, there may be some charge transformation
•— f  -f* *j-
from the N03 ion to the cationic species K , Na or NH4 in solution.
Thus the electron density on the NO3 atoms reduces, resulting in
smaller net charges on these atoms and hence smaller interactions
between these atoms and solvatons. A considerable shift is found to
130exist between solutions of NaN03 (or KN03) and acidified NHi*N03.
Therefore, one may expect that hydrogen bond formation plays an
173important role in this case. Recently Caminiti and co-workers 
have investigated N03 - H20 interactions in aqueous solutions using 
X-ray diffraction techniques. Their proposed geometry for the N03 
ion in aqueous solutions is depicted in Figure 7.3. We have employed 
this geometry in order to calculate the nitrogen shielding for the 
hydrated N03 ion. The results obtained are given in Table 7.7.
© H20
O 0
v N
FIGURE 7.3 N03 hydration model. Each oxygen atom of the N03 is
tetrahedrally coordinated to the N and three water molecules. 
The 0— H distance is taken to be 3.50
By comparing these results with those due to the free nitrate ion, 
one can find that the changes in the screening constants arise almost 
entirely from changes in the paramagnetic contributions to a. The 
average weighted value of the transition energies contributing to a^ 
are found to increase as a result of hydrogen bonding, causing a 
reduction in the value of
. Solvents critically affect the nitrogen chemical shifts of the
+130,144 _ .
ammonium ion, NH4. The calculations presented here confirm
this by showing a shift of 62.43 ppm, to higher fields, for this
species as the dielectric constant increases from e = 1 to 80. The:
INDO/S calculations give a chemical shift difference of -250.02 ppm
■ ' 4-
between the nitrogen screening constants of the isolated NHi+ and
CH3NO2 species (Table 4.1). This value is far too low when compared
with a shift difference of -352.89 ppm obtained experimentally between
aqueous solutions of Mit and neat Gi3N02.'^ Considering a screening
constant of about -141 ppm for neat nitromethane yields a chemical
+
shift difference of about -341 ppm for aqueous, solutions of NHi* > 
which is in good agreement with the experimental data.
In contrast to the other molecules included in Table 7.6,
pyridine, CH3CN and CH3NC show a very small sensitivity to dielectric
constant variation. For pyridine a shift of 0.29 ppm, to high field,
is obtained as a result of increasing the dielectric constant from
e = 1 to 80. This trend is in agreement with the experimental data
available for pyridine which reveals that its 15N resonance position
shifts to higher fields in solutions having larger dielectric 
130
constants. In hydrogen-bond forming solvents, (i.e. H20) a large 
shift of ca. 20 ppm, to higher fields, is found to exist for the 15N
130resonance of pyridine referred to neat pyridine. To investigate
this problem, we have calculated the nitrogen shielding for a minimum
energy conformation of the C6H5N— H20 system as obtained from a
60
MINDO/3 geometry optimization procedure. The nitrogen data for 
this system, together with the corresponding data for isolated 
pyridine, are given in Table 7.7. These data reveal that the para­
magnetic contribution to nitrogen shielding reduces as a result of 
hydrogen-bond formation giving an upfield shift of 15.79 ppm for this 
nitrogen. This shift arises almost entirely from changes in the 
paramagnetic contributions to nuclear shielding. It is obvious that 
hydrogen-bond formation increases the weighted transition energies and 
therefore reduces the paramagnetic contributions to the shielding. 
However, the results obtained here are in good agreement with the 
experimental data, indicating that hydrogen-bond formation is mainly 
responsible for the relatively large shift, to higher fields, 
observed for pyridine in aqueous solutions.
174
Loewenstein and Margalit have reported 1IfN NMR data of
acetonitrile and methyl isocyanide in CCJU, C6H6 and CH30H. They
find that, in contrast to CH3CN, the position of the 14N resonance in
CH3NC does not change upon dilution with polar or non-polar solvents.
Considering the small shift obtained for the nitrogen of CH3CN at
e > 2, one may notice the agreement between the calculated and observed
shieldings as a function of dielectric constant, which implies that
the 1,+N resonance in CH3CN shifts to lower fields in CC^h or C6H6.
However, it seems that a factor other than polar effects is acting in
the solution, since much larger shifts, to low field, than those
174
obtained theoretically are observed. A large shift, to high field, 
observed for the 1IfN resonance of a methanolic solution of CH3CN, was
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attributed to hydrogen-bond formation. We have calculated the
nitrogen shielding in the GI3CN— HOCH3 system to investigate this
problem theoretically. The results given in Table 7.7 are due to a
minimum energy conformation for the CH3CN— HOCH3 system as obtained
41from the INDO geometry optimization procedure. A shift of
34.05 ppm, to high field, is obtained for the nitrogen atom in the 
CH3CN— HOCH3 system with respect to isolated CH3GN. This shift 
arises mostly from a reduction in the paramagnetic contribution to 
the shielding. This occurs as a result of an increase in the weighted 
transition energy term.
By considering the results presented here, one may conclude 
that considerable polar shifts contribute to the nitrogen shielding in 
the liquid phase. The data given in Table 7.7 indicate that nitrogen 
NMR signals move to higher fields as hydrogen-bond formation occurs.
7.2(c) Solvent effects on 170 nuclear shielding
The problem of medium effects is more serious in the case of 170 
chemical shift measurements than for 13C and 15N nuclei. Therefore 
we have performed some calculations to investigate the polar effects 
on the 170 shielding in some model compounds. Table 7.8 presents 
different factors governing the 170 shielding constant, calculated as 
a function of dielectric constant for acetone. It can be seen that 
all of these factors vary as a consequence of dielectric constant 
variation. The screening constant of oxygen shifts, to higher fields, 
as a result of increases in the dielectric constant. This shift arises 
almost entirely from changes in the local paramagnetic term.
Consequently, the values of and a^(nonloc) are not listed separately
in Table 7.8. Decreases in the paramagnetic contribution to the 170 
screening constant is found to be due to the variation of two factors.
— 3
Firstly, due to the expansion of P orbitals, the <r >2p factor tends
to reduce as the dielectric constant increases. Secondly, the weighted
transition energies increase with increasing dielectric constant. In
contrast to the carbonyl carbon (Table 7.1), the electron density on
the oxygen atom increases with increasing dielectric constant. In
170 1 7Q
agreement with experimental data, * as the 13C shielding decreases 
the corresponding 170 shift increases with increasing dielectric 
constant. The lowest n -* tt* transition together with the corresponding 
long-wavelength electronic absorption ^max , calculated as a function of 
dielectric constant, are also included in Table 7.8. Hie relation 
between the oxygen chemical shift and m^ax is- found to be strictly
_ -  jy^rr ^
linear, whereas for the C chemical shift and X small deviations ’ max
occur. These results are in agreement with experimental data.-^5
For some selected molecules, the electron density on oxygen, its 
screening constant and chemical shift, calculated as a function of 
dielectric constant, are reported in Table 7.9.
For the carbonyl oxygen of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde a 
shift of 23.57 and 12.51 ppm, respectively, to higher fields, are 
obtained when the dielectric constant increases from e = l to 80. In 
the case of formic acid and methyl acetate, increases in the screening 
constant of the carbonyl oxygen is . more pronounced when compared with 
carbonyl compounds. This indicates that the sensitivity of the 
carbonyl oxygen to polar effects increases when hydrogen or methyl 
groups are replaced by hydroxyl or methoxy groups.
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falTABLE 7.9 Dependence of calculated electron density, screening constant and chemical shift (ppm)1 J 
of oxygen upon dielectric constant in some model compounds
Molecule
Dielectric constant ■
1 2 6 10 20 40 80
H2C0 qtotal 6.3298 6.3351 6.3386 6.3393 6.3398 6.3401 6.3402
aAV -412.16 -400.09 -392,20 -390.64 -389.47 -388.88 -388.59
6 0.00 - 12.07 - 19.96 - 21.52 - 22.69 - 23.28 - 23.57
<n3cai
total
q 6.3700 6.3793 6.3856 6.3868 6.3878 6.5883 6.3885
aAV -329.92 -323.74 -319.48 . -318.59 -317.92 -317.58 -317.41
6 0.00 - 6.18 - 10.44 - 11.33 - 12.00 - 12.34 - 12.51
HOOCH
*
total
q 6.3812 6.4051 6.4209 6.4241 6.4242 6.4276 6.4282
Q > < -276.62 -249.02 -231.38 -227.92 -225.34 -224.06 -223.42
1IC00H
*
total
q 6.2198 6.2604 6.2869 6.2921 6.2960 6.2980 6.2989
oAV 51.02 68.60 79.76 81.94 83.57 84.37 84.78
Average oAV -112.8 - 90.21 - 75.81 - 72.99 . - 70.88 - 69.84 - 69.32
6 0.0 - 22.59 - 36.99 - 39.81 - 41.91 - 42.95 - 43.48
GI3COOQI3
*
total
q 6.4195 6.4482 6.4674 6.4712 6.4741 6.4755 6.4762
><
D -224.87 -200.12 -184.66 -181.69 -179.47 -178.38 -177.84
6 0.0 - 24.75 - 40.21 - 43.18 - 45.40 - 46.49 - 47.03
NO 3 totalq 6.5077 6.5470 6.5732 6.5789 6.5832 6.5884 6.5895
oAV -125.94 -152.56 -173.05 -178.24 -182.35 -187.98 -189.13
6 0.00 26.62 47.11 52.30 56.41 62.04 63.19
h 2o totalq 6.2818 6.3183 6.3421 6.3469 6.3504 6.3522 6.3531
aAV 68.30 86.19 97.48 99.68 101.32 102.14 102.55
6 0.00 - 17.89 - 29.18 - 31.38 - 33.02 - 33.84 - 34.25
(a) See footnote of Table 7.1
The 170 chemical shift of the nitrate ion is found to be very 
solvent dependent.-^2,158,159 and CNDO/S^
calculations give rather poor results for the 170 chemical shift of
free nitrate ion when compared with the experimental data. Better
52 176
results are obtained ’ when calculations are performed for a 
minimum energy conformation of the NH4NO3 molecule. For this 
conformation, however, hydrogen-bond formation occurs. To investigate 
the importance of hydrogen-bond formation we have calculated the 170 
nuclear shielding of the hydrated nitrate ion (Figure 7.3) using the 
INDO/S parametrization scheme in conjunction with PopleTs GIAO-FD 
approach. The results obtained are reported in Table 7.10. The 170 
shielding constant of the hydrated nitrate ion shifts by 10.68 ppm to 
low field, with respect to the free ion. It can be seen that, as a
— 3
result of hydrogen bonding, the values of <r >2p and the weighted 
transition energies increase and decrease, respectively, leading to a 
downfield shift for the 170 signal of the hydrated ion.
The 170 resonance of water vapour is found to be displaced by
*1 fin
about 36 ppm, to higher fields, compared with that of liquid water.
The data given in Table 7.9 reveal that the polar effect is not
responsible for this shift, because the 170 shielding increases as .the
dielectric constant increases. The INDO/S results for the 170 nuclear
shielding of the water dimer and pentamer are also included in
Table 7.10. These results belong to a minimum-energy conformation as
41
obtained from a INDO geometry optimization procedure. These
conformations are depicted in Figure 7.4. In the case of the water
dimer, the 170 nuclear shielding of the proton-acceptor water molecule
(A), decreases when compared with the isolated water molecule. These
177results are m  agreement with the experimental data indicating that
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breaking of hydrogen bonds leads to an upfield shift of the 170 signal.
For the proton-donor water molecule, (D), the 170 signal shifts to
higher fields with respect to the isolated water molecule. This is
177in contradiction to the experimental data which imply that proton 
donation leads to a decrease in the 170 shielding constant.
L A e-ss-sO
(b)
FIGURE 7.4 Optimized geometry for the water polymers 
(a) water dimer (b) water pentamer
(A) proton-acceptor; (D) proton-donor; (C) central water
Water pentamer is assumed to be the smallest unit in the liquid 
177
at room temperature. The preferred conformation of water pentamer 
reveals three types of water molecules, namely, proton-donor (D), 
proton-acceptor (A) and the central water molecule (C) which are 
bonded through both the oxygen and hydrogen atoms to the other four 
water molecules. For the sake of comparison, the results for these
molecules are included in Table 7.10 separately. Of these three types 
of water molecules, the proton-acceptor water molecules are found to 
have the smallest 170 shielding constant. For the central water molecule 
the screening constant of oxygen increases. As regards .the water 
pentamer, we want to point out that the theoretical results presented 
here do not reproduce the experimentally observed sequence of the 170 
NMR shifts upon dilution. However, one should be cautious in assuming 
the water pentamer to be the smallest unit in the best description of 
liquid water.
7.2(d) Solvent effects on 19F nuclear shielding
19F chemical shifts have long been known to be strongly solvent 
178dependent. In the present study, we have chosen hydrogen fluoride,
some fluoromethanes and fluorobenzene to investigate polar effects on
the fluorine resonance. Table 7.11 presents different factors
governing the 19F shielding constant, calculated as a function of
dielectric constant for hydrogen fluoride, For this molecule the 19F
resonance of the gaseous monomer appears at about 20 ppm, to higher
168
fields, from that due to liquid hydrogen fluoride. Of course this 
shift is quite important when it comes to making comparison with the 
theoretically calculated values. For HF, the results given in 
Table 7.11 reveal a shift of 34.11 ppm, to higher fields, when 
dielectric constant increases from e = 1 to 80. This shift arises 
almost entirely from changes in the paramagnetic term. However, the 
value of the weighted transition energies increases considerably as a 
result of increases in the dielectric constant. This gives a smaller 
value for cr^ , therefore the fluorine signal shifts to higher fields.
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Hie value of <r 3>2p is found to decrease as the dielectric constant
increases, indicating that the p orbitals are expanded as a
consequence of polar effect. By comparing the results presented here
168with the experimental data, one may conclude that the polar effect
is not responsible for the low field gas to liquid shift, since the
polar effect shifts the fluorine resonance to higher fields. However,
it is. found that for HF, the liquid is strongly associated and there
168is a high degree of polymerization in the saturated vapour.
Therefore for this molecule the contributions from specific interactions 
to the fluorine screening constant may be important.
The total electron density, screening constant, shielding aniso­
tropy and chemical shifts, calculated as a function of dielectric 
constant, are given in Table 7.12 for some fluorinated compounds.
Except for fluoromethane, CH3F, the 19F resonance for all of the other
compounds included in Table 7.12 shifts to higher fields as the
179
dielectric constant increases. Evans has found a difference m
chemical shift between tetrafluoromethane, CFv, as a gas and at
infinite dilution in carbon tetrachloride of 9.2 ppm, the resonance
in the gas phase being at highest applied field. In contrast, we
obtain a shift of 12.60 ppm, to higher fields, when .the dielectric
constant increases from e = 1 to 2. Bearing in mind that carbon
tetrachloride is an inert solvent, we conclude that the van der Waals
effect plays an important role in this case. This conclusion is in
180agreement with empirical results which imply that the van der Waals 
contribution to the fluorine resonance of CFi* is larger than that due 
to other factors.
It can be seen from Table 7.12 that, for fluoromethanes, the
202
fa-)
TABLE 7.12 Dependence of calculated electron density, screening constant, shielding anisotropy^ } and 
chemical shifts (ppm)^ of 19F upon dielectric constant in some fluorinated compounds
Molecule
Dielectric constant
1 2 6 10 20 40 80
CH3F totalq 7.2586 7.2537 7.2505 7.2498 7.2493 7.2491 7.2490
oAV 260.83 257.16 254.36 253.85 253.48 253.29 253.19
Aa 308.17 314.16 317.33 318.12 318.75 319.05 319.21
6 0.00 3.67 6.47 6.98 7.35 7.54 7.64
chf3 totalq 7.2159 7.2340 7.2349 7.2365 7.2376 7.2382 7.2385
oAV 234.85 240.93 244.96 245.76 246.36 246.66 • 246.81
A a ‘ 341.23 332.81 327.25 326.14 325.31 324.89 324.68
6 0.00 - - 6.08 - 10.11 - 10.91 - 11.51 - 11.81 - 11.96
CF*
total
q 7.1960 7.2190 7.2341 7.2371 7.2394 7.2405 7.2411
><
o 215.24 227.84 236.06 237.68 238.90 239.50 239.80
Aa 370.20 352.53 341.03 33S.74 337.04 336.19 335.76
6 0.00 - 12.60 - 20.82 - 22.44 - 23.66 - 24.26 - 24.56
F
total
q 7.2500 7.2497 7.2828 7.2854 7.2873 7.2882 7.2887
( 6
262.74 260.00 281.36 282.81 283.88 284.41 284.67
Aa 254.84 257.53 231.00 229.16 227.79 227.12 226.78
6 0.00 2.74 - 18.62 - 20.07 - 21.14 - 21.67 - 21.93
(a) See footnote (b) of Table 7,2
(b) See footnote of Table 7.1
sensitivity of the 19F resonance to polar effects increases as 
hydrogen is replaced by fluorine.
The shielding anisotropy of fluorinated compounds varies
considerably as a consequence of the dielectric constant variation.
In the case of fluoromethanes^fluorine anisotropies, obtained from
liquid crystals, are found to be very different from those obtained
106from molecular beam techniques. These differences, at least in 
part, can be attributed to medium effects.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
NMR spectroscopy is one of the most attractive techniques for 
investigating the electronic structure of molecules, consequently 
there is a need for a corresponding theoretical framework. This 
theory must provide results which are accurate enough and should be 
tractable for systems of real chemical interest, while the cost of 
calculations should not be too expensive. Therefore, despite the 
achievement of a high level of success in calculating nuclear 
screening constants by using the ab initio SCF method with finite 
perturbation theory for very simple molecules, we have emphasized 
semi-empirical molecular orbital methods in the present work.
The independent electron theory of molecular diamagnetism 
developed by Pople in 1962 provides the most satisfactory model to 
date on which to apply semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations. 
However, this theory has been used within the framework of many 
semi-empirical parameterization schemes like INDO, MINDO/2 and 
CNDO/S. Of these schemes, the CNDO/S set of parameters provides the 
most reasonable screening results. However, they are not always 
satisfactory.
In an attempt to obtain an improved description of the various 
factors contributing to the screening tensor for first row nuclei, 
we have employed the INDO/S and MINDO/3 sets of parameters.
The INDO/S procedure Includes an account of one-centre exchange 
integrals which appear to have a significant effect on the calculated 
contributions from the molecular excited states. The present work 
demonstrates that Pople’s GIAO-MO method in conjunction with INDO/S
wavefunctions is capable of satisfactorily accounting for the 
observed chemical shift differences, screening constants and 
anisotropies of C, N, 0 and F nuclei in a variety of different 
electronic environments. We feel that the results of the INDO/S 
calculations represent a significant improvement over those reported 
earlier by means of the CNDO/S parameterization scheme. It is to be 
noted that the INDO/S results are in many cases comparable to 
expensive gauge-invariant ab initio results and in some cases are 
in better agreement with* the experimental data.
The present study shows that the variation ^ a<(i0cal) is in most 
cases less than two per cent of the experimental chemical shift 
differences experienced by various nuclei in different electronic 
environments. The overall average values of a^ocal ^oun<^  f°r C, N,
0 and F nuclei are respectively 258, 323.85, 398.20 and 472.44 ppm. 
However, similar values are obtained for this term by using different 
parameterization schemes,indicating that the magnitude of the 
diamagnetic contribution to the shielding constant is insensitive to 
the choice of the wavefunction under consideration.
Although the variation in °^oca  ^is small, in discussions of IS 
binding energies available from X-ray photoelectron data, this 
variation may be estimated directly (Section 2.7). The present study 
shows that Pople’s local term model provides carbon and nitrogen data 
which are in satisfactory agreement with X-ray photoelectron results. 
This work also demonstrates that the local term based upon the atom- 
dipole model (first two terms in eqn. (2.75)) also provides reasonable 
agreement. However, the complete atom-dipole expression is found to 
be incompatable with the experimental data due to the presence of a 
non-local contribution.
Contributions arising from a^on-local screeni-nS constant,
AVa , is found to be negligible in most cases considered here. 
Consequently, one may conclude that differences in the nuclear 
screening arise almost entirely from variations in a;[oca  ^with small
contributions appearing from an0n-local ^ri some cases multiple 
bonding.
The average value of the energies of electronic transitions 
contributing to oP are reported for most of the nuclei considered 
here. It is demonstrated that, with the exception of the carbonyl 
oxygen nuclei, large variations occur in this energy, even for very 
closely related molecules. Thus we conclude that the use of an 
Average Excitation Energy (AEE) in the interpretation.of nuclear 
shielding data is unreasonable.
The present work indicates that the MINDO/3 parameterization 
scheme provides quantitatively unreliable results for all of the 
nuclei considered here. In the case of C, N, 0 and F nuclei, 
improved agreement with the experimental data is found when the 
electronic excitation energies are taken from the INDO/S 
parameterized calculations. For boron, similar success has been 
achieved when CNDO/S transition energies are used. The relative 
lack of success achieved by the MINDO/3 calculations is probably a 
reflection of their inability to reproduce the electronic excited 
states satisfactorily.
Since all the theoretical estimates are based upon an isolated 
molecule as a model, it seems unrealistic to expect from any 
theoretical treatment of magnetic shielding exact reproduction of 
experimental data which are usually reported for liquid samples and
are susceptible to medium effects. In the present work, the solvaton 
model shows that the polar effects play in important role in NMR 
studies of polar molecules containing C, N, 0 and F nuclei. It also 
demonstrates that both the diamagnetic and paramagnetic contributions 
to the screening constant vary with variation of dielectric constant. 
However, changes in the diamagnetic term are not as pronounced as 
changes in the paramagnetic term. We feel that various results 
obtained from the solvaton model for C, N, 0 and F polar Shifts, 
together with information from hydrogen-bonding calculations for some 
model compounds , can be useful in providing some qualitative 
interpretation guidelines.
It would be of interest to see the effect of inclusion of some 
two-centre terms in the theory and also to see the ability of the 
present approach in reproducing the experimental shielding constants 
of second row nuclei. Since both CNDO/S and INDO/S calculations 
show that electric field effects are very important in the case of 
fluorine screening data, it would be interesting to calculate this 
term by introducing some artificial monopoles near the framework of 
the fluorinated molecules under consideration.
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APPENDIX
The molecular coulomb, JC^ ., and exchange, K^, integrals 
(eqn. (1.35)) required in the evaluation of singlet-singlet transition
kenergies, (Ej - Eq) (eqn. (1.34)) can be expressed as:
Kjk = {jk|kj}
(A.l)
where
(A. 2)
Under the CNBO approximation, eqn. (A.2) becomes:
Uj | kS.}CND0 ^ SiiCujCXkCi!l^ly I ^
pX S>iCPjCAkCA«.YAB
(6 on A and 4a on B) y a
(A. 3)
Consequently, J.^ and K.^ integrals are evaluated in the CNDO approach 
from
and
Jjk CyjCyjC^kCAkYAB
Kjk “ CyjCykCAkCAjYAB
i  on A and i  on B (A. 4)
y a
However, under the INDO approximation, eqn. (A.2) can be written as
{ij|ki>}IND0 = {ij |kJ>}rwnn + Correction(ijkJl)CNDO (A. 5)
where
L L \J
Correction(ijH) = \ C .C .C^C (yv|Aa)
yvAa J
(A. 6)
, 't'yC+'U ’ ‘f’A’ 'i’a f-tk'A) are on A
or
Correction(ijkS.) - { ( C ^  + C ^ )  ( C ^  + C ^ )
+ (C .C . + C .C .)(C ,C „ + C ,C J  yi sj si yy yk si sk yI
+ (C .C . + C -C .}(C,C, + C ,C „)}i G1 v zi sj si z y K zk s& sk zV 3
+ {(C -C . + C -C .1(C ,C 0 + C .C „) v xi yj yi xj" xk yZ yk xZJ
+ / CxiCzj + CziCxjy CxkCz^ + CzkCx d
+ C^yiCzj + Czi<yi> V z l  + Cz k V  ^  F2
+ {CxiCxjCxkCxJl + CyiCyjCykCy*’ + CziCzjCzkCz«,}25 F
{(CxiCxjCykCy«. + SWyjLckScd
+ (CxiCxjCzkCz5. + CziCzjCxkCx P
+ C(V i S j CzkCzt'+ C ziCzjCy k V }^ F 2 -
(A. 7)
With the appropriate correction terms, Jjk and K^k are calculated in 
the INDO method using
and
Jjk = {jj]kWCND0 + Correction(jjkk)
Kjk = {;’k lkn cND0 + Correction(jkkj)
(A. 8)
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